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Preface

This final report document contains the procedures, analyses, results,

and discussion from the first and second years of the research project entitled,

"A Comparison of Three Methods of Physical Education Programming for Emotion-

ally Disturbed Children." The specific training activities used with each of

the three methods were quit:a. detailed. As a result, any description of such

activities and evaluation of their effectiveness becomes lengthy. The reader

should thus be given some hints as to how to proceed most profitably through

this document.

This research project gathered data during the summers of two consecu-

tive years. The treatments and design used were similar for the two years.

However, some modifications were made in second-year implementation of the

project as a result of experience derived from the first year. For example,

the training of instructors was upgraded to yield greater consistency in

application of activities and in administration of tests. Further, greater

control and standardization of test conditions were exercised during the second

year. A third improvement in the second year was in the selection of analy-

tical schemes to be more reflective of special problems in the measurements

under consideration (especially in the physical performance realm).

The report is divided into three major sections. Each section has its

relevant appendices attached before the next section is begun. However, before

the reader decides to read any main section of this :eport in detail, he is

advised to read the Summary Abstract, which documents the procedures and major

findings of the second year.

To allow the reader to gain an understanding of precisely how the physical

education program activities were implemented in each treatment, and to allow

others to attempt replication of these results, Section I is provided. In

this section are such items as a training manual and a test manual for the

physical performance areas.

The actual results and specific features of the first and second years of

operation are contained in Sections II and III, respectively. Extensive numeri-

cal documentation on the effectiveness of the three training procedures is

given through tables and figures.

Finally, with regard to the interpretation of Section I, II, and III, a



few words of caution are in order. First, since the second year's procedures

and analyses were carried out in a more sophisticated manner than the first

year, the reader should consider the first year in the sense of a field test

used for formative evaluation; greatest weight should be given to the second

year's data. Second, the reliability figures given in Appendix B of Section I

are subject to question in terms of the two negative coefficients reported;

further analysis of that data was not possible at the time the total report

was compiled. Third, the covariance analyses of Appendix C under Section I

should be interpreted only as a preliminary look at the first year's results;

Section II is a more exhaustive analysis in this sense.

It was the purpose of this research to provide a large amount of data

collected on a broad array of variables. The authors hope that their effort

will provide the reader with the information he seeks and stimulate substantive

research into areas suggested by this document.



SECTION I

PROCEDURAL CONSIDERATIONS



FINAL REPORT ON THE RESEARCH PROJECT
"A COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PROGRAMMING FOR EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN"

Section I

Introduction

This section of the report is designed to present three areas of actual

procedures which were followed for two years while implementing the research

proposal titled A Comparison of Three Methods of Physical Education Programming

for Emotionally Disturbed Children. The section is organized into three areas:

(1) physical performance evaluation techniques, (2) training of staff, and

(3) treatment 'procedures for subjects.

Physical Performance Evaluation Techniques

During the first year of the program a team of six testers were selected

and trained to administer the physical performance tests to each subject in

the school which he regularly attended. This procedure proved unsatisfactory.

The subjects were tested under varied conditions caused by different facilities,

equipment and weather. This also proved very inefficient regarding use of

tester time due to time spent in travel and setting up testing stations.

A number of changes were made for the second year testing program.

Twenty testers were used and the subjects were transported to and from a

central location where testing was done during a four day period. This re-

sulted in constant facility, equipment, and weather conditions for all test

data. A detailed test directions manual was developed and given to the testers

during the first meeting training them to administer the tests. (See appendix

A). Each tester was trained to administer all of the tests and was further
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informed regarding the specific test items to which he was assigned. The

demonstration of test item administration after tho tester knew which items he

was to be responsible for was found to be essential in attaining effective

results. Further, supervision of testers during actual test administration

was found to be a necessity to maintain standard test conditions. The test

program changes made for the second year proved very satisfactory and are

recommended for use in similar programs.

As indicated in the original research proposal the first year of the

project included three testing periods; pre, post, and retention. During

the second year it was decided to add a fourth testing period. The addi-

tional testing period immediately followed the post testing period and was

done to establish the reliability of the data collected. All of the tests

used were established tests, however, many of them had not been used ex-

tensively with emotionally handicapped children. This factor, plus the

desire to determine with some degree of certainty the reliability of the

data collected under the exact conditions of the present research, i.e.

subjects, facilities, equipment, testers, etc., resulted in the decision

to include a reliability check. This is believed to be vital to further

interpretation of the data and can serve to answer to what degree trust can be

placed in reliability figures established on physical performance tests

with "normal" children when these tests are purposed for use with emotionally

handicapped children. The contrast of published reliability coefficients

found with "normal" subjects and the subjects used in the present study

is shown in appendix B.
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Traininp Procedures Far Staff

The staff were male physical education teachers. 4proximately one-

third of the staff ha:_ experience in working with emotionally hnndicapped

children. Each year at least three of the staff had done graduate work

beyond the master's degree level. Four atoff-members who wort -ed in the

1970 program were rehired for the 1971 program.

It was required that the staff participate in the initial testing

program. Exceptions to this requirement were made during the 1971 program

for two staff members who were employed full tine as physical education

teachers for special education students in the public schools. The

requirements furnished the staff with experience in working with emotionally

handicapped children. It further enabled the staff to see the specific

children they would be working with and to vied their performnnce under

standardized conditi-,ns. This experience, d4d proVe valuable as the staff

participated in the planning of the specific summer activities for the

children, because it was possible to know how activities would need to be

modified to fit the abilities of the subjects in general and of certain

children specifically.

The stnff Was organized into three teams, one for each experimentnl

treatment group, each with an experienced team lender. The team lenders

held a series of meetings alone and with the Director of Training during.

the winter of 1971 in 'preparation for the surmer program. The purposes

of these meetings were to select the members of each staff tenm, plan

each specific activity for each day of the prorxcm, identify needed

fncilities and equipment, as well as establishing general administrative

procedures:. A primary purpose in the meetings was to develop in the team

lenders n sense of identity with nnd importance of tha total project.
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During the 1970 program the Director of Training had initiated and directly

supervised the functioning of the teams. This procedure did not appear to

achieve the kind of commitment that was desired and resulted in the decision

to deeply involve the team leaders in the total planning process during the

1971 program. Each team leader during the 1971 program also met individually

with his team members whom he involved in the specific planning. The pro-

cedures used during the 1971 program were effective in developing a sense of

commitment on the part of the total staff, particularly of the team leaders

who were very willing to hold meetings and prepare written materials during

their free time, and brought concerns about the effectiveness of activities

to the attention of the director of training. The involvement procedures are

considered vital and are strongly recommended for the staff of any intense

physical education program with emotionally handicapped children.

The specific sequence and purpose of meetings held during the 1971 pro-

gram was as follows:

1. The first two meetings of the 1971 program were general familiarity

meetings and included the director of training and the team leaders.

During the first meeting with the team leaders they were furnished

with a verbal and written description of the research project. The

theory and purpose of each treatment program was described. The

first meeting ended with instructions to read the research pro-

ject proposal materials which described the treatment programs.

The second meeting was primarily a discussion of the questions the

team leaders had regarding the inter-relationship of the three

treatments and how different activities could be used to attain

the purposes of each treatment. During these two meetings the
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skills and resources of the team lenders also became more apparent.

Two lenders were welL trained in both physical fitness and specific

coordination activities and one had extensive background in general

coordination activates.

2. The third and subsequent meetincs dealt with submission and evalua-

tion of specific activities to be included in curriculum for each

of the treatmttt groups. At the third meeting examples of specific

activities to be included in each treatment were described. Each

team lender was then assigned the tcsh of preparing n written

list and description of the activities to be included in one

treatment group, that is one leader prepared activities for the

physical fitness treatment group, one :c.r the general coordination

group, and one for the specific coordination group. To aid then

in the task they were provided with references to supplercnt

their own resources. The references supplied ere listed as

references to this paper. The leader. proposed activities were

presented at the next meeting. Ideas for additional activities

were discussed, activities eliminated based on experiences of

other lenders, and modifications suggested based on knowledge of

subject cr.pabilities. The director of training participated in

these discussions and !..lade decisions regarding whether an activity

more appropriately belonged in a different treatment group. This

format waa followed for five meetini:s.

3. During the fifth meeting the team lenders selected the other stiff

members who would be members of their tear. This was n joint

effort of the team leaders and the director of training in an

effort to establish balanced tenms wLich would include people whose
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skills would compliment each other. The tenm leaders were then

instructed to hold a series of meetings with their team members

to review and expand the specific activities already selected.

The director of training and team leaders then net to finalize the

selection of activities for each tre:-tment group. A separate,

meeting of the director of training and team leaders vas then

held to identify needed equipment and facilities and to finalize

general administrative procedures, such as attendance reporting,

daily supervision by the teem leaders, et cetera.

4. After the activities had been. selected and general administrative

procedures established two meetings were held with the total

staff at the summer training site. The purposes of these mootin;s

Were to select treatment areas and rake final propmratins of

facilities and equipments.

The job description for the teen loader position was changed from tha

first year to the second year of the project. During the first year of the

project, the team leader directly led a group of subjects and gave occasional

supervision and planning leadership to the other nebers of his team. Direct

supervision of nll staff was cone by the Director of Ttaining. This re-

sulted in the tear, leaders feeling and acting ns only staff members and not

assuming, n ldadership role. Further, the fact that the groups of subjects

were separated for training resulted in only occasional supervision by

the Director of Training whereas the teen lenders would have boon in ft

position to do almost constant direct supervision and'. planning. :awareness

of these factors resulted in n change in the job description of the team

leaders for the second year of the project. The team leaders were made

aware that they were directly responsible for the supervision of their teal.
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members. They were not assigned a group of subjects but were expected to

do demonstration instruction for staff members experiencing difficulty. Also

they were to identify and seek solutions to problem situations regarding subject

interaction.

Regularly scheduled in-service meetings were held throughout the 1971

eight week summer program. The team leaders met a minimum of once per week

with the Director of Training. Additionally, the separate teams met as a

group with their respective team leader at least once per week for purposes

of planning activities and discussing the most effective way to program

for specific subjects.

Daily activity logs were maintained by each staff member. The logs were

organized into three areas for each day: (1) concept to be taught; (2) equip-

ment, teaching approach and class organization to be used; and (3) comments

and evaluation of how treatment was received. The first two areas of the

daily log were prepared prior to treatment and were approved by the team

leaders prior to implementation. The evaluation of the effectiveness of the

treatment was added post implementation and submitted to the Director of

Training. Activities used by the staff, as recorded on the daily activity

logs, are shown as appendix E.

The three teams of staff were rotated through the three treatment groups

of subjects. Team one worked with the general coordination treatment group

for the first one-third of the summer program, with the physical fitness

treatment group for the second one-third of the summer program. The rotation

for team two was specific coordination (skill), general coordination, and

physical fitness treatment groups. Rotation for team three was physical fitness,

specific coordination (skill) and general coordination treatments.
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The purpose of the rotation was to negate the effect which a particularly

good or bad staff team might have c y particular treatment. During the

1970 program the rotation was done without preparing the children and re-

sulted in a substantial loss for the children since they had established

working relations with the previous team and resented the new team members.

To counteract this in the 1971 program, each team spent at least two hours

with the subjects they would be working with during the two days prior to

the rotation. During these visitations the team that was presently in charge

introduced them and generally conveyed a feeling of approval as the rotating

team and subjects became acquainted. Additionally, the total staff prepared

written comments on each student regarding how he functioned, what he liked,

did not like, et cetera. After the written comments were exchanged, a

general staff meeting was held where the comments were gone over and further

elaboration was provided upon request. The procedures used during the second

year minimized the stress caused by the rotation and did not result in a

noticeable increase in absenteeism. This type of familiarization is highly

recommended for any program with emotionally handicapped children when a

change of staff is undertaken.

Treatment Procedures for Subjects

One hundred ninety-two male subjects between the ages of six and four-

teen were included in the study. Ninety-six subjects were selected for the

1970 program and a different ninety-six for the 1971 program. The subjects

had previously been diagnosed as aggressive (64 subjects) hyperactive (64

subjects and withdrawn (64 subjects). The subjects were separated into four

groups with an equal number of each of the diagnostic categories being ran-

domly assigned to each group. This resulted in four groups of twenty-four

subjects, composed of eight aggressive, eight hyperactive, and eight with-
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drawn subjects each for 1970 and 1971 program. The four groups were ram:omly

assigned to: (1) control, (2) physical fitness, 3) general coordination,

and (4) specific skill treatments.

The control group received pre, post, and retention tests but (lie not

cttent '. the summer treatment program. They were allowed to participate in

whatever activities their parents had scheduled for them. This included

such things cs vnctions at the shore, play in the neighborhood, attendance

at camps, and in some cases narticipntion in training progrnms especially

planned to improve the academic ability of the child.

The subjects in the three treatment groups (physical fitness, general

coordination, specific skill) were transported to the camp daily for five

days ;.per week for eight weeks. They arrived at the camp by 10:00 A.M. and

departed at 3:00P.M. Treatment programs were ndminisLerad-daily from 10:00

uzi i1 11:rr nn,1 -From 1:r0 until ?:00. rrom.11:0C until 12:00 subjects

in n11 trentment groups participated together in recreational swiLning.

Eating took place from 12:00 to 1:00 and n11 of the groups participated

in team games and nature lore activities frot 2:C3 until 3:00.

During the treatnent time the physical fitness group participated

in activities selected to improve their physicci condition (see appendix E)

particularly in the components of strength, endurance, speed, flexibility,

agility, and power. Sone of the activities which were used to develop

these components include:

1. obstacle course running
2. calisthenics
3. weight training
4. cross country running
5. auto tire races
6. r;nmes of low organization
7. rope climbing

tai= gnmes

9. scooter races
10. steal the bacon

11. relay races
12. rope shipping
13. isometric exercises
14. wheel barrel races
15. crnbwnlk
16. exergenic exorcises
17. horizontal ladder

trrneze bar work
19. medicine ball
20. parallel bar exercise
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The general coordination treatment group participated in activities

selected to improve the child's ability to maneuver his body in any desired

manner (see appendix E). The method of teaching for this area was more

important to the child achieving the goals of the program than were the speci-

fic activities used. All activities in this area were taught for positive

transfer. For example, when the concept of catching was taught the

emphasis was on the mechanical principles of catching such as visual

tracking of the object adjusting for expectations of object shape, weight

on initial impact, and controlling the object for the next desired use of

it. The way these concepts were taught was by constantly mixing the object

being caught, i.e. utility ball, ping pong ball, tennis ball, baseball bat,

stone, football, bucket, towel, and medicine ball while emphasizing to the

child how catching each object involved the sane principles. Games were then

devised which incoruclaied the various objects used.

Several general body control concepts were taught. They included;

(1) receiving impetus of objects, (2) receiving impetus of self, (3) imparting

impetus to objects, (4) imparting impetus to self, (5) balancing of objects,

and (6) balancing of self. Many of the activities used in the general

coordination program were taken from the Bucks County Public Schools

Perceptual Motor Programs published by the Doylestown, Pennsylvania office

of the Bucks County Public School System. The activities described in

the booklet required some modification to fit the organizing concept used

in the general coordination area but proved quite valuable to the staff,

one of whom was very familiar with the Bucks County Program.

The specific skill group was taught the skills necessary for successful

performance in selected games (see appendix E). In each case the instruction



in the fundamental skills culminated in actual participation in the game

being taught. The games selected for presentation were: (1) badminton,

(2) basketball, (3) bowling, (4) handball, (5) touch football, (6) volley-

ball, and (7) wrestling. The wrestling unit, which was added after con-

siderable discussion among the staff members, proved to be one of the most

popular activities with the children.

The games were modified in relationship to the child's level of

ability. The subjects in the specific skill group were separated into

three functioning levels of ability and received instruction at a degree

of complexity which seemed appropriate for their level. For example, the

most advanced subject culminated the basketball unit in basketball games

conducted according to official rules but with the basket placed seven feet

high. The beginner group of subjects used an eight inch utility ball on a

small court, defended their positions in limited zones and used as the goal a

basket on a table, placed against a wall.

Summary

Substantial changes were made in the implementation of the evaluation

program from the 1970 to the 1971 testing. These changes resulted in more

reliable data collection in a more efficient manner from the standpoint of

both money and time. The modifications are highly recommended for any

program of physical performance evaluation with emotionally handicapped

children when a large number of test items are to be administered.

There were also extensive changes between year one and two of the

program to increase staff involvement in the project. The changes were

largely successful and are recommended for physical education programs with

emotionally handicapped children. It is believed that this change was largely
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due to the changes mcde in staff role definition anc: subsequent involvement.

The activities taught to the children between the two years were simlar

but not exactly the same. The major purpose of the research project was

to determine the effectiveness of these treatments therefore, major mocl.ifi-

cation in this area would have heen considered only on objective infornaticn

acquired from analysis of the research data.
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27. Zig Zzlg Run
20. Tapered B.B.
29. Flex Arm Hang
30. Curl UP
31. Sc 't .:!Ump.- -

I

.

32. _Ba.7.1. Throw t
i

73 7,J . li.,..ow and. Catch

34. Ball Yick
35: Shot Put !

,t

36 Ctanding B.J. i k

37. Flex Test
3f3.Volleybo.11 Volley

.

.
.

.

39. Volleyball Serve
40. Badminton Serve f

.

41. Basketball Dribble 1

42. Handball Serve
---

i

43. Bowling 1
1

___-
!

44. n:nestEesometer . .

45. Mod. Harvard S. T.

'Oor...puted Score

Diracd
5/3/72



TEST AMINISTR2,TICN 277ECTF:NS

11 :lckground Information:

Name: Print subject's name.

School: School attended by subject during academic school year.

Diag. Gp. Diagnostic Group; either Aggressive, Hyperactive, or Withdrawn.

Tr. Gp. Treatment Group; either Physical Fitness, General Coordination,

Specific Coordination or Control.

NOTE: A new score sheet is to be used for each Administration of the test b:!ttery

to avoid influence caused by knowledge of previous test scores. However,

the scores are to be placed in the appropriate column, i.e. initial test,

final test, or retention test.

Numbered Test Data:

1. Date- Day, month, and year test is being ndministered.

2. Birthdate - age: Day, month and year of birth. Age to test date in total

months completed and in years and months completed.

3. Height: Recorded in inches to the nearest half inch.

4. Weight: Recorded in pounds to the nearest whole pound.

5. Multiplier: Computed according to the following formula; Weight in pounds

divided by ten plus height minus 60. If height is less than

60 inches it is ignored rather then becoming a minus figure.

i Weight
10 (Height - 60) = Multiplier.

6. Pull-ups: The pull-up test is administered from a chinning bar, in taking

the pull-up test, the subject hangs froA the bar by his hands,

using the palm away grip, and then chins himself is many times

as he can. In executing the movement, he should pull himself-

up until his chin is even with his hands, then lower himself

until his arms are straight. He should not be permitted to kick,

jerk, or use a kip motion. Half-counts are recorded if the
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subject does not pull 111 the wny up, if he does not straighten

his arms completely when lowering the body, or if he kicks, jerks,

or kips in performing the movement. Only 4 half counts are

permitted. Counting should be audible to the subject and reasons

for half counts clearly given.

7. Push-up;

NOTE: .At least 5 minutes must have elapsed since the pull up test wns

administered to the subject. The push-up test is administered on

regular gymnasium parallel bars.

Directions: The bars should be adjusted at approximately shoulder hei7ht.

The subject should stand at the end of the parallel bars grasping

one bar in each hand. He jumps to the front support with nrr::s

straight (this counts one). He lowers his body until the

angle of the upper arm and forearm is less than a right angle,

then. pushes up to the straight-,arm position (this counts two).

This movement is repeated as many times as possible. The sub-

ject should not be permitted to jerk or kick when executing

push-ups. At the first dip for each subject, the teacher

should gauge the proper distance the body should be lowered by

observing the elbow angle. He should then Hold his fist so

that the subject's shoulder just touches it on repeated tests.

If the subject does not go down to the proper bent-arm angle

o roll the way up to a straight-arm position, half-credit only

is given, up to 4 half-credits. Counting should be audible

to the subject and reasons for half-counts given clearly.

Q. Arm Strength: Arm strength is computed by adding pull ups and push ups and

multiplying the sum by the multiplier.

Back Lift. Viith the feet: in the proper position on the base of the dyna-

mometer, the subject should stand erect with the hands on the
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frcnt of the thiglls, fingers e.::tende dLwnwnrd. The tester should

then hook the chnin so that the bar lovel is just belrw the finer

tips. The subject should grasp the handle firmly at the ends of

the bar, with thumb clenching finrers o.nd with. one pnlm forwarl

and one palm backunrd. If the subject is in position to lift,

the beck should be slightly bent at the hips so that hr will not

completely straighten when lifting, but the logs should be strnight.

with no bend nt the knees. The head should be up and eyes d::.recte:

straight ahead.

It is important not to bend the back too much, as the resultant

poor leverage is conductive to a poor lift as well as to the

possibility of strain. With the beck properly bent, however,

there is very little likelihood of injury from lifting.

The subject should lift steadily, the tester encouraging him to

do his best. Core should be taken to keep the knees straight.

The tester. should grasp the subject's hands firmly during the

lift.

The subject's feet should be flat on the platform. It is necessary

to retest after shortening the eanin if the subject attempts to lift by

standing on his toes. Any initial lateral way should be im&intely

checked.

At the end of lifting effort, the back should be almost straight.

If not, repeat the test.

10. Leg Lift: Equipment includes a dynamometer, lift bar and canvas belt with

a loop at one end.

Directions:The subject should hold the bar with both hands together in the

center, both palms down, so that it rests nt the junction of

thighs and trunk. Care should be taken to maintain this position

after the belt has been put in piece and during the lift.
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The fre end of the belt should be looped around the other end

of the bar, tucking it in under so that it rests next to the body.

In this position, the pressure cf the belt against the body nnd

the resultant friction of the free end against the standing part

holds the bar securely. The belt should be placed as low as

possible over the hips and gluteni muscles.

The subject shotild stand with his feet in the same position as

for the back lift. The knees should be slightly bent, 115 to 124

degrees.

Before the subject is instructed to lift, the tester should be

sure that the arms and back are straight, the head erect, and

the chest up. These details arc of great importance to accurate

testing. beginners will err in results by from 100 to 300 or

more pounds if the single detail of leg angle is wrong. Therefore,

even experienced testers repeat leg lift tests for most subjects

immediately, changing slightly the length cf chain--even by

twisting if n link seems too great.

Maximum lifts occur when the subject's less are nearly straig,ht

at the end of the lifting effort.

Record the best of two to three tests.

11. Left Grip: 12. Right Grip:

A manuometer, or hand dynamometer, of the rectangular type is

used to measure grip strength, both right and left hands being

tested.

The tester should take his right hand and place it in the palm

of the subject's hand while holding the hand to be tested with

his left hand in such a manner that the convex edge of the

manuometer is between the first and second joints of the fingers

and the rounded edge is against the base of the hand. The
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thumb should tcuch, or overlap, the first finger. The dial is

to be against the palm.

In taking the test, the subject's elbow should be slightly bent

and his hand should describe sweeping arc downward as he

squeezes the.menuometer. The hands should not be allowed to

touch the body, or any object, while the test is being ndrnistera].

If they do, the score should not be read at all, and n retest

should be given after a short rest period of 30 seconds.

The right hand should be tested.first and then the left. Scor:-.!.7

should be read to the nearest pound. The best score from two

trials is recorded. The indicator should be returned to zero

after each test.

13. Lung Capacity:

Lung capacity is measured in cubic inches with a wet spirometer.

The spirometer should be equipped with an extra length rubber

hose (36 to 42 inches), filled with water to within one inch

of the top, and placed at such a height that all subjects can

stand erect when beginning the test. A good arrangement for the

majority of students is to place the bnse from four to four :and

one half feet from the floor. An indiviatal wooden mouthpiece

is used for each subject.

Directions :The subject should take one or two 'deep breaths before the test.

Then, after the fullest possible inhalation, he should exhale

slowly and steadily while bending forward over the hose until

nll the air within his control is expelled. Care should be

taken to prevent air from escaping through the nose of

the subject during the test. If the test is improperly performed,

or if, in the opinion of the tester, the subject did' not do his

best, it should be repeated after nu. explanation of the precouticnr



necessary to make the test a successful one. The tester should

watch the indicator closely to note when it reaches the highest

point.

The rubber plug at the base of the spirometer should be removed

when lowering the inner can after a test has been administered.

Care should be taken in lowering this can so that the water is

not spilled. If nt any time the inner ccn should "bubble" and

7

refuse to rise higher with continued blowing into the hose,

additional water is required. This situation will occur if there

is an insufficient amount of water in the can, which may happen

if the water level has been lowered through spilling.

14. Strength Index-

Sun of scores on test items (8) arm strength, (9) back lift,

(10) leg lift, J1) left grip, (12) right grip, and (13) lung

capacity.

15. Normal Strength Index:

Identified for each subject by use of his sex, age, and weight by

referring to Table XXI in the Clarke reference.

16. Physical Fitness Index:

Computed by dividing the subject's Normal Strength Index (test

item 15) into his Strength Index (test item 14) and multiplying

the answer by 100 to remove the decimal point.

17. Leg Lift (Fleishman) :

Test Arrangements: This may be done on a mat, floor, or grassed area.

stop watch is needed.

Instructions: The student lies flat on his back with his hands clasped

behind his neck. A partner should hold the examinee's elbows

to the ground. The student is told to raise his legs, keeping

them straight, until they are vertical, and then to return the::
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to ground. He is to do these leg lifts as fast as he can,

doing as many as possible in 30 seconds. The following points

should be stressed.

A. Do not rock the body-- the head, small of the back and base of the spine

must rennin on the ground. The exercise should be a stiff one-two

m6Lion.

B. Do not boost the body to get the legs vertical.

C. Elbows must remain flat on the ground.

D. Legs should be kept straight at all times.

Deronstrate the movement. Then instruct the student to try the exercise

through two cycles to get the feel of it. Correct errors.

Emphasize the need to go "all out during the short test period" without

slowing down.

Then say "Ready: ;pause) GO!' During the test make.sure legs are raised

to the vertical and instructions are followed.

Say "Stop!" exactly at 30 seconds.

13. E::tent Flexibility Test (Fleishrnn):

A. A measuring scale is drawn on a wall. The scale is 30" long and is

marked off in hnlf inch intervals from 0" to 30". This scale shoule.

be sufficiently wide to take advantage of differences in heights of the

subjects.

B. Another line is drawn on the floor, perpendicular to the wall, in

line with the 12" n'.rk on the scale.

C. The right handed subject stands with his left side toward the wall,

toes touching the line on the floor, feet together and perpendicular

to this line on the floor.

D. The subject stands far enough from the wall so that he can just touch

the wall with his left fist when his arc: is held horizontal from the

shoulder.
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Instructions: After assuming the position describe:. above, the student keeps

his feet in place and extends Isis right arm straight out to the

side, at shoulder height, His palm faces the floor with

fingers extended and together. From this position he twists

clockwise (around his back), as far as possible, so that h

touches the scale on the wnll with his right hand. Durinc-

this movement, the examiner, or an assistant, pinces his

foot along side the student's right foot to keep the student's

feet in place.

Have the student make one prectice try to get the feel of it,

and correct any errors in his procedure. The second try counn.

Scoring: Record the farthest point reached in inches) and held (for

at least two seconds), as measured on the scale.

Additional Guidance:

For left-handed subjects, use the alternate scale and reverse

the directions of rIloeinent.

19. allamic Flexibility Test (Fleishman):

The subject stands with his back to the wall and far enough from

the wall that he can bend over without hitting the wall with

his buttocks. His feet should be shoulder width apart. 'Directly

behind the middle of his beck, at shoulder height, mark an

"X" on the wall (use chalk or tape). Mark another "X' on the

floor between the student's feet. L stop watch is needed.

Instructions: On the signal "Go" the student bends and touches the "X"

between his feet with both hands and than rises, twists

the left, .1nd touches the "X" on the wall with both hnn-ls.

This counts as one cycle.

In the next cycle, the student repents this, except he twists

to his right, continuing to alternate the side to which he



Scoring:
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twists in each cycle.

The instructor should demonstrate three such cycles, emplansi-

zing speed.

Record the number of cycles completed in 20 seconds.

20. Cable Jump Test (5 forwrrd)

Testing Arrangements: A 24 inch length clothes line is required.

Instructions: The subject is told to hold the rope in front of him with

one hand grasping each end. Note that approximately 4 inches

of rope are covered by each hand, exposing about 16 inches

between his h2nds. Just the ends of the rope should provide

outside the closed fists. He is not to hold the rope stretched

out, but should let it hang '.nose. Holding the rope in this

way, the student is required to jump over the rope without

loosening his grip from it.

The object here is to measure a coordinated performance. It

should be stressed to the student that he:

Scoring:

A. jumps (both feet simultanously) over the rope, throv11
his arms;

B. lands on his feet
C. does not hit the rope with his feet, or lose hold of it

while jumping, and
D. does not lose his balance when landing.

Unless the subject meets all of these requirements he hns

not mnde n correct jump.

Record number of correct jumps out of five attempts.

21. Coble Jury (10)

The subject :Limps forward over the cable ns in the Fleishtlan

Cable Jump (test iter.; 20) but after each jump forward the

subject must jump over the cable backwards. Five trials nre

attempted forward and five backward. The score is the number
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of successful jumps.

22. Balance - ? Test!

Testing Arrangements: The balnnee rail is n piece of wood 1 1/2" high 3/4"

wide, end 24" long. This piece of wood is mounted

to n base board. A stop watch is needed.

Instructions. The subject is told that he is to balnnce on the rail using

the preferred foot, with the long axis of his foot pnrillei

to the long axis of the rail. He is given a practice trial

with his eyes open. He is told that his score is the length

of time from when he says "Go" until he touches the floor

with any part of his body or removes either hand from his

hips. He first pinces his hands on his hips and stands up

on the rail. When the student has his balance and wants to

start the trial, he says "Go". The administrator then begins

timing the subject. He may not touch the floor with nny

part of his body, nor remove either hand fror., his hips.

After the practice trial, the procedure is repented with

the eyes closed. The examinee must close his eyes at the

instant he says "Go". He is ndninistered two separate test

. trials with eyes closed.

Scoring: The number of seconds the student maintains his balance for

each trial is recorded sepnratetly and added tocether for

total score.

If he renchas 20 seconds without having lost his balance,

he is told to stop, and a "20" is recorded for that trial.

If he opens his eyes, removes either hand from his hips, or

touches the floor, stop the trial and record the time.



23. 600 Yard Run-Pnlk

Testing Arrangements! This is typically done outdoors. A square area,

25 yards on each side is used and six laps corTrise

the 600 yards.

Stop watches nre needed, the number depending on how

many students are run together. For ndninistrative

and scheduling reasons, it will usually be necessary

to run n number of subjects together. One observer

with two stop watches is used to clock two subjects

ns each crosses the finish line.

Instructions. The subjects are told that the object is to cover the distance

in the shortest possible time. He nay intersperse his running

with walking but he must try.his best to finish ns quickly

as possible.

Scoring: Record the time, to cover the distance, i.n total elapsed :se-

conds.

24. Three Hundred Yard Run:

Equipment: stop watch, four course markers

Directions! Markers are used to outline n squnre one hundred yard course

which the subject runs for, three laps. When the starting

signal (Ready? Go!) is given, the subject is to run the

the course as fast as he can, and the number of seconds elal:sel

before he crosses the finish line is recorded to the nearest_

tenth of a second.

25. Shuttle Run:

Testing Arrangements! Two parallel lines, 20 yenrds.apart, should be marke

off. This can be run on a track surface, but is

suitable for floor, naccdam, or other ground sur-

faces.
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On observer is stntionee at the start line 2nd one

nt the finish line. The observer at the finish line

has a stop watch.

Instructions: It is preferrnble to have one subject run at a time. ..t the

start he stands behind the short line, with one toe nt the

line. He is told that at the command "Go" he is to run tc

the opposite line, 20 yards (away, touch the ground on the

far side of it with one foot (either one) return to tha

start line nnd repeat. He is told to cover the one way

distance five times for n total. of 100 yards. On his las':

lap he is to go "all out" to cross the finish line stnneing

up. The object is to cover the distance as fast as possible.

The observers at each end note that the student has touched

over the line. They also watch that the student does not get.

confused nnd .a.) stop short, not running five tires, or (b)

treat the last lap as if he was to turn around again.

The examiner should demonstrate the turn around movement

encouraging efficiency ''that is, a small turning radius).

Turns have been found to average under 6 feet in radius. 72

the student is doing somethin 7. which grossly slows him up

at the turns, the observer should encourage him to turn more

quickly.

Scoring: The tine to cover the 5 laps ( 5 X 20 = 100 yards) is recorded

to the nearest tenth of a second.

26. Thirty Yard Dnsh:

Equipment: Stop watch, starting and finish line'markers

Directions: When the starting signal (Ready? Go!) is given, the subject

should sprint from the starting line to the finish line. The

number of seconds the subject takes to run the thirty yards



27. Zip; Zng Run:

Equipment:

14

is recorded to the nearest tenth of a second. The tinier

stands at the finish line and starts the stop watch on the

starting nov=ent of the subject rather than any movement

or sound of the starter.

°top watch, four folding chairs.

Description of the Course: 1 six inch X is placed on a wall four feet fret.:

the floor. A folding chair is placed on the

floor six feet front the wall. A second chair

is placed six feet behind the first chair, c

third chair six feet behind the second, and n

fourth six feet behind the third chair. L one

foot starting line is placed six feet behind

the fourth chair.

Directions: The subject stands behind the starting line and cn the sir;nal

(Ready? Go!) he runs on the right side of the nearest chair,

to the left of the next chair, to the right side of the

nearest chair, to the left of the next chair, to the right

of the followings chair, to the left of the last chair, touches

thex on the wall and returns through the chairs in the same

zig zag manner. The subject's score is the tiv.0 it requires

.him to run the course and return across the starting line.

The time is recorded to the nearest tenth of a second. He

is given two trials and the best time is recorded.

2[1. Tapered Balance Beam:

Equipment: tapered balance bean.

Description of tapered balance beam:
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The 2 inch thick wooden beam is twenty feet long. Both sides

are cut at a seventy degree angle with the top surface as the

narrowest surface. The top surface is four inches wide at

one end of the beam and tapers to approximately one sixteenth

of an inch fifteen feet from the beginning of the beam. The

last five feet have a top surface width of approximately

one sixteenth of an inch. Both sides of the beam are marked

in consecutive inch intervals beginning from the wide end.

To strengthen the beam a twenty foot two by four inch board

is screwed to its bottom surface. The beam can be made easily

transportable by hinging it at five foot intervals.

Directions: The subject begins standing on the wide end of the beam with

one foot directly ahead of the other and with the heel of the

front foot in contact with the toes of the rear foot. The

subject is to walk forward along the tapered balance beam

as far as possible by placing the heel of the foot which is

taking the step against the toes of the supporting foot on

each step. Both feet must be pointing straight along the

beam. The greatest beam distance traveled in either of

two trials before he falls from the beam is recorded as

the subject's score. The subject may be assisted onto the

beam, but no further. Tennis shoes or sneakers are worn by

the subject.

29. Flexed Arm Hang:

Equipment: Horizontal bar, stop watch, chair

Directions: The subject stands on a chair and grasps a horizontal bar in

a flexed arm position with the palms toward him grip and with

his chin above the bar. On the signal (Ready? Go!) the chair
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is removed and the 'watch started. The subject's score is the

number of seconds ( to the nearest tenth) he c2n keep his

arvs flexed more than ninety degrees.

30. Curl Up (pax. 50):

Equipment: Mat

Directions: The subject begins in the supine position with his knees

flexed and his hands behind his heat; :fingers do not nee,.7 to

be interlocked). The tester : :olds the ankles of the sulec`

to keep the subject's soles in contact with the mat. The

subject must sit up to the vertical position on each cur:.

up The nunber of curl ups completed without resting or

bringing the hands away from the head is the subject's score.

Any subject who completes 50 curl ups is stopped at that

time and given the maxiuum score which is 50.

31. Lunt jum:

Equipment! Mat

Directions:* The subject begins from .!z crouched position with his arms

on the outside of his knees and his hands touching the

The subject jumps into the air to an approximate heic,.ht f/

four inches as he extends his legs and trunk. Men 1', ding.

from n jump, the subject continues into the crouch position'

for the next jump. The score is. the number of ,'orrect jumps

the subject can perform without stopping.

32. Ball Throw:

Equipment: Twelve inch softball, throwing area narked at ten yard inter-

vals, steel measuring tape.

Directions: The subject must use a running approach to the restraining

line to throw the 12 inch softball as far as possible. The

approach may be of any length nnd the subject nay use any
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one handed throwing motion he chooses but an overhand throwing

is demonstrated by the examiner. ilensuretlent is from where

the ball first hits the ground to the restraining line. The

score is taken from the best of two throws and is recorded

to the nearest half foot.

33. Throw and Catch:

Equipment: Eight and one half inch utility ball, wall target, floor

markings.

Description of Wall Target and Floor 1:nrkings:

Five 2 foot squares are narked on the floor. The first

square is three feet from the wr.11 and the other four are

behind each other at a distance of one foot each. target

is marked on a flat wall surface with half inch tape. The

target is three feet square nnd the bottom is four feet fro

the floor. The center of the target is nu inner square ten

inches from each of the sides.

Directions: The subject begins with both feet inside of the first (neareat

the target) floor square and throws the inch utility bn11

against the target with an underhand motion and attempts to

catch it in-the air on the rebound while keeping both feet

inside the square. He is given two practice trials from the

first square followed by three scored trials from each of

the five squares. Each throw is scored two for hitting in or

on the center target square nnd two for n successful catch

with both feet in the floor square. One point is awardecl

for throwing the ball in or on the outer wall square and one

point isnlso awarded for catching the ball in the air after

stepping outside of the floor square. If the subject steps

out of the floor square when throwing the boll, he is given

retrial. The subject's score is the sum of points from the
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' fifteen throws.

34. Boll Kick:

Equipment: Soccer ball, wall target, floor markings.

Description of Wall Target and Floor Markings:

A five foot high and ten foot wide target is marked on 3 flr.t

wall surface with half inch tope. The target nren is rrazLed

into three rectangles with the second rectangle three feet

high and six feet wiee. The center rectangle is one foot

high and two feet wide. A five is narked in the small

target area, end three in the middle area, and a one in the

largest area. There are three lines placed on the floor.

Each floor line is three feet long and parnllel to the wall

target. The first floor line is ten feet from the wall, the

second is twenty feet, and the third is thirty feet from the

wall target_.

Directions: A soccer ball is placed, on the first (10 foot distnnae) floor

line, and the subject attempts to kick the bill into the

smallest target area. The subject is given two practice kicks

and three scored kicks from each of the floor lines. Each

trial is scored according to the number of the target oxen

in which it hits. The higher value is awarded when the bc11.1

hits on a line. The subject score is the sum of the nine

kicks.

35. Shot Put!

Equipment: Four pound shot; fifty foot steel tape

Directions: The subject begins with the four pound shot held in one hand

with the nrn flexed and with both feet behind the restraining.

line. He then puts the shot as far is he can. He is encouraged

to rotate his upper body ns he throws. Measurement is taken
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in inches and measures from where the shot first touches the

ground back to the back of the restraining line. The subject's

score is the best of two trials.

36. Standing Brond Jun

Equipment. Mat marked with a restraining line and a Teasurement line mcrked

in inches on athletic tape.

Directions. The subject begins with the toes of both feet directly boh4n.1

the restraining, line, and with his body in n crouched pos:::ion

with both nri.-s extended backward. He then swings his ars

forward as he jumps forward .is far as possible. Both feet

must leave _the rant si:lultnneously. l.:7,easurement is taken in

inches from the back of the stnrting line to the point on the

mat which is contacted by the body part which is nearest to

the restraining line and in contact with the mat after the

subject lnnds. The best of two jumps is recorded ns the

subject's score.

37. Flex Test:

Equipment: Flex Tester.

Description of Flex Tester:

The flex tester consists of a (1) foot board, (2) guide rail,

(3) sliding block, (4) sliding caliper, and (5) handle.

The foot board and guide rail are made of one inch boards

12 inches wide. The foot board is eighteen inches long nnd

the guide rail is thirty inches long. The foot board is bailed

to the end of the guide rail to forma T. This results in the

foot board and guide rail both being twelve inches high when

the T formed by then is laid on the floor.

The sliding block is made from a four by four inch piece of

wood six inches long. A channel is cut lengthwise into the
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the bottom surface of the block. The channel is one inch

deep and one inch wide and is equal distance' from each side

of the block. Note: this channel must be wide enough or the
A.

block to slide freely along the top surfnce of the guide rail.

Two eye screws are turned into the top of the sliding hicck.

The screws are one half inch from the end of the bloc!: with

one screw near one end and the other at the opposite end.

The eye of the screw has a three fourths inch diameter.

The sliding caliper is a wooden dowel thirty six inches long

and one half inch diameter. A smnll hole is drilled throllgil

the dowel one half inch from one end and used as the zero

point to mark the rest of the dowel t one half inch intervals.

The dowel is placed throu:t the openings of the eye screws of

the sliding block. A round handle one and one half inches

in diameter and one foot long is fastened to the dowel at n

ninety degree angle by drilling a one half inch hole into

the handle and inserting the dowel end into the handle, This

results in n T formation with the handle as the top of the T.

The dowel end without the screw hole. is the one which is

glued into the handle. \ screw is placed into the small hole

of the dowel to prevent the dowel from being withdrawn through

the eye screw of the sliding block.

The channel of the sliding block is placed on the guide rail.

The handle of the sliding caliper faces in the same direction

as the foot board.

Directions: The subject sits on the floor with legs extended nnd the

soles of his foot against the foot bonrd of the Flex Tester.

He grasps the handle bar of the Flex Tester and reclines into

the supine position with his arms extended toward his feet.
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the mnrher in relationship to the sliding caliper.) On the

signal (Sit up. Keep your knees straight and push the handle

bar ns far as you can before you release it), the subject

follows the directions and pusl:es the handle bras fnr throu:11

the marker eye screw as possible.. The number of inches the

subject has pushed the sliding caliper throu :h the marker

eye screw is read directly off of the sliding cnliper

recorded to the nearest half inch as the subject's score.

30. Volleying Test:

Equipment: Eight and one half inch diar'eter utility ball, stop wntch,

and floor and wail mnrkings. Court r.-.:irkings nre ns follows:

(1) a line 10 feet long marked on the wall at 7 feet 5 inches

from the floor, ;2) n line on the floor opposite the wall

untking, 10 feet long and 3 feet from the wall.

Directions: The subjects stands behind the 3 foot line and with an under-

hand movement tosses the ball to the wall, and then volleys

the ball repeatedly against the wall nbove the 7'6" line for

30 seconds. The ball may be set up as many times as desired

or necessary: it must be retrieved by the subject and put into

play at the 3 foot line as at the beginning. The score consists

of the number of times the bell. is tossed or clearly '.ratted

from behind the 3 foot line to the wall above or on the 7'3"

line. The best score of three trials shouldbe recorded.

Thirty second rest periods between trials should be all

39. Servini Test:

Equipment: Eight and one half inch utility ball, volleyball standar,ls

and net plus special court markings.
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Special court markings are as stem in the figure pmsoented below: (A) chalk

line ncross court 5 feet inside of and parallel to end line.

(B) Chalk line across court pnrallel to and 12-li feet fror.i the

line under the net. (C) Chnlh line 5 feet inside of and parallel

to each side line, extendine, from line under the net to line

(A).

Directions: After two pre ctice serves the subject serves ten times uCing

an underhand legal volleyball serve. Each serve is scored

according to the value of the tnrset wren in which. the ball

lands, (see above diagram). A ball landing on n line

separating two areas is given the highest value. f bnll

landins on n.side or the end line scores the value of the

area adjacent. Trials in which foot faults occur score zero.

The total number of points scored during the 10 trials is

recorded as the subject's score.

40. Badminton Serve Test:

Equipment: Badminton racket, 12 lens flight badminton birds, badminton

standards and net, clothesline rope, and special court markings.

The target is diagrammed (on. the next pnge) and described

as follows :. ;a) A clothesline rope is stretched 20 inches

directly above the net (which is 5' high it is center) nnd

parellel to it. (b) A series of four arcs is drawn within
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the right service court at distances of 22 inches, 30 inches,

38 inches and 46 inches from the intersection point of the

short service line and the center line (the use of different-

colored lines helps in scoring).

L

Directions: The subjects serves (only legal badminton serves allowed) 20

birds at the target as diagrar=ed above.

Scoring: Zero is recorded for each trial thnt fails to go between the

rope and the net or that Mils to land in the service court

for the doubles game. Score each of the other birds as shown

in the figure. Any bird landing on n line dividing two

scoring areas shall recieve the higher score. The score of

the entire test is the total of 20. trials.

41. Basketball Dribble:

Equipment: Basketball, stop watch end four chairs. The four chairs are

placed in line 6 feet apart, with a distance of 12 feet

from the starting line to the first hurdle.
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Directions: The subject starts from one end of the starting line 'which

is six feet long), dribbles around through the chairs and

back to the other end of the strrting line.

Scoring: The number of zones passed in 30 seconds, ns shown in the

dingrnm (shown on page 23).

42. Handbnll Serve:

Equipment: °Meal large handball and three fifteen foot long lines. The

three fifteen foot long lines are marked on the floor paralle.

and ten, twelve and fourteen feet from n flat wall surface.

Directions: The subject drops a large offici-1 handbell to the floor

and on the bounce hits it so that the ball rebounds into the target

area. Ten to twelve feet yields one point, twelve to four^:e2n

feet yields three points. Over fourteen feet scores five

points. If the ball is beyond the side of the fifteeen foot

lines it counts zero. The score is the total number of points

scored during five trials.

43. Bowl inc

Equipment: give inch diameter utility ball and floor and well markings,

Directions: The subject uses an underhand oction to roll a five inch

utility ball into a wall tercet from n distance of twenty

feet. The dimensions and score values of the tarc:et are the

same as for the ball kick test (item 34). The ball must

be rolling on the floor at the moment it .contacts the wall

or no points are awarded. The score is the total 2r of

points scored during five trials.

44. Kinesthesiometer

tquipment: Kinesthesiometer, produced by Lafayette Instrument Company',

Lafayette,
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Directions: The subject is seated et n teble with the elbow of his right

arm on the back edge of the quadrant of the kinesthesior.eter

and his arm extending along the quadrant with the center screw

between the middle and third finger, with his palm down and

the indicator pointing at zero. The zero radius of the

quadrant should be parallel with the subject's chest. The

subject is then blindfolded or n clip board held under his

chin so he can not see the kinesthesioneter. The tester

moves the quadrant, with the subject's arm on it, to left

45 degrees and tells the subject "I nm going to move your

arm back to the starting point and when I tell you to mo',e.

it I went you to return to where it is right now." The

tester moves the quadrant back to the zero position and

tells the subject "Move your arm back to where I moved it

before." The number of degrees which the subject exceeds

45 degrees is recorded as his score with n plus sign. "he

number of degrees which the subject is short of 45 legrees

is recorded ns his score but with a :'sinus sign. This Pro-

cedure is followed for five trials each for left 45 degrees and

left 90 degrees. The entire procedure is repeated with the

left arm moving to the right 45 degrees any' right 90 degrees.

Two total scores are calculated.; total score of the 20 trials

without consideration of the plus and minus signs, nn.l.

total score of the 20 trials with consideration of the

sign for each trial.

45. Modified Horverd_SteaTest:

Eauipment: One stop watch, one 14 inch high bench and .one metronome.

. Directions: The subject stands directly in front of end facing the bench.

The metronome is on n table behind the bench and in sight of

the subject. The metronome is set at a cadence of 120. On
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the signal of the tester "171,!" he places one foot on the bench.

On the second signal of "Up!" he places the other foot on the

bench and stands erect. The subject should keep his back

straight throughout the test. On the signal "Down" the

subject steps ore foot back to the floor and on the second

"Down" steps the second foot to the floor. This cmpletcs

one of the 30 cycles which are required per minute to main-

tain the 120 metronome cadence.

The subject continues the cadence for 3 minutes unless he is

forced to stop sooner by exhaustion. The duration of his

maintenence of the cadence is recorded in seconds. Upon

completion of the test the tester calls "Stop" and the subject

sits in n chair. The subject's pulse is counted from one

to one and one half minutes, 'two to two and one half, three

to three and one half minutes after exercise. The score is

calculated according to the following formula:

Fitness Index = Duration of exercise in seconds X 100
2 X sun of the pulse counts in the 3 recovery periods
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Comparison cf Published Test Reliability Coefficients Found With "Normal"
Subjects and Reliability Coefficients Fcund with Subjects Used In The
Present Investigation.

Test Item
Reliability Found Reliability Found TZith

!With "Normal" Subjects Emotionally Disturbed Subjects

Pull-ups

Push-ups

Back Lift

.91 .304

.90 .768

(.30 .920

Leg Lift .86 .353

Left Grip .90 .851

Right Grip .92 .703

Lung Capacity .97 .734

Leg Lift (Fleishman) .89 .557

Extent Flexibility ( Fleishman) .90 - .013

Dynamic Flexibility (Fleishman' .92 - .285

Cable Jump (5 forward) .70 .663

Cable Jump (10) .83 ,583

Balance - A test .32 .333

600 Yard Run-Walk .80 .904

300 Yard Dash .409

Shuttle Run .35 .329

30 Yard Dash .126

Zig Zag Run .34 ,203

Tapered Balance Beam .75 .862

Flexed Lrm Hang .77 .533

Curl-up .72 .616

Squat Jump .1m1. .879

Ball Throw .93 .933

Throw and Catch .34 .332
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Chart cont'd

1 Reliability Found.
Test Item Vith "Normal" Subjects

Reliability Found Uith

lEmotionally_11!tuf2ZSubieat'

Bnll .33 .507

Shot Put .704

Standing Broad Jump .90 .955

Flex Test ,IMPm .494

Volleyball Volley .73 .663

Volleyball Serve .60 .911

Badminton Serve .77 .374

Basketball Dribble .73 .336

Handball Serve .530

Bowling _ - .153

Kinesthesometer (Direction
Differentirted) .344

Kinesthesioneter (Direction
Undiferentinted) .145

Modified Harvard Step Test .373
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COMPARISON OF SELECTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS ON THE
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENTIALLY DIAGNOSED EMOTIONALLY
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Introduction

Research on the effect of physical education programs on emotionally handicapp&

children is practically non existent. The recommendations regarding physical

education programming for these children has typically been based upon subjective

observations and research on "normal" subjects. Three types of programs cormonly

used with normal children are: (1) programs designed to improve the physical

conditioning of the subject (these include such activities is running, climbing,

lifting, and calisthenis); (2) programs to improve the general coordination of the

subjects (these programs, which are frequently referred to as movement education,

began in Europe but are presently used by mnny elerientiry schools in the United

States); and (3) specific skill programs which focus on the teaching of skills specific

to selected activities such as basketball, volleyball, tumbling, and dance. Cnn

the physical performance of emotionally handicapped children be improved through

participation in these types of programs? Are there any differences between these

progrnns in the factors of physical performance which they most readily develop?

Purpose

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of three types of

physical education programs on the physical performance of three groups of differen-

tially diagnosed emotionally handicapped children. The three types of physical

education programs were physical fitness, general condition, and specific skill.

The emotionally handicapped diagnoses included werdaggressve,'hyperactive, and

withdrawn.

':Collection of data for the investigation was supported by grnnt. No. OE - 6 -
o - 70 - 357 (607) from the U.S. Office of Education
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Procedures

Subjects: Students in the Montgomery County Public School system special

education classes were tested by psychologists to diagnc he nature

of their emotional handicap. Male students between the ages of 8

and 14 who were diagnosed as either aggressive, hyperactive, or with-

drawn were randomly assigned to four groups with an equal number

(24) of subjects being drawn from each diagnostic category. Ninety-

six subjects were selected for the 1970 program and a different ninety-

six were selected for the 1971 program. The four groups of subjects

were randomly assigned to (1) physical fitness activities (2) general

coordination activities, (3) specific skill activities or (4) control.

Staff Qualifications and Training: The staff was composed of male physical edu-

cation teachers. Approximately one-third of the staff had experience in working

with emnfien.111y handicapped children, Each year at least three of the staff

had done graduate work beyond the master's degree level. Four staff members who

worked in the 1970 program were rehired for the 1971 program.

It was required that the staff participated in the initial testing program.

Exceptions to this requirement were made during the 1971 program for two staff

members who were employed full time as physical education teachers for special

education students in the public schools. The test participation requirement

furnished the staff with experience in working with emotionally handicapped children.

It further enabled the staff to see the specific children they would be working

with and to view their performance under standardized conditions.

The staff was organized into three teams, one for each experimental treatment

group, each with an experienced team leader. The team leaders held a series of

meetings alone and with the investigator during the winter of 1971 in preparation

for the summer program. The purposes of these meetings were to select the members

of each staff team, plan each specific activity for each day of the program,

identify needed facilities and equipment, and to establish general
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administrative procedures. A primary purpose of the meetings was to develop in

the team lenders a sense of identity with, and importance of, the total project.

Pegularly scheduled in-service meetings were held throu0out the 1971 eight

week summer program. The team leaders net once per week with the investigator.

Additionally, the separate teams met as a group with their respective team

lender at least once per wee]: for purposes of planning activities and discussir:::

the most effective way to program for specific subjects.

Daily activity logs were maintained by each staff member. The logs wore

organized into three areas for each day: (1) conceit to be taught. (2) equip.:ent,

teaching approach and class organization to be used; and (3) comaents and evalua-

tion of how treatment was received. The first two areas of the daily log were pre-

pared prior to treatment and were approved by the team leaders prior to impler.on-

tation. The evaluation of the effectiveness of the treatment was added post

implementation and submitted to the investigator.

The three teams :4 staff were rotated through the three tre^.tt ent. groups of

subjects. Team one worked with the general coordination treatment group for the

first one-third of the summer program, with the physical fitness treatment group

for the second one-third and with the specific skill treatment group for the

final third of'the summer program. The rotation. for team two was specific

coordination, general coordination, and physical fitness treatment groups.

Rotation for team three was physical fitness, specific skill, and general

coordination treatments.

The purpose of the rotation was to negate the effect which a particularly

good or had team of staff might have on any particular treatment. During the

1970 program the rotation was done without preparing the children and resulted

in a substantialqoas of subjects from the program. The children had established

working relations with the previous team and resented the new team members. To

counteract this in the 1971 program, each team spent at least two hours with the

subjects they would be working with during the two days prior to the rotation.
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During these visitations the team that was presently in charge introduced them

and generally conveyed a feeling of approval as the rotating team and subjects

became acquainted. Additionally, the total staff prepared written comments on

each subject regarding how he functioned, what he liked, did not like, et cetera.

After the 1.-itten comments were exchanged, a general staff meeting was held where

the comments were gone over and further elaboration was provided when requested.

Treatments. Treatment programs were implemented daily for an eight week period

during the summers of 1970 and 1971. The 1971 program was a replication of the

1970 program but included different subjects.

The c3r1trol group received all tests but did not attend the summer treatment

program. They were allowed to participate in whatever activities their parents

had scheduled for them. This included such things as activities at the shore, play

in the neighborhood, attendance at camps, and in some-cases participation in

training programs especially planned to improve the academic ability of the child.

The subjects in the three treatment groups (physical fitness, general

coordination, specific skill) were transported to the Buttonwood Farms Summer camp

daily for five days per week for eight weeks. They arrived at the camp by 10:00 A.M.

and departed at 3:00 P.M. Treatment programs were administered daily from 10:00

until 11:00 and from 1:00 until 2:00. From 11:00 until 12:00 subjects in all treatment

groups participated together in recreational swimming. Eating took place from 12:00

to 1:00 and all of the groups participated in team games and nature lore activities

fran 2:00 until 3:00.

During the treatment time, the physical fitness group participated in acti-

vities selected to improve their physical condition; particularly in the components

of strength, endUrance, speed, flexibility, agility and power. Some of the activities

which were used to develop these components were:

1. Obstacle course running 7. Rope climbing
2. CalistheniCs 8. Tag games
3. Weight training 9. Scooter races
4. Cross country running 10. Steal .the bacon

5. Auto tire races 1.1. Relay races
6. Games of low organization 12. Rope skipping
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13. 7sometric exorcises 17. Horizontnl ladder
14. barrel noes 1$1. Trapeze bar work
15. Crabwalk 19. Medicine ball
16. ExeIgenic exercises 20. Parallel bar exercise

The general coordination trentment group participated in nctivitics selected

to improve the child's ability to manuever his body in any desired manner. The

method of teaching for this area was more important to the child achieving the

goals of the program then were the specific activities used. All activities 1.1

this area were taught for positive transfer. For example, when the concept of

entehing was taught the emphasis was on the mechanical principles of catching

such as visual tracking of the object, adjusting for expectations of object shape

and weight, giving with the object on initial ipnct, and controlling object

for next desired use of it. The way these con(.wts were taught was by constantly

changing the object being caught, i.e. utility boll, ping pong, tennis ball,

baseball bat, stone, football, bucket, towel, and medicine ball; while emphasizing

to the child how catching each object involved Liie 6.:Me pkinciples. l74-111US iiciC

then devised which incorporated the various objects used.

Severn1 general body control concepts were taught. They included (1) receiving

impetus of objects, (2) receiving impetus of self, (3) imparting impetus to objects,

(4) imparting impetus to self, (5) balancing of objects, and ()) bnlnncing of

self. Many of the activities used in the general coordination program were taken

from the tucks County Public Schools Perceptual i,lotor Pro ;rams published by the

Doylestown, Pennsylvania office of the Bucks County Public School System. The

activities described in the booklet required some modification to fit the organizing

concept used in the general coordination area but were believed vnlunble the

staff.

The specific skill group was taught the skills necessary for successful

performance in selected genies. In each case the instruction in the fundamental

skills culminated in actual participation in the game being taught. The games

selected for presentation were: (1) badminton, (2) basketball, (3) bowling,

(4) handball, (5) touch football. (6) volleyball, and ;7) wrestling.
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The games were modified in relationship to the child's level of ability.

The subjects in the specific skill group were separated into three functioning

levels of ability and received instruction at a degree of complexity deemed

appropriate for their level. For example, the most advanced subjects culminated

the basketball unit in basketball games similar to official rules but with the

basket rim placed at a height of seven feet. The beginner group of subjects used an

eight inch utility ball on a small court, defended their positions in limited zones

and used as the goal a basket on a table placed against a wall.

Testing Program. Each year a battery of physical performance tests was administered

to the subjects prior to and after the eight week treatment programs. An additional

testing period was added two days after the post tests for the second year. The

data from the additional test period were used to compute reliability coefficients.

The second year test battery included four new test items; badminton serve, basketball

dribble, handball serve and target bowling. The total test battery included the

following items:

1. height
2. weight
3. pull ups
4, push ups
5. arm strength
6. back lift
7, leg lift
8. left grip
9. right grip

10. lung capacity
11. strength index
12. physical fitness index
13. leg lift (Fleishman)
14. extent flexibility

15. dynamic flexibility
16. cable jump (5)
17. cable jump (10)
18. balance-A test
19. 600 yard run
20. 300 yard run
21. shuttle run
22. 30 yard dash
23. zig zag run
24. tapered balance beam
25. flexed arm hang
26. curl up
27. squat jump
28. ball throw

29. throw and catch
30. ball kick
31. shot put
32. standing broad jump
n. flex test
34, volleyball volley

35. volleyball serve
36. badminton serve
37. basketball dribble
38. handball serve

39. target bowling
40. kinesthesiometer
(Direction differentiated)
41. kinesthesiometer
(Direction undifferentiated)
42. modified Harvard

Step Test

A test manual of directions was developed and used to train testers and be

available to them during testing. Note: the manual is available free of charge

upon request to Donald Hilsendager, Department HPERD, Temple University,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Preliminary Results

Significance of difference between the treatment groups was determined by

the F-test and analysis of covariance. The final test scores were adjusted for

initial test score differences and the .05 level of confidence used as the

significance criterion.

The IBM 360-75 computer at the University City Science Center was used with

the MANOVA program from the University of Miami Statistical Package to complete

the covariance analyses. The Control Data Corporation 6400 computer with the

BIOMED 02R at Temple University was used to compute the reliability coefficients.

Significant differences were found on five of the 1970 and seven of the 1971

variables. See Tables 1 and 2. However, nonsignificant differences were found for

31 of the 1970 and 33 of the 1971 variables. See Tables 3 and 4. Reliability

coefficients ranged from .013 to .955. See Tables 1-4.

Discussion

The fact that significance was found with such a limited number of tests and

that a pattern, i.e. physical performance factor or anatomical area, is not apparent

in these tests raises the questions as to whether they might be chance occurances.

If they are not chance occurances further study is needed to identify what

characteristics these tests have in common. Particularly, this should be done for

the three items which were significant in the 1970 program and the 1971 replication;

i.e. shuttle run, throw and catch, and volleyball volley.

Regardless of whether the significances which were found were chance occurances,

the question remains as to why a large number of significant test items were not

found following the physical education programs. Some of the possibilities are:

1. The extreme variability of intersubject performance would have necessitated

a very large change for significance to be found. High intersubject variability

would contribute to inflated reliability coefficients and mask intrasubject vari-

ability. However, high intersubject variability would tend to set a high standard

for between group changes.



TABLE 1

CONPARISON OF ADJUSTED MEANS FOR 1970 PROGRAM
TEST ITENS TALERE .05 LEVEL SiGNIFIC:.NCE OF DIFFERENCE WAS FOUND

EL.Let.pr

1
ire.-2ment I

F

80 4
2.625i

?.76O

Reliability

.G29

1

503

.616
(,-,1

...)6

1

.661!.

I

Test Item

*Shuttle Run

Ph .- ical3,, _

Fitness

27.169

Gonern1 1 Specific Con-

(oordin7Ition!Ooordinn.tionl trel
1 .

31.370 ! 29.666 128.276I3'.0111twilit'
nusculnr
Endura.nco

Flexed Arm
Hong

,Curl Up

4.679

15.456

31.541

10.221

20.876
29.653

14.974

10.906
32.375

.

111.615j5.040

30.7763.
27.137

.835

Musculnr
EnJur:-.mco

Ccordinntion ThroW&C,Ach
Volleyb:111

Coordination Volley 1.251 2.050 2.960 -

*Low Score Indicntes Superior Pc rfcrt:.nnce

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF ADJUSTED MEANS Fon 1371 P'OGRAM

TEST ITEMS WHERE .05 LEVEL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE WAS FOUND

1

Treatment
Physical Generni Specific Con-
1:1L1.UOD Goordinntion Coordination trol 1 F Rolinbility

Ability 1Shuttie Run 31.602 25.920 26.729 27.27015.0771

36.446
161.50513.87

-r-

k.1661

4
3.57°'

I-I

2.982'

.1399

.3,32

Coordinn-
tion Throw &C.-!tch 27.374 32.050 30.187
F. Shot Put 19.767 143.970 231.190 .704

.4941 2exib i 11 ': y F 1 0 >: Test 32.112 27.612 29.750

10.375

Coordina- Volloybon
tion Voile 8.424

......

13.331 10.404
!

.668
Coordina-
tion Bow].in 16.225 12.889 11.340 11.6172.817 .153
Kinesthesi.*Kinesthesio

motor
(Direction
Differentia-
ted

19.558 -39.813 16.287 44.480 3.180 .344

*Low Score Indicates Superior Performance



TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF ADJUSTED MEANS FOR 1970 rROGRAM

TEST ITEMS WHERE .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE WAS NOT FOUND

Factor Test Item

Treatment

F Reliability

Physical
Fitness

General

Coordination
Specific ! Con-

coordination, trol

Dynamic
Strength Pull Ups .732 1.680 1.435 ! 1.253 1.520 .004
Dynamic
Strength Push Ups .318 .433 ..255 .294 .12b .760
Dynamic
Strength Arm Strewth 10.959 18.821 19.289 11.314 1.230 .623
Strength BP.ek Lift 95.229 68.368 62.366 09.204 1.243 .92C
Strength Leg Lift 126.055 89.358 02.327 94.074 1.85 .853
Strength Left Grip 50.989

Right Grip 51.249
44.280
44.750

44.361
43.629

45.844
53.414

1.001
1.525

.851
Strength .700
Respiratcr
Function

Lung
Capacity 4111.272 111.464 98.611

348.503

1119.194

24.226

1.017

1.366

.7C4

.023Strength

Strength

Strength
Index 444.658 372.193
Physical
Fitness
Index 51.754 42.842 44.635 49.023 1.005 .854

Muscular
Endurance

Leg Lift
(Fleishman) 8.620 10.349 11.985 9.381 1.258 .557

.-,Extent

Flexibilit Flexibility 14.453 18.390 17.157 19.190 1.142 -.013
Dynamic

Flexibilit Flexibility 12.763/ 13.443 14.261 13.840 .314 -.285
Coordina-
tion

Cable
Jump (5) 1.855 1.751 2.501 1.554 .728 .660

Coordina-
tion

Cable
Jump (10) 2.168 2.300 2.600 1.766 .721 .503

Balance
Balance-A
Test 2.206 2.262 2.048 1.996 .152 .388

C-R Endur-*600 Yard
ance Run 224.744 228.333 213.320 '23.224 .329 .904
C-R Endur-*300 Yard
once Run 91.472 98.667 00.184 84.111 2.195 .409

*30 Yard
Speed Dash 6,427 7.035 6.609 6.396 1.585 .126

*Zig Zag
Agility Run 8.471 8.141 8.678 7.720 .990 .203

Tppered
Balance

Balance Beam 170.460 171.832 169.915 67.911 .066 .862
Muscular
Endurance Squat Jump 13.198 13.431 12.524 12.656 .060 .079

Ball
Power Throw 164.603 61.225 60.837 59.309 1.188 .933
Coordina- Ball
tion Kick .28.713 28.481 25.202 28.710 .697 .587
Power Shot Put 15.536 15.678 14.945 15.642 .242 .704

Standing
Power Broad Jump 46.487 47.397 49.671' 47.811 .756 .955
Flexibility Flex Test 24.374 24.957 25.117 24.303 .265 .494



Table 3 (Cont'd)

Factor Test Item

TYTTITTIZiit

F Reliability

Physical

Fitness
General

Coordination
.Specifc Con-

CoordinPtion6-01
Coordina-
tion

Volleyball
Serve 2.751 4.694 2.565 ' 2.337

.927

.949 .911
Kinesthe-
sis

*Kinesthesio
meter
(Direction

Differentia-
ted)

-12.620 26.441

--r.

-17.059 .475 .344

Kinesthe-
sis

*Kinesthesio-
meter
(Direction

Defferentia-
ted)

141.124 153.039 161.842 146.165 .315 .145

C-P. Endur-

ance
Modified
Harvard Step
Test 68.042 71.416 66.853 72.851 .872 .371

*L4w Score Indicates Superior Performance



TABLP 4
CRIPART..SON OF ADJUSTED MEANS FOR 1971 PROGRAM

TEST ITEMS UNERE .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BIAS NOT FOUND

F:,s;tr,r. Test Item

reatment

F Reliability
Physical

Fitness

General
Coordination

Specific 'Con-
Coorcanation 1 trol

Dynnmi c
1

Strength Pull Ups .612 1.099 .69 j .8551 .638 .304

Dynnmic
S'srength Push Ups 2.907 1.990 3.292 4.228; 1.007 .763

Dynnmic Arm i

Strenght Strength 10.386 23.979 42.954
1
47.684! 2.255 .67'2.

Strength Bnck Lift 55.095 46.509 139.55 '35.50d .756 0-,

Strength Le c.; Lift 165.085 193.641 229.006 ft 71.3551 .657 .5'53

Strenr.th Left Grip 36.389-55.769 35.955 38.091L .480 .d51

Strength Right Grip 38.630 37.467 34.930 41.1121 .245 .708
RespirctollyLung
Function Capacity 102.575 105.479 b9.436 116.20912.207 .704

Strength Strength
Index 407.463 449.351 95.549 F38.940 .531 073

Physical
Fitness

Strength Index 49.579 53.348 56.485 48.250 .876 .854

Muscular Leg Lift
Endurance (Fleishman) 12.462 13.753 13.640 14.833 .942 .557

Extent
Flexibilit.Flexibility 8.191 I 8.921 10.634 9.646 .303 -.013
Fiexibili- Dynamic
cy Flexibility 14.229 13.373 10.395 14.111 1.363 -.285
Coordina- Cable
tin Jump (5) 1.348' .791 1.172 ..539 1.855 .668
Coordina- Cable
tion Jump (10) 4.277 2.136 3.212 6.016 1.315 .523

Balance-A ,

Balance Test 2.174 2.495 3.021 2.95911.103 .383
C-R Endur-*600 Yard
ance Run 265.817 254.298 300.676 V9.797 1.011 .904

C-R Endur-*300 Yard
once Run 107.052 124.392 .20.140 L38.565 .452 .409

*30 Yard
Speed Dash '6.115 5.773 6.401 6.081 1.363 .126

Zig Zag
tigility_d Run 8.408 3.114 3.439 3.254 .364 .203

Tapered
Balance

Balance Beam 157.140 39.054 ..46.286 .534 .062
Muscular Flexed Arm

1_151.979

Endurance Hang 12.156 10.033 13.097 16.100 1.063 .538
Muscular
Endurance Curl Up 19.301 19.642 20.129 20.559 2.264 .616
Muscular Squat
Endurance Jump 16.202 10.741 11.379 12.521. .915 .379

Ball T

Power Throw 238.405 246.419 291.701 32.131 2.460 .933
Coordina- Ball
tion Kick 30.361 29.187 32.313 30.174 .324 .587

1



:Table 4 (Cant's:)

Factor Test Item

Treatr.lent

F Relilbility

;Physical
!Fitness

Conc.:al

oordioordination,,
Speelflo Con-

nation trol

Pwer
Standing

Broad Jump 44.579 44.481 46.184 47.809 1.231 .955
Coordina-
tion

Volleyball
Serve 3.714 3.897 4.063 3.116 .872 .911

Cof)rdina-

tion
BaOminton
Serve 6.193 10.944 6.262 10.290, 1.837 .874

Coordina-
tion

Basketball'
Dribble 15.783 16.319 12.602 17..356 .917 .835

Coordina-
tion

Handball
Serve 1.500 2.525 1.060 2.141 .551 0._53_

Ninesthe-
sis

*Kinesthesi6
meter 1116.417
(Direction
Dndifferenti
iated) !

119.899 101.967. 124.037

,

.259 .145

.

C-R Endur-1

once
Modified I

Harvard ;

Step Test ... '61. t. .1 ., .

. 2.316 .378

*Low Score Indicates Superior Performance



2. The physical education programs may have been of stIch poor quality that

chances did not occur. It was for purposes of allowing a judgement to be made on

this aspect that the qualifications of the staff and the effort that went into.pro-

gram planning were described in such detail in the earlier part of this paper.

It is the conclusion of the investigator that the programs were at least above

!menage in their implementation. Further it was the opinion of staff members and

other professionals associated with the children that important physical pertormnnee

and emotional adjustment changes did occur. However, the data would usually be

interpreted as indicating that the programs did not result in significant char:nes

in physical performance.

3. The test battery may have been too large and repetitious. Many subjects

spoke of being bored with taking the tests a second tine, i.e. the past test,

and despite the efforts of the testers this feeling of boredom may have adversely

influenced their performance and negated improvement which had occurred.

4. Emotionally handicapped children may respond to physical education programs

differently than "normal" children. It is possible that the factor which limits

their performance is of an emotional nature rather than physical. If this were

true only a change in emotional adjustment would improve their performance and even

if physical education could contribute to their emotional adjustment it is

doubtful that these types of chances would be reflected by the end of an eight

week period.

The obvious thing to recommend,when the results of a study are as unexpected

as these,is that further research be done. That recommendation is made here and

it is further suggested that the additional research be planned in consideration

of the four points stated above in the Discussion section. It is clear from this

study that more research is vital to the area of physical education for emotionally

handicapped children and that programs should no longer be assumed to be effective

until that research has been done.

DRH /cd
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Factorial Structure HyDothesized Prior to Data Collection

Factor
..

.

Test Item

1. Agility 1. Shuttle Run
2. Zigzag Run

2. Balance 1. Balance - A Test
2. Tapered Balance Beam

3. Body Size 1. Height
2. Weight

1. Lung Capacity

4. Circulo-respiratory Endurance 2. 600 Yard Run - U.lk
3. 300 Yard Run
. Modified Harvrd Step Test

1. Bnll Kick

5. Coordination 2. Cable Jump
3. Modified Cable Jump
4. Thruw and Catch

1. Arm Strength

6. Dynamic Strength 2. Leg Lift (Fleishian)
3. Pull-up
4. Push-up1.-
1. Dynamic Flexibility

7. Flexibility 2. Extent Flexibility
3. Flex Test

3. Gross Body Strength L Strength Index
2. Physical Fitness Index

9. Kinesthesia '1. Kinesthesioneter (also with sic

10. Muscular Endurance 1. Curl-up
2. Flexed Arm Hang
3. Squa'! Jump

,

11. Power 1.

2.

Ball Throw
Shot Put

3. Standing Broad Junp

*1. Badminton Serve
*2. Basketball Dribble

le. Shill ':3. Bowling
4. Handball Serve
5. Volleyball Serve

13. SEced
olllyball Volley

1. 30 Yard Dash

-14. Static Strength

1. Back Lift
2. Left Grip
3. Leg Lift
4. Right Grip

.rest items added for second year, of program.

n)
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Results of notated Factor Entri Perforne,1

On 1970 Test Data.

Factor Test Item and R to Factor

1. Upper body strength 1.

2.

3.

4.

Throw and Catch
Left Grip
flight grip

Lung Capacity

.539

.790

.70

.744
Upper :.,rm Endurance 1. -.23:t'.211. Arr, Uang .517

2. Pull up .836

3. Push up
4. S':rength

3, Dynamic L#: Strength 1. Eodified aryard Step
Test . .474

2. ;able Jump (5 forward .76"

3. E::tent Flexibility .634

4. C-510 jump (10) .313
4 Static Back and Leg Extension

Strength 1. Bach Lift
2. Leg Lift

5, Itlinesthesis 1. YinesThesicnozer
6. Upper Body Coordination 1. D7.11. 'fhrow .615

2. Shot Put .547

3. Volleyball Serve .743

4. V1eyball Volley .732
I. Hip Flexion 1. Flex Test .550

2. Squat Jump .693
3. Lef4 Lift (Fleishman ) .531

8. ildcminal Coordination 1. Ithiesthesiometer .645

2. Curl up .413
9. Leg Speed and Endurance 1. Tapered Balance Bonn .647

-2. 300 Yard Dash -.569
3. Standing Broad Jump .676

4. 30 Yard Dash -.719
5. Dynar-ic Flexibility .443
6. ShurtJe nun -.619
7. Balance A .532
8. 500 Yard Run -.537

lc'. Leg Coordination 1. Ziszag nun .545
2. DaI. Kick -.734

Only the highest R found for each test item was used to place that test
item in a factor.
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ACTIVIT:7S USED 'TTTH THE

PHYSICAL FITNESS CROUP

;,ctivities for this group were for physical conditioning development based on the

principle of use of exercises to develop each component of the identified factors

of physical performance, such as strength, agility, speed, endurance, et cetera.

717:10 activities described below were used.

Calisthenics

1. sit ups

2. jumping jacks

3. stretching exercises

4. squat thrusts

5. neck circles

6. toe touches

7. hurdle exercise

3. trunk rotation

9. flexibility exercises

10. pull ups

11. push ups

12. crab walk

13. wheel barrow

14. sealwaik

15. isometrics

16. pavtner exercises

17. chop-chop double arm move

10. mimic leader-in-center moves

19. exercise done in water.

20. squat jumps

21. running in place

22. rapid moves from flat feet to toes



B. Games

1. medicine ball soccer

2. fox and squirrels

3. squirrels in trees

4. tag games

5. steal the bacon

6. auto tire tug of war

7. rope jumping

8. kick ball

9. tire throw for distance

10. line medicine ball retrieve

11..tug of war (rope)

12. follow the leader (through playground equipment).

13. timed arm extended side horse rides

14. cage ball merry-go-round push

15. monkey for follow the leader

16. red light! running for those caught

C. Relays

1. returning object relay

2. tire carry relay

3. medicine ball carry

4. tire roll and carry relay

5. ball dribbling relay

6. partner carry relay

7. medicine ball roll through obstacle course

8. tag relay

D. Resistance and miscellaneous activities

1. weight lifting exercises

2. exorgmie exercise series

2
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J. medicine ball passing

4. medicine ball toss for distance

5. medicine ball toss for height

6. softball throw for distance

7. canoe paddling

8. horizontal ladder traverse

9. arm hang from horizontal ladder

10. skin the cat

11. stiff arm walk along parallel bars

12. 2 hand grasp rope step through and walk over

13. rope climbing

14. steep slope descent by rope

15. follow leader climb or playground equipment

16. scooter board races

17. bike races

18. basic trampoline bounces

19. standing broad jumps

20. running broad jump

21. trapeze bar exercises frola hand grip

22. trapeze bar exercises from knee grip

E. Running Events

1. obstacle course run

2. 10 minute run-walk

.3. auto tire agility drill

4. cross country run

5. hike

6. 25 minute run-walk

7. interval training (dash-run)

3. 50 yard dashes
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' 9. 300 yard runs

10. 600 yard runs

11. cross country steeple chase

12. shuttle run

13. one leg sprint

14. long distance running
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ACTIVITIES USED WITH THE
GENERAL COORDINATION GROUP

Activities for this group were centered around movement concepts, such as balance,

impetus to self, impetus to objects, rather than around physical fitness or

the learning of specific games. The activities described below were used.

A. Rope Activities - Entire group

Formation

1. Walk on rope - forward, backward, eyes closed

2 Skip, run, hop, jump, etc. around rope

3. Straddle rope - jump 4- twist, straddle rope - jump i twist, straddle sets

Jump forward and across rope going around - repeat for hop.

4. Static Balance - stand on one foot - fold arms - close eyes - draw a circle

with your head.

5. Walk around rope, hands and feet, with three parts touching the ground etc.

B. Ball Act:vitics: Two hand striking, throwing, czItching unrie-rh-,,nd and overhand.

Used large (10") plastic ball only.

Drills

Circle - instructor (I) in center sets up ball. S has to strike appropriately and

return to I.

Line Throw and catch

0 0 0 0

C. Balance-concept

counter-balance: stand on one foot, lean forward! What happens when your

head goes down! Why? Lean sideways! Where does your leg go? Keep same,

leg up - lean the other way. Is it harder or easier? Why? Discuss principle

of see saw.
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D. Landing - Trampoline Safety

Trampoline - walk on outer edge of bed. How does it feel? Bounce in middle

and stop. Taught stop. Bounce and stop on command.

E. Jump Ropes

1. Jump any way you can.

2. Cast - catch under toes, lift heels and pull around.

3. How high must you jump to clear rope, lay rope on ground and jump, hold

in one hand and jump forward and back repeat holding rope in both hands.

4. Hold both ends in one hand and swing around body, overhead, under legs, etc.

F. Two hands overhead throw: impetus to objects

1. Reviewed skill with 10" ball, line drill.

2. In scatter formation skill practiced with variety of implements, several

:ound balls, football, bowling pins, tin can, hockey stick, medicine ball,

bicycles.. tire. Holding medicine ball until last helped keep

interest.

3. Application to sports discussed evokes little interest from kids.

G. Balance

Kirchner - 136, 137, 138, 139, and 140 (Emphasized item 105c), difficult

to keep many working, Some try once if at all and quit unless pushed to do

more.

H. Impetus to Self: creeping, crawling, rolling, (egg, log, ball, shoulder, etc.)

Animal walks - introduce as charades. Good activity, high interest, good

ideas.

I. Static Balance takeoffs and landings: Impetus to body

Tires

o



Run round, jump through, jump over, jump in and out.

Large Tires - jump on - in - out

..\

1..,, ..-'--..... .....--. ...... ,...-e.,..:.,

,, i A

1
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J. Locomotion-----------

[Talk around camp, alternate, locomotion, animal walks, climbing and balancing

an route.

K. Balance: Impetus to body,

Mosston - page 145147 scales finished - note exciting as presented in book.

Kirchner 256-266

Knee walk, cricket walk

Kangaroo hop, knee jump, see-saw

Dishrag, egg rq11, knee hop, turk stand rocker, lenp frog, coffee grinder,

rowboat, rocking chair, wheel barrow, chinese get-up, shoulder rest; forward

and backward roll relays and combatives using skills; good lesson, high interest.

L. Impetus to objects

Two hand, overhand and underhand,

Throw - circles, lines, and moving with assorted objects.

Games - no kick speedbail, same as speedball except that ball is moved by

passing rather than kicking.Player cannot run with ball. Most (5070) did

not comprehend game objective.

N. Balance

- Trampoline - jumping with hands in various positions.



n
,

N. Impetus to self

Jump Ropes - both feet, jumps, cross ropes, straddle hop backwards, jump the

shot.

O. Impetus to objects

No kick speedball with medicine ball and playground ball. Worked well - bettar

concept of game objectives.

P. Balance

Tire steal the bacon - Dynamic balance, pulling the tire against an opponent.

They really enjoyed the game. They cheered for each other when they were ou':

pulling the tire.

Q. Impetus to Self

Tire steal the bacon - leaverlge was explained to the kids when pulling the

tire.

R. Impetus to objects

Tire relays - rolling and carrying tires nround other tires.

S. Balance (Dynamic)

Balance beam - Forwnrd/Backward swing step - suite-ling sides

T. Impetus - (Body)

Ilosstou - Take off, verticle jump. Min and max jump and application. Good

lesson,

U. Impetus Objects: two Land, underhand and overhead throw.

s'.". ( ) is)
,

Tires various sizes

0 Throwing circle-throw objects to tire with two hand throw ;2 points if it

lands inside, 1 point if hits rim.

V. Impetus to objects and body: two hand throws and dodging.

Dodge ball variations guard pin dodge - etc, Games played as elimination led

to trouble.

W. Impetus to body: Obstacle Course - Bounce across tires Hop sidewards
across rope.



X. Impetus to Body

Tnkeoff - landing, landing variations and landing in a new position.

Pool - takeoff from deck, side, board, etc.

Jump, push and glide, dive, etc.

Y. Mpetus to objects

Foul shooting contest, no kick speedball

Z. impetus to Body: Changing posture in the air-Hosston 39-42.

I

I4

B tries to throw ball nt target, A tries to intercept.

M. Obstacle Course

O

PiC, P.0 .;f)

Tbie
crawl under

0
Tires
HOP ON

(LA tee\ 1

'ffes
run around

through

Beam
P-Bars
inverted

..-- Jump over

(

0
1 0

walk backwards

9
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Folk Dance Dora and Rhythr Sequence

Circle Dance - side step, cross in back, nide step to hop out and kick right

to hop right, kick left.

C. Bllnnce: Mosston - 136-146

I:.1petus to self. Kirchner - 251-265

'E. Impetus to Object: Overhand and underhand, two handed throwing while moving

in circle in parallel movement with partner.

Locomotor Movement: Run, skip, bear walk etc. ,'iroun:l circle on signal

find a tire inside the circle,

AC. Tire Activities: Impetus to self; to objects.

Jumping on, over, etc.

Jumping and catching or throwing in air after bouncing off t

AH. Impetus to Body: Touch and go - combinations.

Obstacle course (p - 43- 47 Mosstou)

AI. Impetus to Objects: overhand and underhand - two hand striki:..

Drill 20 mins,

Circle Drill - Plastic ball - keep it up

Teather balls

Elephant Soccer - 40 mina Hanchclasped together to farm a trunk, ball can

only be struck with a trunk.

A.T. Body Control Balance: Hand-eye coordination.

Field Hockey sticks and wiffieballs. Divided into two teams. Played regular

field hockey game.

a. with one ball

b. with two balls

StrikinR on object:

Played with field hockey stick and varied size balls.



At. Hand and Eye Coordination: Giving impetus,

Baseball bat, 2 different sized wiffleballs.

1. Subjects.

First bunted balls-used larger ball, then smaller ones.

2. Kids then took full swing at thrown balls.

Subjects adjusted well with bunting. Some had difficulty transforming; to

full swing.

AM. Giving Impetus Recurring Force

Cage Ball - two teams line up at goal line on signal; both run toward ball.

Team scores if they can push ball over goal line.

AN. Absorbing Force Giving Impetus

111

Wiffleballs, medicine balls and utility ball Throwing these

different objects

and catching

gradually working

up to medicine ball.

Went smoothly because of diversity of the size of the equipment used.

AO. Body Control Balance

Trampoline

1. Knee drops one

2. Seat drops ?) individual

3. Lay outs at time on trampoline;

/
4. Knee drops two

5. Seat drops- individuals

6. Lay outs at a time on trampoline
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AP. Hand-eve Coordination

6 balls of different weights and sizes

1. Pair up the kids.

2. Give each pair a certain ball to play catch with.

3. Rotate the balls so that each pair will experience each kind of ball

at least twice.

4. Form a circle

Using 5 balls, have the kid pass ball to next- kid on his right, and

immedi tely turn to his left to receive completely different kind

of ball. At first confusion and lack of ability in catching balls.

But improvement. occurred.

AQ. Body'Coordination

Balance Hand-eye coordination

4 utility balls of different sizes

Bombardment
/ requiring person to be agile and

Dodge ball
quick. Able to catch and throw ball,

Subjects enjoy this. All participate even in extremely hot weather.,

AR. Body Control Balance

Hand-eye Coordination

- different sizes and weights; inflated, slightly deflated and

deflated.

Dodge ball and bombardment.

AS. Catchin; and Throwing

Uscl wiffleballs, playground balls, volleyballs, footballs, medicine balls,

teather balls; one softball to exneriment with different throwing and catching

techniques. Very enjoyable to students and worked out really well.

AT. Balance

;talking forward3and-bnckwards on balance beams.
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AS. Jumping

Various hopping and jumping tasks involving rope hand out in form of Mayc.

AU. Cen'l M.:moment: Reaction time

b. -Body control

c. Throwing and Catching

1. Played dodge ball, total group in using two enders.

--

X Xe

2. Played dodgeball one in circle.

%,"" K
le'

X C X
A
" i\ A A

3. Played ducks and geese running game.

Concepts were aClieved reasonably well. Weather clandittons caused

considerable fatigue toward latter moments.

AW. Agility. and Balance

A. Progression

1. Walking forwards

2. Walking backwards

3. Walking sideways

4. Walking sideways facing other direction

5. Running forwards

6. Running backwards cif passible)

7. Running sideways

C. Running sidways facing other direction.

B. Using the 8 methods above,set up relay races making each person do all

C methods. -Later added (9) skipping and (10) hopping on one foot and

(11) hopping on both feet.

C. When moving sideways taught the crossir; of feet that lineb-,c'...ers in foot

usc.
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Moving to right:

/loving to left

1) R to sit le

L cross behind R
3) R to side
4) Repent

1) L to side

C' 3) L to side
2) R cross behind L

N

-T;')
4) Repent

Took awhile but most caught on.

AX. Agility and Balance

A. Progression

1. Walking and stepping into set of tires

2. Funning through set of tires

3. Walking across balance beam over water

4. Running across balance beam over water

5. Walking certain route set off by two lines of branches (stay between

branches laid out on ground)

6. Running certain route set off by two lines of branches.

B. 14/calking on a single rope and eac hand hnd n separate rope to help main-

tain bolance.

At first, group was afrai latar all want( mare chances at trying

to do it.

AY. Balance and Coordination lland-eve),

Spoons and whiffle balls (relatively small)

Progression

1. Walk certain distance holding spoon in hand while keeping ball balanced

on the spoon.

2. Walk certain distance with spoon in mouth.

3. Walk balance beam (wider one) with spoon in hand.
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4. Walk wider balance benm with spoon in mcuth.

5. Walk marrcw balance beam with spoon in hand.

6. Walk narrow balance beam with spoon in hand..

7. Walk wide balance bear while balancing clipboard on head.

C. Walk narrow balance beam with clipboard on head.

9. Walk wide balance be= holding clipboard with both hands and balancing

to keep whiffleball on clipboard.

10. Repeat #9 except cn narrow balance beam.

11. Repeat / on with balnnce bears, one hand holding clipboard.

12. Repeat #11 except on narrow balance beam.

Vbri<red fairly well; was a challenge each time because kept getting harder.

AZ. Body Control and Cocrdination, to balance, agility .--nd flexibility

Tumbling mots

Taught and performed following skills:

1. Pencil roll (and Pen roll)

2. Forward roll

3. Backward roll

4. Knee-elbow headstand

5. Knee-elbow handstand

6. He

7. Handstand

Starting with skill and trouble in performing except for more capable subjects.

BA. Hand-eye Coordination

Oneminiature'toy bowling bail. Ten toy bowling pins.

'Indiidual play

1. First person. to knock down 21 pins wins. Everyone "teal number of turns.

Team play, first team to knock down 50 pins wins. Enjoyed by subjects, thu-gh

some had trouble releasing. the ball properly
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BB. Balance and Coordination (Body)

Trampoline

1. Knee drop

2. Sent drop

3. Layout

4. Hand-knee drop

Work on drops scpnrntc/y. Then try to make up n routine.

Alwnys like to work on trampoline; easy to control and handle subjects at

trampoline.

BC. Impetus to Body Touch and Go

Touch and Go - Mosstou (pp, 42-46) 20 minutes.

13D. Impetus to Objects

Two hand striking underhand and overhand line and circle drills.

BE. Impetus to Body

Cookout, hike, activities cnroute,climbing, locomotor, etc.

BF. Balance

Beam - Bucks County Program Routines, section 3.
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Rucks County Public Schools - Turceptunl Pro Ls ;Suction 3 - Balance)

Doylestown, Ponnsylvanin.

SECTION 3

BALANCE

OUTCCUES

1. Static and dynamic balnnce

2. Visual steering

3. Sequencing

4. Body image, laterality, directionality

5. Language and number concepts through verbal feedbacIr

6. Visualization and motor planning

Posture

PRINCIPLES OF BALANCE TRAINING

1. Stability (balance) is maintained by keeping the center of gravity (the

point arouncLwhich the weight of a body is evenly dstributec) within the

base of support.

Stability

. 1

/
No Stability

C = Center of gravity

2. For a child to regain lost balance, he rust be able to adjust his posture

smeothly.so that the center of gravity is maintained within the base of

support. He does this by either widening the base of support (such as,

spreading the feet) by counter-balancing (such as, raising c leg when

leaning forward).

3. In order to develop or improve balanee,the child must be placed in

situations where stability is disturbed (thrown off balance) so that
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3 continued

he must make the necessary postural adjuttments.

4. Balance appears to be an ability which Is specific to the task rather than

a general ability. Therefore, it is necessary to use a variety of tnsks

to train the child.

5. Balance tasks are either static, where the body is held stationary in one

position (uch as standing on one foot), or dynamic (where balance is

maintained while the total body is 1, .Ared through space as in walking a

balance beam).

6. As the child approaches mastery of a task, the task should be varied

or more complex. This practice makes perfOrmance on the simple task

mo:e automatic, while at the sane tiremekirg the child more motorically

adaptable.

An example of this would be:

a) Walk beam forward heel-toe

b) Do "a with a swing step."

c) Do "a and b" and verbalize "Right foot, left foot."

d) Do a, b and c, and bounce a ball.

e) Do a, b, c and d and hold a flashlight beam on a wall target.

ACTIVITIES

Wal Ang Board (balance beam)

1. Walking forward, backward, sidewards, eyes open and closed, any kind of

step.

2. Heel-toe walking - heel of front foot is always placed against the toe

of the back foot.

3. Swing step - left knee bends,,; and right foot is swung in a -:entle arc

forward to about knee height and placed in heel-toe alignmont with

left foot. Repeat fo-: left foot.

. Forward and back - rear foot swings gently backward then forward and is

placed in front in heel toe alignment.
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5. Si:lownrds - rear foot is raised as far and as high to the side as

possible and placed in front p.:.sition in heel-toe alignment.

6. Walk to middle bf beam, perform n stunt (turn around, pick up object,

front scale, etc.; see (stunts) below), walk to end of beam.

7. Walk beam balancing objects such as a broomstick on the fingertips, a

beanbag on the head, a tower of blocks, etc.

3. .Unlk bean stepping over and ducking under broomsticks.

9. Walk beam and carry n he.cvy object on one side. Thi3 technique is usefu7.

for the child who leans only to one side to balance. The object should

be carried on the side to which he does not lean.

10. Attach a bucket to either end of a pole. Alternately drop weights into

or remove them from the bucket as the child walks the beam. This

technique is helpful to the child who maintains a rigid posture and,

thereby, avoids having to make a postural adjvstment to maintain posture..

11. Hatch a wall target while walking the beam.

n) A geometric shape or letter

b) A light that blinks on and off. If the light can be controlled by

the teacher the child can respond "on-off".

c) Have the child carry a flashlight and aim the bean at a target. This

may be more effective if the room is darkened and the target will

reflect the light such. as, a small mirror or a "cats eye".) The

child responds On the target - Off the target".

d) Watch own shadow projected or a wall.

12. Have. objects swinging from a string at right angles to the beam. Child

must dodge, duck or time his movements so that he is not struck ns he

walks the beam.

13. Bounce a ball or play catch while walking the bc,'m.
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STUITTS

"CAN YOU

stand on your toes"1.

2. " Stay on your toes and put your hands in the air, both to one side,

both in front, both in back."

3. Stay on toes and bend, backward, forward, sides ard"

4. Repeat 02 and #3 in squat position"

5. Stand on four parts of your body"

.6. " Stand on hands and feet"

7.

ft

Lift one hand"

Lift one leg"

(1
J.

fl Lift one leg and one hand"

10. " Lift both hands and one leg"

11. " Stand on one foot - lift your leg and ^d as high as you can - put

your hands up like an airplane" (Front scale)

12. " Vary #11 with hands an_ feet in various positions (hands behind neck,

out to one side)

13. " Sit down Indian style

- put your hands up like an airplane"
- tip your wings" (lean to right and left)
- now dive" (lean forward)
- now climb" 'lean backward)

- now stand up with arms and legs folded"

14. " Sit down legs out straight"

ldan back as far as you can
- raise your feet off the floor
- put your arms over your hew.:
- spread your legs

15. " Jump in the air and land on your tiptoes"

16. " Jump in the air, turn around and .land on your tiptoes". (do quarter,

half, and full turns)

17. " Jump in .the air and land on one foof-"

18. " Jump in the-air, turn around and land on one foot"
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19. " dump in the air an touch your knees (toes, head, clap, .etc)

20. " Partner Stunts, - Wheelbarrow, Chinese Cot Up,

21. " Combat ives - Chicken fight, tug-of-war.

OTNEP. ACTIVITIES USINC EQUIPMENT

1. Balance Board, Bongo Board, Balla Rolla, Hip Swing, Etc.

2. Balance Blocks - Blocks cut from 2" x 4" studs approximately 8" to 10"

in lengths.

a) Used as "stepping stones"

b) Each child is given three blocks and asked to cross an area without

touching the floor. This task requires the child to plan a placement

of the blocks, so that he is able to step from one to the other

(motor planning), and to maintain balance during a variety of postural

adjustments as he moves the block that is in back of him to a position

in. front of him.

c) Each child is given two blocks and asked to cross an a 28 without

touching the floor as in "b", This task is more difficult since it

requires the child to balance on one leg while recovering and placing

the available block.

d) Each child is given two blocks and asked to cross an area without

touching flcor - or lifting the block. The children will "sk.Itte"

across the floor. This has been found to be effective in teaching

sliding.

e) Races using any of the above. If the child steps off the blocks he

fouls.

Fouls ar,: penalized by having the child return to a starting line or zone

link_ as inccnted below...

A

ZONE ZONE ZONE ZONE
A

x
C D

Start
JZ - Point of foul -

Finish
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If the foul is comitted in zone B, the player :ust return to the beginrliv;

c that zone or line B.

f) Ploy floor hockey using blocks as "skates"

g) Have the child st,lind with a block under each foot. He then lifts

one foot and places a second block on top of the first. Then add

a second block to the other side. Continue in this manner until

the child is standing on two stocks of three or four blocks.

3. TIN C:IN STILTS Punct!?re a hole in the sides of a tin can near the top

and pass a string through the hole. Tie the ends of thc: string together

..:eking a loop long enough to reach th,e_chi:.d's waist. 'dove each child

.

u.ake a pair.

\

Holes on opposite sides--- String passed
through holes.

Have the children take a "Noon Walk" on the stilts.

4. Trampoline, tumbling, gymnastics:

5. Skating and skiing.

6. SkItebeard and gym scooter activities.

7. Stilts and pogo stick.

Riding a bicycle or scoater.

9. Nalking heel-toe on various configurations of a rope (figure eight, letter

e, etc),

10. Jumping from heights (tables, chairs, walls, etc) and maintaining balance

'or falling properly upon landing 'receiving impetus).

11. Any activity in which an overhead projector or spotlight can be used

to project the subjects shadow upon the wall in such a way that he con

watch his movements as he performs.
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LCTIVMES USED I= =17,
SiIFIC SKILL GPM?

B-,dmiaton skill practice drills began with a paddle which the subject used

to it a bird to his partaer and culminated in official games of

badminton using rackets, birds, and a net. Lead up activities, drills, and

games as described below were used as training experiences.

Introduction to rackets, bird, underhand service (just hitting it).

1. Implementation

use paddle, shake hands, swing underhand, hit the bird.

.""'"" ,,
X 0

server catcher

Who can serve the farthest? Who can serve the highest? Repeat sequence

using racket rather paddle.

2. Evaluation

Lesson held interest. Majority of group need much practice.

Paddles worked well. Rackets were difficult co use.

B. Underhand swing (serve and volley), direction control, hitting to a

.target, underhand volley.

1. Implementation

Use old tires as target, who can serve his bird into the tire? Use

shuffleboard markings for game of scoring services. Pho can keep

his bird in the air?

2. Evaluation

Basic underhand stroke still needs work. Class interea is held.

Repeat these skills.

C. Volley (continuous) Game situation,

1. Implementation

Racquet and Birds - teen situation paired up and volleyed for as long

as possible. Pent over rules and strategy.
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2. Evaluation

Najority of subjects interested for most of the time. Very interested

in games until they -;ot behind. Keti;ood. attitees for 40 minutes.

D.. Single Games s qtegy - rules

1. Implementation

Racquet and birds - team situation

2. Evaluation

Played rotation in singles. Euch more interest than doubles. Still

more interested in causing friction among team mates.

E. Underhand stroke - serve, volley

1. Implementation

Using net, have class serve over it,

n
._N

XXXXX

squad formation

Throb bird over net, have class return over net

Can you keep the bird in the air? Can you serve to your partner

2. Evaluation

Some of the group can handle rackets,pthers still need paddle.

F. Badminton Baseball

Pitcher serves over not to 61c:flitter. Batter volleys the bird back over

the net.
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G. Volley over net using underhand stroke and serve.

1. Implementation uith pattne,. how many tines? Can you make it go

over the net?

2. Evaluation

Group is beginning to gap. Some are ready for Banc situation. Part

of group cannot sustain a volley.

H. Review of group - underhand serve nnd return

1. Implementation

Racquets - Instructed them. They held racquet. Lined up and served

over imaginary not. Implemented servo and return. Had them in

competitive situation.

2. Evaluation

Some of them had difficulty at first but they caught on. Some could

hit the bird but not straight. Others could uoi. hit it at P.24.11(-

chaotic, but some of then had volleys of 2 or 3.

T. Grip and Service stance (legal serve)

1. Implementation

Racquet and bird (3 each) imnginery service line that the

participants must stand behind coal was to hit (serve)

bird above and beyond the cage at end of field.

1

2. Evaluation

forked well after about 5 minutes of effort but by that time they were

getting discouraged.
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J. Volley

1. Implementatin

Grc.uos of two serving and retwming to each other from a

distance of 20 feet.

2. Evaluation

Only one case of obvious inaccuracy. I worked with Tom as an indivi-

dual.

K. Single file volley drill

Implementatin

Threw birdies of each pupil as quickly as possible to have them get

the feel of a quf_c::, return

2. Evaluation

Most returned 50% One returned 70 % One returned 30%.

L. Develop legal below waist badminton serve

1. Implementatin

Badminton racquet and bird (7 of each) demonstration....followud

by group correction of serve individual attempts in groups of

twos.

2. Evaluation

Established reports with tfie'grou7 group is ready to start game

rules and regulations.

Returns (newer play)

1. Implementation

Sane as L above groups of two to return bird to each other

after a legal serve.

2. Evaluation

worked well,

N. Rules, regulations and strategy

ImpleMentation

Talked about serving, boundries, courtesy toss for rights of side or

to serve.
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Uorked well with the group, had two of the Rat Patrol

in the group since quite a few were testinS the game

between Ed. and Ed. shows the possibility of true champions at the

game

2. Evaluation

Worked well. They have good control over the flight of the birdies.

They are taking wiod into consideration while hitti.ng tho bird.

0. Concept of scores and rules

1. Implementation

One pointrr missed volley. Serve and return:

2. Evaluation

Very difficult'concept. Must review concept of points and object

of game.

P. Fake out opponent, execute the deep clear (overhand ami underhand). Learn

stategy for use of the clear and drop shot, use these skills in game

(singles).

1. Implementation

Racquets and birds.

Court

Dee; Clears - Drop shots



2. Evaluation

Used outside co:Irts-'.rays could not adjust to wind. Went into arena

and had single elimination. Ganes were good and boys started

getting interested as games became closer.

Q. Strategy - using it in com)etition

1. Implementation

Racquet - bird - nets

Fake - drop shot - hair pin shot

Peers keeping score and ceiling of raistc:kcs.

2. Evaluation

Used elimination. Smiled to go well once the games were close.

Probably try it stein next time.

R. More strategy in game situation. Rules for problem situation. Stress

fair play in all cases.

1. Implementation

Use arena for the singles grImes. Start usil.g team play for the

doubles.

2. Evaluation

The games went better, attitude was better but they are a little

.annoyed at the time spent on Badminton.

S. Smash - overhand-went over scoring situations more rules brought into

play.

1. Implementation
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. Went into the proper serve for the stuation (singles or doubles)

2. Evaluation

The singles went very well Interest is building in all of

the boys.

T. Doubles - stress team uora in doubles. Boys-seem very independent.

Want to avoid as many arguments as possible.

1. Implementation

Want people to get along and work together as team members.

2. Evaluation

The first 2 games were good. Not one argument. Then once the same

person loSt twice, trouble started. Need to set team up so people

won't lose as often.
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II. Bas!:etball skill development drills began with a utility ball and a basket

on a table and culminated in a modified game using five men per team and

seven end one half foot high baskets with an official basketball. Lead

up activities, drills, and games as described below were used as training

experiences.

A. Catching and passing concept: two handed chest pass and two handed

underhand pass.

1. Implementation

Physical Education for Elementary School children. By Glenn Kirshner

Catching - pages 413-414 Fig. 441- 442,443 and 444. Passing - pages

414-416 Fig. 445,446,449,450.

Drills

(a) circle passing 422

(b) zig zng passing 422

(c) shuttle passing 422 (walking)

(d) four corners passing 423

(e) passing against the wall from about 8ft. to practice passing

and also catching technique.

2. Evaluation

All of the drills went very well except one boy had trouble understanding

the four corners drill.

B. Dribbling skill concept

1. Implementation

(
Dribbling

Chest or bounce pass
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Each boy stood at one corner of a square with one corner having

two boys. One of these boys started the drill. Dribble half way

then pass the ball to the boy at the next point of the square. He

then goes alto the next boy while the first boy takes over his corner.

Games of three on three and five on five half court were played.

2. Evaluation

Thisdrill, containing dribbling and passing skills, worked

very well.

During the game some boys showed good skill and knowledge while others

seemed to forget what was taught.

C. Dribbling against Defense

::,"

Offensive man must dribble through each gate turning his body so ball

cannot be stolen by defensive. Defensive man oust keep both feet in

tire.

D. Passing and pivoting against defense

6.) ).



Tiros in scattor off.moivo in each tin: °fa:wily:,

Lan must.keep ono inside t.ro ;hL1. 11 tryin :cop hall away

from defense by passinr!..

E. Dribble 1.11 Pass

Q 0

I
I

- 0

\V
0 00

0
Dribble to next line an pass bnck to original lino.

F. Came Application

Mine court basketball - Kirchner, P. 432.

G. Passing Weave

Drill

a -..-0,-- ....... - ----0
I

.4 tr:
\

1 ! i

1
1

I
)

'1 iI ,,,)/
CI) -- ...... ....

A passes to B and runs to position behind B, B passes to "C" etc.
20 mins.

M. Catching Pivotin3



Butterfingers

Gr7up in scatter formation instructor passes bnll to each one in random

order trying to "fake cut" players. When one person dropsbnll he must

"chunk the butter" 'run around the tire with one foot in center -

until another misses and takes his place. 20 mins.

1. Dribbling - Defense

1. Implementation

Tires placed as per diagram. Player dribbles through gates, nnd

around cove and back through gates. .7.un the gauntlet Defensive

player stands with Loth feet inside tires and tries to sten1 the

ball from the dribbler.

2. Evaluation

Good activity, bid;'.: interest among vore able kids, can be modified

for younger kids.

J. Passing an-1 :lntching

1.iotor skills: Passing and catching n basketball. Formation: File

Formation with lc:Idcl:s facing filcs ton foot nny.

X X X
X X X
-X X X.

10'

X X 1



Dcscription: The lender chest passes to tho first pinyer in his squa'..

That player bounces to the lender end then MS to the lender's position.

The lender gives hir the ball and goes to thy; eml of the filo. Repent

the process until each player has had a turn to be the londor.

Vnri tion: Can have lender piss to the firLt person,who ton dribbles

to lender's position nn pivots. to face his squad. The first lender

runs to the end of the file.

K. Lny up skills

L. Shadow drill

involved offensive and defensive pinyer

0 0

M. Dribble relays

N. Chest pass relays

0. Chest pass manuevering (two man)

P. Gnmes: Utilizing three mnin components of drbbling, pascing, nnd shc.otin;7.
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h-.'.bn.11 skill clevel._nt sequence wns use :. w!.ich bL.17,1n with n

utility !Inn nrC. progressed t,7 use ol n officinl

r,f tinn....1:n11. up ^ctivitiec,

iyere usc.0, ns tr.iniL x7eriences.

:in s clo.scrib

Strf_kin n bnll cor,:jnntion

1. Implementntion

;n) The kids hni to nntch with sc:pc-: 1-oldles mob from plastic 1.(71s .

The unecrhn.n.l. thrsw wns use! to ;:i_ve t kic!s the nction of

the unclerhnnl serve nn4 volley ucal in hnneibn11.

(b) Five stntions-

L. )

X

X - TU: children with snail utility

vJlIey u- !oinst the
0 - Thre.! 1-lls 11-alz;itr fr:m te
kiCc cu?.: -r..ntice cl-rnin7 the
fir airy f:cc er Tie bill

tr, or. the 1:iclo to

ML,.rent c,s-itious

Frnctieilc serve

ceilins by string. The
bnll without it louncin.7;

were hunr ot :lifferent
the boll in

- 1 tiver1-1.711..:

- 2

- 3 micl wny betT.feen. Balls were oThc hun,7 from the X
7,osition the hour.

The hr.InL;irvz, '1,!--.1.1c, were very wort-high-5.7.e :71..! the :.,rour just Set the

coc,Irdinntion t-)f strikini; n movin17. instruct Ot

tapped the bail back and forth with the child. This

seemee. to el-cote o i.osp1rc ct th° children to use

both hni-els.

. Mnn. position nnd serve stroke

Implev..entotion

Drop bnnelbli nye.i n bounce strro. t: :-;ycnosium wn11.
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2. Evalution

Enjoyed very much wanted to practice the serve using the posit on

which was taur;ht.

C. Body position

1. Implementation

Shift of body weight from rear leg to front leg to get power intc

stroke.

2. Evaluation

Extremely difficultfbrchild-en because of their lack of agility but it

took some time to develop. Movement to the ball was difficult but

did improve.

D. Eye-hand coordination

Various drills were used to implement this skill, such as hitting against

the ball and returning their own serves.

E. Use of Serve

The serve weLt very well- -much progress showed in a matter of days.

F. Use of hands with the "rules" being implemented.

3c-irked very well, however, for the lower croups it was a little difficult

to switch body position and opposite hand usage.

G. Drills, serving drills, switching hands drills, wiffle ball drill.

1. Implementation

Wiffle ball attached to string hangi - repetition stressed.

2. Evaluation

Improvement shown. Needed time to develop. Worked very well, giving

then a chance to improve their skill le-eel.

I. Games, modified handball, 9 square handball

1. Implementation

Blocked - cut areas, hit against walls cn each end, used scoring

system.

2. Evaluation
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7V. Truch football skill deve!pr.ent drills benn with throwing and catching n

sall football and culminated in gages of touch football wit!. six players

per team. Lead up activities, drills, and games as described below were

used as trair experiences.

L. Throw and Catch

Small football used. Stood in straight threw ball to them

and they throw back.

D. Throw and Catch

1. Implementation

Throw foothall longer distance than previously. Had them run short

patterns.

2. Evaluation

Had trouble setting them to run after ball.

C. Catching, Hiking, and Passing

1. Implementati7:n

Catching Drills

a. running straight out

b. running to left

c. running to right

d. hike ball than run. as in a, b, and c.

Passing drills ,and catching)

Formation kids
xxxxlcxx=xx

0 instructor

2. Evaluation

Subjects enjoyed movement for pass catching

D. Throwing Accuracy

1. ImpleTentntion

Had boys throw ball through the tire.
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2. Evaluation

One third t..) one h-1 of the subjects could accomplish this tosl:

successfully.

E. Throw and Catch

Lines co out, catch pass and throw bocl..

F. Punt

1. Implementation

Went throu3h the motion first, then introduced the ball and how it

is to be punted.

2. Evaluation

Some had the coordination and others ho..:1 little or none.

G. Game. Play

1. Implementation

Game rules wore talked .bout and put. into use in a game.

2. Evaluation

The game was too organized for some boys.

H. Running, with ball

Subjects shown how to hold ball and run at same time.

Blocking

Demonstrated and worked in groups of 3 subjects with one bloc%ing, one

carrying the ball and the third atte:npting to tag the ball carr:ier.

Positions rotated when the tag was successful.

J. Catching

1. Catching Drills

a. straight put

b. down and out

c. down and in

d. in post

e. buttonhook
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2. Passing Drills

Same drills as above but take turns passing and catching.

3. Hiking drills

Same as above but also add turn at hiking

1(. Football Fundamentals

Practice throwing football.

"Catching Technique"

-get in line with coming ball

- place feet in forward stride position one foot forward

-keep eyes on ball

- extend arms toward thrower and spread fingers

-cup hands, thunbs together slightly above waist (high throw):

keep little fingers together with hands below waist for low throws.

- let arms and body give as ball contacts hands.

-carrying ball

L. Game play and strategy.

-Drilled in basics

-practiced "catching kicked. ball"

-It was really much more difficult to catch kicked ball; subjects sti)1

have some fear even with Po.e-wee ball when it is high in air.

M. Football Skills

''Caching and Throwing'

'Catching while running"

"Centering the ball'

'Punting and place kicking"

Throwing and catching is getting better. They are also understanding

the jobs assigned to different positions, such as the center and

quarterback.

Punting and place: kicking was very poor.
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11. Catching, passing, hikinr. and punting

1. Implementation

Learning of ccrtnin piss patterns, 'outtonhool:, down and nut (7oft

and right), and post.

Drills, arm position with ball on loft side, nrn position with ball 71.1

richt side, and nix up which side to receive boTA on.

Evaluation

Difficult for them to remember what to do without additional practice.

3. Game Play

Throwing and catching drills

- carrying ball

- centering ball

- introduced "blocking" techniques

P. BluckinE

1. Implementation

One - on - one blocking

a. proper stance

b. leE movement

c. walk through

d. speed

e. 3/4 speed

2, Evaluation

Ebst enjoyed contact and want tore

Q. Tuuch-Football Game

Improving on who to block. More work needoci.

R. Backfield Positions and Responsibilities

Told Positions

1. fullback

quarterback

3. halfback



Then position placement of where they al-e. suppose to he when lined up.

T-ld responsibilities

1. When running, follow blocker if going through line.

7. When blocking for runner.

3. llhen quarterack4ng, how to hand off ball

4. To receive ball from center.

5. When running, how to place arms and hands to receive handoff from

quarterback.

a first lots of confusion as to what to do except for really capable

subjects.

S. Backfield positions and responsibilities review

1. Implementaf-ion

Same as before

1. 1/4 speed

2.

3. 3/4 speed

4. full speed

runn4na positnns
from hiking to quarterback

2. Evaluation

Fast learners eager to learn more and discouraged at slow learners.

T. Contest of things taught; within each group.

1. Implementation

Pass, Punt, and kick contest

a. Winner of pass

h. Winner of punting

c. Winner of kicking

d. Overall winner by distance.

2. Evaluation

Some thought that they had no chance to win.

U. Game of touch football

Six players used' per team, additional 7ractice could result in vore

compncated plays and better. skill.
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V. Volleyball skill practice drills began with utility balls hanging from a

beam for striking practice and culminated in games using a seven and one

half foot net and an official volleyball. Lead up activities, drills,

and games as described below were used as training experiences.

A. Balloon Volleyball

1. Implementation

7 players per team - stressed 3 hits per side and rotation.

2. Evaluation

Very well received, all participated and appeared to have under-

standing of volleyball.

B. Catching Volleyball

1. Implementation

Utility Ball - 2 lines on either side of instructor-throw ball to

each child. (1 at a time then in quick succession)

2. Evaluation

Some of the boys were afraid of ball; hand ball to such boys in order

to keep interest.

C. Volleying, hot potato game

1. Implementation

Utility ball - boys stand in circle and batted ball around-could not

catch the ball (had to volley)

Wall Volley - # of successive volleys against a wall.

2. Evaurt:ch

Hot potato circle went well because of the game aspect of the treat-

ment.

D. Bounce serve

I. Implementation

Four square game AAHPER Games Book P. 323

2. Evaluation

Very well received



E. Underhand serve

1. Implementation

Hitting in groups

.../\ , ?c '4`

2. Evaluation

Utility balls used were extremely light - hindered older boys

performance - ready for official volleybnll.

F. Fingertip Control

1. Implementation

Inflated volleyball

Drills for hand control

a. using parallel line formation

1. play catch using two hands to catch ball in any way.

2. instruct hand position for setting up volleyball.

3. using set bane'_ position catch ball

4. immediately throw ball with control to other person after

catching.

b. using circle formation. Repent procedure from above.

2. Evaluation

Tired of this quickly most of period used to explain rules.

G. Fingertip Control

1. Implementation

Repent drills used previously but speed then up. Also gnve rewards

fol good performance and push-ups for nistnkes. Made n contest

out of drills.

2. Evaluation

Received better thnn as given in F above



Unerhnnd Serve

1. Implementation

Si:nrt serving ball to person opposite you in other line. (Fomation

parallel lines)

Then worked on serving across the net a short distance from net.

Gradually increased distance from net.

2. Evaluation

Frustntion started to set in as increased distrnce from net to

correct dittance.

I. Volleying ball

1. Implementation

Volley ball off of wn11!

a. long as possible without mistake

b. most number of volleys in set amount of time.

2. Fvaluntion

Kids liked this type of challenge, because can achieve soma success.

1. Underhand Serve

1. Implementation

n. Underhand serve. Drills (Progression)

1. opposite lines - top ball to person opposite you.

2. standing back certain distance serve ball up and into roof

of building.

3. Repeat #2 and ndd a set pass when ball comes off of roof.

4. Repeat #2 and add attempts nt volleying bill of of wall.

b. Using formntion diagrammed

kids
xxxxxxy.xxxx

instructor

have kids serve ball to instructor quickly, Chen instructor

serves ball to next kids. If bad serve by kid, haye do 5 pushups

that must. be done before his turn comes up agnin, or do 5 more

pushups.

144



Makes rest of Ries work more cluickly. liore like n same, conest.

Y.. Volleyball Game

1. Implementation

Divided 3rour. into six teams and ench team played.

2. Evaluntion

Each team won one rme. Interest in volleyball seams to be very

minute. Only about 4-5 boys seemed to want to ploy nt n11.



VI. Urestling skill prnctice drills began with demonstrations of the various

stances and uoves,and culminated in regulation wrestling bouts. Lend up

activities, drills, and games as described below were used as training

exrcriences.

Use fundamental approach to the wrestling. Short introduction. The

indian, leg and college styles.

1. Imrlementation

Placed nuts in circle and tee formations. Put boys of same age

against each other.

2. Evaluation
! I

It was well received. The boys were matched and seemed to enjoy

themselves.

Upright referee's position - wrestling, down referee's position,

spinning, escaping, controlling.

1. Implementation

Which boy can push or pull other boy off the mat. One man down

other man spring on chest. Group was divided into two groups

Two mats laid together were used.

2. Evnluation

This nctivity as very stimulating. Strict control is necessary.

Boys seen interested. Skill progression will need careful pinnning.

C. Wrestling stance, referee's position, escapes, tale downs, flat hold:

1. Implement it'

Mats
<:)1

Two groups
(-1;

107
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2. Evaluation

Much more unified than the other day;sbue trouble with the roll

(older fellows) younger fellows worked on escapes nne take downs.

D. Wrestling Match

Last 3 minutes between capable boys Mighty.
Mouse

Flash
Gorgon

Each boy had his own teen backers and his own corner.

E. Leg Drags, cross leg counter, review of rolls, stance, counters, and

escapes.

Used - 1 on 1 method with denonstrations.

F. 2 min. Latches - 2 new boys on 2 who have wrestlee in class previously.

1. Implementation Spectators

0 L.) rTh nsi

F-175

2. Evaluation CD L

C
0

Fellows are: putting together most of the moves but some times out of

excitement they tussle instead of wrestle.

G. Demonstrption ane practice of:

1. Wrestling stance

2. Referees position

3. Take clowns

4. Escapes

5. General review of previous lessons



1+8

6. Learned controlling hold

H. Leg take clown - cra..1d1e - stance with fakes

1. Implementation

1 on 1 combative after demonstration, slow then fast

2. Evaluation

Group was n little restless but eventually settled down to business.

I. Escape skills frcm bottom position

1. Implementation

Have the kids use the take down from standing position. Use the

off position to get control of players.

2. Evaluation

The drills went O.K. Subjects looked forward to the reel mntches.

3. introduce nelson from reft,.ree's poaitian cmphos170 leverage for

turning opponent onto his back.

Y. Regular match

1. Implementation

Using all ruts, instructors acting as referee, time player, score

keeper, each boy competed in a 2 min. match.

Proper procedure being emphasized.

2. Evaluation

Good lesson, boys controlled themselves. No emotional outbursts!

This unit was a surprise success.
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SECTION II

METHOD AND RESULTS

General Statement

The overall intent of this project was envisioned as being two -fold.

Primarily the concentratior of effort was directed toward e=tabiishing a

comprehensive data bank composed of physical, perceptual, cognitive, af-

fective, behavioral, academic, and social correlates of physical performance

for emotionally-disturbed, male, public school children. Secondly. a com-

parison of three types of physical training was planned to determine the

differential effects of training for three types of emotionally-disturbed

children.

To these ends Section II of this report is composed of results of

various statistical analyses. Within this section additional subdivisions

are made to provide clarity and continuity to the presentation of the findings.

The evaluation component of the present investigation was designed to

include purely 1..escriptive data as well as rigorous statistical treatment of

the criteria Jf interest. Information from a broad array of standardized

measures as well as tests unique to this investigation was gathered to

ascertain any effects of the physical training treatments under study in

the physical performance as well as in the intellectual, behavioral, and

educational achievement domains. The test battery included measures in

four areas. These areas (listed alphabetically) are:

1. achievement in school

2. behavior

3. learning aptitude

-4. physical performance
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Data presentation for the descriptive part of this section is ap-

pended in Tables 1 to 91. Common descriptive statistics for each diagnostic

group by treatment and (in some cases) time of testing are provided. Correla-

tional da*1 is also provided for certain variables.

The experimental design for this study included three major factors:

1. Diagnostic category

2. Training method

3. Time of testing

Because of the nature of the experimental design and the number of obser-

vations made using various measures, two approaches to the analyses were

taken. Where only two observations were made using the same measure (pre-

post) an analysis of covariance-type of design was employed. in those

cases where three observations were taken a repeated measurements-type of

analysis was used.

A preliminary investigation of the pre-test data provided evidence

that treatment group differences approached statistical significance. A

multivariate F-ratio of 1.368 for 21 selected criteria (p <.06) indicated

the possibility of statistically significant differences in treatment/

diagnostic group means for some criteria taken singly. Covariance analysis

is a statistical means of controlling for such initial differences among

groups on the criteria of interest and for this reason was used as one of

the statistical techniques.

Selection of Subjects

The pool of children from which the experimental subjects in this

study were drawn consisted of all males enrolled in special classes for

emotionally disturbed children in Montgomery County (Pennsylvania) Schools

during the Spring of 1970. The subject pool was restricted in three ways.

-2-
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It was required that those subjects invited to participate in the program

be between 8 and 14 years of age, that they be free of any serious physical

defects, and that they be available to participate in the eight-week summer

physical education program.

From an initial pool of approximately 130 boys enrolled in special

classes, 95 subjects were selected for the program. This sample consisted

of subjects classified as being in one of three general psychiatric diagnos-

tic categories. These categories were labeled "Aggressive," "Hyperactive,"

and "Withdrawn." Assignment of subjects to one of the four treatment condi-

tions was made on a stratified random basis. The 32 subjects within each

diagnostic category were randomly assigned to the three treatment and one

control groups.

BeCause of absenteeism during the training period several subjects

were deleted from the final sample. Several other subjects were not avail-

able for the post-testing. Thus, the number of subjects included in any

analyses will vary depending upon time of testing, availability for testing,

and whether or not the subject was "testable" during the testing program.

No follow-up of those subjects who were deleted from the initial

sample has been made. It is assumed, however, that no particular bias was

acting that would jeopardize the utility of these findings.

This report is written in a final manuscript:format due to the great

number of tables and figures presented. The narrative is concerned with dis-

cussion of statistical analyses of data appropriate to each of four sub-

divisions in which testing was accomplished. These four areas are:

1. Achievement

2. Behavior

3. Learning Aptitude

4. Physical Performance
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Appendix A contains all tables and figures derived from analysis of

variance and covariance procedures referred to in the narrative. Appen-

dix A also contains all tables and figures presenting data that is descrip-

tiVe in nature.

PART 2

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

(Summary tables appropriate to the following discussion of analyses can

be found in Appendix A of this report)

Achievement in School

Two common measures of elementary school achievement were used to assess

any effects that the training regimen may have had on these criteria. The

tests used were the. Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) and the Wide Range

Achievement Test (WRAT). Each test was administered on three separate

occasions. The experimental design included a repeated measurements factor

which is one means of helping to control for initial differences on the

criterion.

From the SAT grade equivalent scores were derived for three subtests:

Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning, and Arithmetic Computation. As can be seen

in Table I no significant main effect for the treatment factor (Factor B)

appeared with SAT-Word Meaning as the dependent measure, although the Treat-

ment by Diagnostic Category interaction approached statistical significance.

The analysis of variance does yield significant effects for the repeated

measurements factor as a main effect and in combination with the other design

factors. By looking at the treatment means for each test administration (See

Table 2) the practical significance of the AB interaction can be gouged. A

plot of these means appears in Figure 1 for the SAT-Word Meaning sub-test scores.

No great practical significance is attached to the repeated measure-

ments effect. Because the criterion is in a grade equivalent score metric
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and the testing is distributed over nearly 10 months the mean_ scores are

normally expected to increase.

Two significant effects were found for the SAT-Paragraph Meaning

scores. Of particular interest is the BC interaction found in Table 3.

interaction of this nature might reveal a possible "aptitude-treatment"

type of interaction which would indicate that one particular treatment is

best for one diagnostic group while another treatment might be more appro-

priate for a different diagnostic category. Study of the treatment means

by diagnostic groups would help to uncover any such effect. (See Table 4).

As can be seen from Table 5 no significant main effects (except A) were

found for SAT-Arithmetic Computation.

Two subtest scores were derived from the Wide Ranee Achievement Test (WRAT):

a Reading score and an Arithmetic score. For the WRAT-Reading subtest (see

Table 6) significant main and interaction effects were found for nearly all

factors. The mean grade scores for the BI and B4 treatment groups (shown in

Table 7) cn the WRAT-Reading variable were higher at the outset and remained

higher throughout.

For the WRAT-Arithmetic subtest score the significant effects involved

the A and C design factors. in Table 8 the AC interaction effect, as revealed

by the diagnostic group by time of testing cell means, indicates that the

"hyperactive" group had a slight reduction in Arithmetic scores as measured

during the second testing.

In sum, the physical education treatments as a whole appeared to have

very little if any effect on school achievement as measured by the SAT and the

WRAT. Simple effects analyses might reveal some hidden differences although

this type of expost facto analyses does not appear warranted.
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Behavior

In an effort to assess the effects of the physical training program

on subsequent behavior in the classroom two behavior rating scales were used.

The Devereaux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale (DEV) yields eleven

factor scores said to summarize various ratings of classroom behavior. Quay's

Behavior Problem Checklist yields several aspects of behavior in the classroom

setting as well as general observations about children's social and personal

behavior.

The analyses for these measures took two forms. For the Checklist an

analysis of covariance design was used. For the DEV repeated measurements

analyses were calculated for each of the factor scores. The results from the

DEV are described below.

Analysis of the first DEV factor score (Table 9) revealed several sig-

nificant effects. The significant overall'D or treatment effect indicates

that at least one mean treatment score, disregarding diagnostic class and

time of testing, is significantly different from another. A look at these

means (Table 10) reveals the B4 (Control) group mean to be lower than the

B, -B3 means: Disregarding all other design factors, the B4 or Control group

generally were lower rated on Classroom Disturbance items than other treatment

groups.

The analysis of variance revealed no statistical significance for any

effect for DEV Impatience (see Table 11). One explanation for the lack of

any significant differences for DEV-Impatience is that this factor may be

measuring only random effects or measuring impatience but not reliably.

For the DEV-Disrespect/Defiance factor. (Table 12) two significant

effects were obtained. The main effects for Diagnostic Group and for Treat-

ment were found to be statistically significant. A survey of the means (Table

13) revealed that the T4 group mean is low compared to the others. Further,
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the C
3
group means in all treatment conditions were found to be lower than the

other diagnostic groups.

Table 14 shows that for the DEV-External Blame factor no statistically

significant effect was found.

The AC interaction for DEV-Achievement Anxiety (Table 15) is the only

statistically significant effect for this criterion variable. In Figure 2

a plot of Diagnostic Group means for the three testings provides a graphical

representation of this interaction. The means reveal a reduction in measured

achievement anxiety immediately following the treatment period (Post 1). The

means for the second posttest as a group approximate the pretest means.

Again, for DEV-External Reliance the AC interaction was found to be

statistically significant (see Table 16).

A plot of the Diagnostic Group means (Figure 3) for each testing provides

one method of observing this interaction. The CI group (Aggressive) en-

countered a reduction in mean measured External Reliance whereas fcr the C2

group (Hyperactive) there was an increase in mean measured External Reliance.

In Table 17 it is shown that for the DEV-Comprehension factor only the

main effect for Diagnostic Group was found to be statistically significant.

Table 15 further shows that the mean factor score for C2 (Hyperactive) was

higher than the other two groups.

For the DEV-Inattentive/Withdrawn factor (Table 19) the main effect

for Diagnostic Group was found to be significant. The mean factor score for

c3 (Withdrawn) was higher than the other two Diagnostic Groups (See Table 20).

In Table 21 is found a significant A effect, the repeated measurement,

for DEV-Irrelevant-Responsiveness which is indicative of a statistically

significant reduction in mean factor scores across the repeated testing.

For DEV-Creative-Initiative a significant effect was found (as shown
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In Table 22) for the C effect (Diagnostic Group). The mean factor scores

(Table 23) for the three Diagnostic Groups show the C3 (Withdrawn) group to

have a much lower mean factor score than the other two groups.

The analysis of variance for the cirterion DEV-Need Closeness to Teacher

resulted in three effects being statistically significant with lummary statis-

tics shown in Table 24. The effect of treatment (B) cannot be interpreted

directly because of the significant BC interaction. A plot of the BC cell

means in Figure 4 revealed that the B3 treatment group had a generally lower

mean factor score although the B4 group was generally lower also.

From Quay's Behavior Problem Checklist four factor scores are derived.

The analysis of covariance for the Conduct factor score (Table 25) revealed

only a significant regression effect. No other effect approached statistically

significance.

For the Personality factor score two effects were found to be statis-

tically significant. Of prime concern is the significant treatment effect

found in Table 26. Treatment group 131 appeared to result in lower Personality

factor scores than the other treatment groups (set. Figure 5).

The analysis of covariance for the factor score of Immaturity (Table 27)

resulted in a treatment (B) effect that nearly approached statistical sig-

nificance. -A plot of the adjusted treatment means for the three diagnostic

groups in Figure 6 revealed the Bi treatment group to have lower adjusted

treatment means than the other groups.

Table 28 shows analysis of the fourth factor score, Socialized De-

linquency, resulted in statistically significant effects for regression and

for the A effect (diagnostic category). The adjusted diagnostic group means

for the C3 group (Withdrawn) were found to be lower than for the other two

diagnostic groups.

The Draw-a-Person test was another measure administered to each subject
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on two occasions. The analysis of covariance technique was applied to the two

separate scaled scores that result from this measure. The analysis of the

scaled score for the male figure (Table 29) resulted in a significant re-

gression effect plus a treatment by diagnostic group (A x B) interaction. A

plot of the. adjusted cell means for this effect appears below in Figure 7.

Again for the DAP-Female Figure (scaled score) the regression effect and

the A x B interaction effect were statistically significant (see Table 30).

The adjusted treatment means for this interaction appears in Figure 8.

Physical Performance

A comprehensive series of physical performance test items were included

in the test battery.* Of the 38 variables for which data are available four of

these variables are 'considered index measures. These are combinations of

several of the actual performance test and/or physical measurement items per se.

Physical performance test items were selected for ;nclusiun in the battery

because of the presumed relationship each had with one or more of the treatment

conditions. Furthermore, the 38 variable battery was designed to tap each of

12 physical performance "factors." The "factor" names and the test item names

that measure some aspect of the factor are:

Factor Name

Agility

Balance

Circulo-respiratory
Endurance

Coordination

Test Item Name

Shuttle Run
Zig tag Run

Balance A Test
Tapered Balance Beam

Lung Capacity
600-yard Run-Walk
300-yard Dash
Modified Harvard Step Test

Ball Kick
Cable Jump (5)
Cable Jump (10)
Throw and Catch

*(This is a list of performance variables and therefore excludes body size
variables, i.e. height and weight.)
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DynaMic Strength

Flexibility

Arm Strength
Leg Lift
Pull-ups
Push-ups

Dynamic Flexibility
Extent Flexibility
Flexibility. Test

Kinesthesis Kinesthesiometer
Kinesthesiometer (sign included)

Muscular Endurance Curl-up
Flexed Arm Hang
Squat Jump

Power Ball Throw
Shot Put
Standing Broad Jump

Skill , Volley Ball Serve
Volley Ball Volley

Speed 30-yard Dash.

Static Strength Back Lift
Left Grip
Leg Lift
Right Grip

The statistical technique employed to assess the treatment effects was the

analysis of covariance. In each analysis the covariate was the pretest on the

measure. Presentation of the analyses follows the order of the factors previously

noted. Accompanying each analysis summary table are the product-moment corre-

lations of chronological age with the pre- and posttest scores. Statistical

significance of any effect is noted in each table only if commonly accepted

levels are approached or exceeded. It should also be noted that the summary for

a test of the equality of regression coefficients in each cell appears at the

bottom of each Summary Table.

Two test items were employed to measure Agility. Table 31 reveals that

only the regression effect is significant for the Zig Zag Run. It also shows

a significant effect for a test of the equality of regression coefficients. The

latter indicates that at least one regression coefficient is significantly
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different from one other. Had any main or interaction effect approached sig-

nificance extreme caution would have been taken in the interpretation thereof.

The second measure of Agility was the Shuttle Run Test. Table 32 shows

that both the treatment effect and the Diagnostic Group effect were sound to

be statistically significant. By plotting the cell means these significant

main effects can be more readily interpreted. Figure 9 reveals both main

effects. For example, looking at the columns, the mean scores for the "A"

group (aggressives) are generally lower than for the others. Likewise the "W"

group (withdrawn) means tend to cluster higher than those for the "H" group

(hyperactive). By looking at the lines on the graph, the treatment effects

are apparent. In general, treatment 1 (physical training) and treatment 4

(Control) are lower than for, say treatment 2 (General Coordination). In

other words, treatment 1 results in adjusted posttest scores being somewhat

lower than for the other treatment conditions.

For the Balance factor two test items were administered. For the Balance

A Test (Table 33) the Diagnostic Group (hereafter it will be called Factor A;

Treatment will be called Factor B) effect approached significance (P.07).

No other effect was found to be significant. It is interesting to note the

lact of statistical significance for Regression. This result is indicative

of a lack of correlation (or regression) between the pretest and posttest

scores on this test.

A significant AB interaction was obtained for the Tapered Balance Beata

Test (Table 34) item. A plot of the adjusted treatment means (Figure 10)

indicated that the General Coordination treatment (72) was better for the

aggressive and hyperactive groups whereas the physical training treatment was

more profitable for the withdrawn group with regard to this test item.

Four test items were included in the test battery to measure the factor

entitled Circulo-;expiratory Endurance. The analyses revealed no significant
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main effects or interactions. None of the treatments had an appreciable effect

on the measured variables, however, summary tables 35 through 38 are included

for continuity.

The Coordination factor was measured by four test items. The Ball Kick

item did not measure effects attr:butable to the treatment conditions nor was

there a significant regression of post or pretest scores.

The two Cable Jump Test items both had AB interactions that approached

statistical significance (see Tables 39 and 40). There were also significant

regression effects.

As shown in Table 41, the treatment effect approached statistical sig-

nificance for the test item entitled Throw and Catch. A closer look at the

adjusted treatment means in Figure 11 revealed that, in general, the three

physical training groups performed better than the Controls on this measure.

Dynamic Strength as a physical performance factor was measured by four

test items. in only one case was a significant main effect obtained. Summary

statistics appear in Tables 42 through 45.

Three measures of flexibility were included in the physical performance

test battery. The analysis of covariance (Table 46) with Dynamic Flexibility

as the criterion yielded a significant A effect.

Statistics presented in Table 47 reveal that the analysis for the test

item, Extent Flexibility, resulted in a significant AB interaction. Low

Extent Flexibility scores resulted from treatments 1 and 2 for the "Withdrawn"

group but high scores for the "Aggressive" and "Hyperactive" groups. On the

other hand treatment 1 resulted in low Extent Flexibility scores for the

"Aggressives" and "Hyperactives" and higher scores for .the "Withdrawns"

(see Figure 12).

The analysis of covariance for the Flex Test scores (Table 48) resulted

in only the regression effect being significant.

-12-
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Two measures on the Kinesthesis dimension were obtained. The analyses

resulted in no significant effects as shown in Tables 49 and 50.

Muscular Endurance as a physical performance factor was measured by three

test items. Analysis of the scores for the Curl-up Test (Table 57) resulted

in a significant effect for treatment. Scores on the Curl-up Test are con-

siderably higher for the "Controls" (T4) than for actual physical education

treatments, especially treatment 1 (general Coordination) (see Figure 13).

For the Flexed Arm Hang measure (Table 52) significant effects were

obtained for both main effects. The graph of the adjusted treatment means

in Figure 14 depicts both main effects. For example, treatment 1 seems to

have substantially lower criterion means than the other treatments. For the

diagnostic group effect, the "Withdrawn" group has generally lower treatment

means than the other two groups.

No significant effects were found for the test item entitled Squat Jump

(Refer to Table 53).

The factor entitled Power was assessed by means of three test items.

The findings for each of the measures were the same. No design factor. was

found to be statistically significant. in each case the regression effect

was found to be significant, however, as can be noted in Tables 54, 55 and 56.

Skill as a physical performance factor, was measured by two test items.

One measure, Volley Ball Serve, yielded a significant regression effect only

(see Table 57). For the Volley Ball Volley measure (Table 58) all design

factors were found to be statistically significant. However, because of the

significant AB interaction the individual main effects cannot be interpreted

directly. By plotting the adjusted treatment means the actual effects can

be interpreted more readily. The graphical display in Figure 15 reveals the

effects of treatment as well as those for diagnostic group. It appears that

13-
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treatment 3 as a whole resulted in higher criterion scores than, say, the

control condition. Also, the "Aggressives" appear to have higher mean Volley

BaIl Volley scores than the other two groups.

A sinnifir-ant A effect shown in Table 59 was found for the one Speed

factor item, thu 30-yard Dash. The treatment means indicate the "Aggressive"

group to have lower criterion scores, in general, thar the other two diagnostic

groups. The within-cell regression were found to be significantly heterogeneous.

This result tends to make the interpretation of any findings difficult. One

assumption of analysis of covariance is that the within-cell regression co-

efficients be homogeneous. If this assumption is not met, any interpretation

of other effects is tenuous.

The last factor, Static Strength, was measured by four test items

presented in Tables 60 through 63. None of the analyses resulted in a statis-

tically significant design effect.

Four index measures were also calculated to summarize, in part, some of

the measures taken on each participant. In three of the four cases the

assumption of homogeneity of within-cell regression coefficients was not met.

No design factor produced statistical significance. Summaries of analyses for

the four index measures may be found in Tables 64, 65, 66 and 67.

Learning Aptitude

Three measures of learning aptitude in common use with children are

the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), the Illinois Test of

Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA), and the Bender-Gestalt Test for Young

Children (B-G).

Ten subtests of the WISC were administered to each subject both before

and immediately following the summer treatment. In only two of the ten

analyses were any statistically significant design effects obtained. For the

-14-
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three IQ scores obtained from the WISC only the Performance IQ yielded a

significant design effect.

Thirteen analysts of covariance summary. tables (68-80) are presented

for the t-n WISC subtests and the three IQ scores.

The ITPA subtests provide another means of assessing various types of

learning aptitudes. This test is particularly applicable to measuring en-

coding and decoding skills. The ITPA focuses on these skills as they apply

to psycholinguistic abilities although certain motoric abilities are measured.

Inclusion of this diagnostic measure was to ascertain any changes in measured

psycholinguistic abilities that might have arisen due to the training program.

No direct relationship was sought. However, any changes in these measured

abilities might be indirectly related to the treatment.

The analyses of covariance for the ITPA subtests resulted in five sub-

tests having significant A (Diagiostic group) main effects and one subtest

yielded significant AB interaction. The summary tables for these analyses are

below.

Table 81 shows that no significant effects were found for ITPA Auditory

Reception.

For ITPA - Visual Reception a significant A effect was found (see Table

82). The adjusted cell means showed the "withdrawn" group to be lower, in

general than their counterparts in the other treatment groups.

Analysis of ITPA Auditory Association subtest scores (Table 83) also

resulted in a significant A effect. The "withdrawn" group again had adjusted

treatment means lower than the other groups.

For ITPA - Visual Association (Table 84) a significant AB interaction

resulted. A plot of the adjusted treatment means (Figure 16) depicts the

effects of each of the treatments.

-15-
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From Table 25 it is evident that no significant effects were found

for the analysis of the ITPA - Verbal Expression scores. For ITPA

Manual Expression (Table 86) there was a significant effect for Diagnostic

Group. Hnwever, for the Manual Expression scores the test for homogeneity

of regression coefficients was significantImaking the result difficult to

interpret.

For the Visual Closure (Table 87) scores, a significant effect for A

was found. The subtest, Grammatical Closure (Table 88) did not yield any

significant effects.

.No significant effects for Auditory Memory were found. For Visual

Memory there was a significant A effect. However, the analyses for Visual

Memory also resulted in a significant test for homogeneity of regression

coefficients (see Tables 89 and 90).

The Bender-Gestalt Test for Young Children was administered to the par-

ticipants three times. The repeated measurements analysis resulted in a

significant repeated measurements effect. Since the criterion in this

analysis was error scores the result seen in Table 91 is not surprising. The

effect of maturation (nearly 9 months) could produce this result.

Discussion

In light of the above analyses it would be possible to highlight and

st'tistically exploit various significant main and interaction effects, but

to do so would serve only to mislead the reader. Superficially, it would

seem that a great many significant results are reported herein and, ordinarily,

a recurrent effect such as Diagnostic Group by Test Time interaction would

stimulate further investigation. However, when one considers the plethora

of variables, factors and indexes measured, the number of significant results

does not exceed that attributable to chance. Also it was stated that the three

treatment groups were all based on physical activities differiog only in what

factors were emphasized. Given the extensive amount of physical activity
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prescribed for these groups it would be within reason to expect numerous

significant differences in posttest scores on physical variables. Yet

this is precisely the area in which one finds a dearth of statistically

significant results.

The experimenter's first reaction would be to suspect that a sufficient

number of differences do exist in the data but the analyses used were unable

to reflect these differences and were perhaps not appropriate to the design.

In order to examine this possibility further, let us begin with the unit of

comparison. The group raw score mean, as used in this experiment, is the

best estimate of the true mean and, therefore, regression of individual scores

to the group mean is not necessary. In a portion of their article on measure-

ment of change Cronbach and Furby (1970) address themselves to this question

with the statement "The difference in sample means for X and Y [obtained by

applying the same operation to the subject on two occasions] is the best

available estimate of the mean D [true difference]."

If we can.have confidence in the unit of comparison then is it possible

to find fault with the statistical technique employed? When one is measuring

gains as a consequence of treatments, randomization of treatment and control

groups becomes a critical determinant of analysis design. Cronbach and

Furby (1970) recommend that in the randomized experiment, analysis of covar-

iance is an adventageous technique so long as rn*, is relatively large (rm,40.4)

This technique formed the basis of our analysis with covariate pretest scores

adjusting for initial differences between groups. Thus it is doubtful that

more accurate information would have resulted from use of a technique such as

hresidualized gains". Since the design we were dealing with called for random-

ized groups, it would appear that the proper analyses were carried out. How-

ever, as noted earlier in this report, preliminary investigation of pretest

data provided evidence that treatment groups differences approached signif-

-17-
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Icance despite employment of accepted randomization procedures. In light

of these differences we were obliged to consider different forms of analyses.

After careful consideration of alternatives, however, we must agree with

Lord's (1967) statement that, "there simply is no logical or statistical

procedure that can be counted on to make proper allowances for uncontrolled

preexisting differences between groups [p.309]."

Conclusion

Since it is apparently impossible to statistically remove confounding

effects of initial differences it was decided to forego further attempts to

determine treatment differences. Realizing that all of the asumptions of the

original model were not met, we are presently reanalyzing the data. Our

purpose is to examine pre-post differences for each treatment taken individ-

ually. Preliminary results for selected physical variables support the ex-

pectation of significant improvement following treatment.

-18-
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Table I.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated i4easure

Criterion =

SAT - Word Meaning

lfc..

80

FIsSOURCE PG

Between
C (Diagnosis) 2 12.8 2.08
B (Treatment) 3 12.0 1.94
EC 6 13.1 2.13 .06
error (between) 69 6.1

Within 162

A (Pre-Postl-Post2) 2 9.0 44.64 .001

AC 4 0.2 0.79
AE 6 0.6 2.82 .02

ABC 12 0.6 3.05 .001

error (within) 138 0.2

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) in,mediately

after (Postl) . ana approximately eight montns after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age pith
pre = 0.57 p
posts - 0.47 p
post2 = 0.47
(.f. = 79)
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Table 2.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and "Time of Testing Criterion Variable =

SAT - Word Meaning

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3

Pre 2.08 2.17 2.20 2.10

Post 1 2.17 2.31 2.32 2.28

Post 2 2.55 2.86 2.91 2.78

Pre 3.07 3.24 1.95 2.47

H Post 1 3.42 3.64 1.97 2.73

Post 2 3.62 4.72 2.28 3.08

Pre 1.92 3.10 2.75 3.62

W Post 1 1.82 3.25 2.67 5.07

Post 2 2.05 3.40 2.92 5.47
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Table 3

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion =

SAT - Paragraph Meaning

SOURCE if MSc.. P.

Between 80

C (Diagnosis) 2 11.4 2.30

3 (Treatment) 3 8.9 1.80

DC
error (between)

6 11.4
69 5.0

2.30 .05

Within 162

A (Pre-Postl-rost2) 2 8.0 26.34 .001

AC 4 0.4 1.45

AD 6 0.3 1.13

AEC
error (within)

12 0.3 1.04

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) irdmediately

after (Postl) anc! approximately eight montas after treat-
ment (Posts).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.44 p

postl - 0.42 p
post2 = 0.45 p

(d.f. =79 )
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Table 4.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category

and Time of Testing Criterion Variable =

SAT - Paragraph Meaning

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3

A

Pre

Post 1

Post 2

1.98

2.08

2.40

1.95

2.05

2.72

2.06

2.02

2.77

2.27

2.10

2.73

Pre 2.75 2.94 1.97 2.10

H *Post 1 2.58 3.13 1.76 2.12

Post 2 3.30 3.95 2.08 2.50

Pre 1.73 2.67 2.53 3.68

W Post 1 1.88 2.93 2.58 4.88

Post 2 1.93 3.42 2.88 5.07
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Table 5.

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated "easure

Criterion =

SAT Arithmetic Computation

SOURCE df

Between
C (Diagnosis)
a (Treatnent)
BC
error (oetween)

4S F P <

80
2 4.0 1.01

3 3.2 <1

6 7.2 1.85

69 3.9

Within 162

A (Pre-Posa-Post2) 2 6.5 31.08 .001

AC 4 0.3 1.33.

AD 6 0.2 1.1.5

ADC 12 0.2 .

<1

error (within) 138 0.2

Note. - Repeated measurements wore taken before (Pre). inmediatety
after (Poet-0 au approsimatekr montas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. Correlation of age with
pre = 0. 43

postl 0. 40

post2 = 0.38
(d.f. =79 )

p
p
p
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Table 6.

Three-factor AnaZysis of Variance
with Onc Repeated Heasurc

Criterion =

WRAT neading

SOURCE 7^

80

F

Between
C (Diagnosis) 2 103.9 5.98 .004

B (Treatment) 3 54.7 3.15 .03

BC 6 37.7 2.17 .06

error (between) 69 17.4

Wthin 162

A (Pre- Pootl- Post2) 2 13.1 13.10 .001

AC 4 0.3 i.15

AD 6 0.6 2.22 .05

ABC 12 0.4 1.45
error (within) 138 0.3

Note. - Repeated r:;easurements were taken before (Pre), irdmediately
after (Pootl) and approximately montns after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.47 p
postl - 0.46 p
post2 = 0.49 p

(d.f. = 79)
.
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Table 7.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing - Criterion Variable =

WRRT - Reading

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3

Pre 2.57 2.93 2.63 2.70

A Post I 2.52 3.00 2.76 2.72

Post 2 2.98 3.60 3.32 3.33

Pre 4.20 4.38 2.28 3.15

Post I 4.17 It P-7 2.66 3.37

Post 2 4.93 5.58 3.10 3.37

Pre 2.73 5.40 3.45 7.25

Post I 2.45 6.31 3.32 7.82

Post 2 2.97 7.03 3.92 8.67
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SOURCE

Table 8.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated i,feasure

Criterion =

WRAT Arithmetic

df FIS F P

Between 80

C (Diagnosis) 2 0.2 0.07
3 (Treaten) 3 1.18
BC 6 5.8 1.76
error (between) 69 3.3

Within 162

A (Pre-rovtl-Post) 2 8.2 29.46 .001

AC 4 0.8 2.78 .03

AD 6 0.5 1.83

ABC 12 0.4 1.29

error (within) 138 0.3

Note. - Repeated Pieasurements were taken before (Pre) i!vmediately
after (Po.._ttl) an approximately eight mantas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.39 p
postl 0.33 p

post2 = 0.40 .p

(d. f. =79 )
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Tablc 9.

Three t'actor AnaZLtsis of Variance
with One Repeated fieasure

Criten:on =

DEV - Classroom Disturbance

SOVRCE df

72

MS F Pc.

Between
C (Diagnosis) 2 195.4 4.86 .01

3 (Treatent) 3 120.1 2.99 .04

BC 6 67.2 1.67

error (between) 61 40.2

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Pcst2) 2 15.0 1.70

AC 4 23.6 2.68 .03

AD 6 14.4 1.64

ABC 12 13.7 1.56

error (within) 122 8.8

Note. - Repeated r:,vasurements were taken before (Pre) -iediately

after (Postl) and approximatelzf eig;it months after treat-

ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.26

posit - 0.28
post2 = 0.30
(d.f. =73 )
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Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing Criterion Var' ,hle =

Devereaux Factor 01

DiagnostL.
Category

Treatment Group

2 3

Pre 15.67 16.37 19.80 15.57

A Post 1 13.83 15.25 13.80 15.00

Post 2 15.83 15.00 12.40 14.71

Pre 11.67 16:25 16.50 16.15

Post 1 13.50 14.75 18.33 12.85

Post 2 13.17 17.25 16.33 11.15

.Pre 14.83 11.57 12.75 11.43

W Post 1 15.17 14.85 11.00 8.43

Post 2 14.33 13.71 9.00 7.43
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Table 11.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion =

DEV Impatience

7fSOURCE MS P<

Between 72

C (Diagnosis) 2 2.2 <1
13 (Treatment) 3 9.0 <1
BC 6 49.6 1.17
error (between) 61 42.4

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Post2) 2 17.8 <1
AC 4 20.4 1.11
AD 6 16.1 <1
ABC 12 27.7 1.50
error (within) 122 18.4

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) inimediately

after (Postl) and approximately eight months after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.20 p

postl - 0.03 p
post2 = 0.06 p

(d.f. = 73)
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Table 12.

Three-factor Analysis of V criance
with One Repeated Neasire

Criterion =

DEV - Disrespect/Defiance

SOURCE cif P=C

Between 72

C (Diagaosis) 2 329.5 9.64 .01

3 (Treatment) 3 131.7 3.85 .01

isC 6 42.1 1.23

error (between) 61 34.2

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Post2) 2 0.9 <1

AC 4 17.5 2.27 .07

AD 6 9.0 1.17

ABC 12 8.7 1.13

error (witain) 122 7.7

Note. - Repeated measurements wore taken before (Pre) irdmediate ly

after (Postl) ana approximately eight mantas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. Correlation of age with
pre =

g.°284postl
post2 = 0.23 p
(d. f. =73 )
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Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing - Criterion Variable =

Devereaux Factor 03

. Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3

Pre 13.17 11.62 17.00 11.71

A Post 1
12.50 10.62 12.00 11.57

Post 2 14.83 11.25 12.60 11.71

Pre 10.83 10:50 11.50 8.15

H Post 1 12.17 10.50 15.17 9.57

Post 2 12.17 12.50 13.17 8.00

Pre 9.50 9.72 8.00 7.43

W Post 1 11.50 9.28 5.25 5.15

Post 2 12.00 8.85 6.00 5.00
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Table 14.

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion =

DEV - External Blame

df MS FSOURCE P-c

Between 72

C (Diagnosis) 2 63.8 1.21

B (Treatment) 3 18.8 <1

BC 6 63.1 1.20

error (between) 61 52.8

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Post2) 2 1.2 <1

AC 4 14.7 1.00

AD 6 16.5 1.13

ABC 12 9.1

error (wi thin) 122 14.7

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) inmediately
after (Post1), and approximately eight montns after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note, - Correlation of age with
0.pre = °) p

postl - 0.13 p
post2 = 0.15 p

(d. f. =73
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Table 15.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Measure

Criterion =

DEV Achievement Anxiety

7f

72

2

3

6

61

146

2

4

6

12

122

SOURCE

8.7
29.9
17.1

56.3

1.7

37.3
4.7
10.4

14.8

F PC

Between
C (Diagnosis)
B (Treatment)
DC
error (between)

Within
A (Pre-Postl-Post2)
AC
Al
ABC
error (within)

<1

<1

<1

.c1

2.52
<1

<1

.05

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) i?mediately
after (PoetZ) and approximately eight mantas after treat
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = O. 13 p
postl O. 22 p
post2 = 0.05 p
( = 73 )
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Table 16.

Three - factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion

DEV - External Reliance

df

72
2

3

6

61

146

2

4

6

12

122

MS

71.3
107.8

59.5
57.4

38.8
101.7

11.5

24.4

17.4

SOURCE F

1.24

1.88
1.04

2.24
5.85
<1

1.41

P <

.01

Between
C (Diagnosis)
a (Treatment)
BC
error (between)

Within
A (Pre-Postl-Post)
AC
AD
ABC
error (within)

Note. - Repeated meaourements were taken before (Pre) immediately
after (Postl) and approximately eight montas after treat- .

ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.09 p
postl - 0.05 p
post2 = 0.04 p
(c14% =73)
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Table 17.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Measure

Criterion

DEV - Comprehension

lfc..

72

2

3

6
61

146

2

4

6

12

122

MS

93.4
27.8
23.8
16.2

13.2
2.0
3.0
2.8
5.4

SOURCE F

Between
C (Diagnosis)
B (Treatment)
BC
error (between)

Within
A (Pre-Fostl-1?ost2)
AC
AD
ABC
error (wi thin)

5.75
1.71

1.47

2.45
<1

(.1

.01

Note. Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre), inmediately
after (Postl) ana approximately eight montas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. Correlation of age with
pre = 0.21 p
postl 0.22 p

post2 = 0.03 p
(d.f. =73 )
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Table 18.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing - Criterion Variable.=

Devereaux Factor 07

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

2 3 4

Pre 10.33 9.87 10.60 11.15

A Post 1
10.17 10.62 9.40 9.72

Post 2 11.17 11:37 11.00 12.15

Pre 14.50 12:25 12.33 12.29

H Post 1
13.17 12.75 12.33 12.71

Post 2 14.17 12.50 13.33 12.43

Pre 10.83 10.71 9.00 14.57

W Post 1 12.17 11.14 9.25 12.57

Post 2 11.00 11.15 10.00 15.15
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Table 19.

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Treasure

Criterion

DEV Inattentive/Withdrawn

SOMCE df PJS F P<

Between 72

C (Diagnosis) 2 264.3 7.0 .01

3 (Treato:ent) 3 49.1 1.3

BC 6 18.8 <1

error (between) 61 37.8

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Post2) 2 2.0 <1

AC 4 24.8 2.03

AD 6 24.4 2.00

ABC 12 10.5 <1

error (within) 122 12.2

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) inmeaiately
after (Poat1) ww approximately eight montas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = 0.08 p

postl - 0.11
po$t2 = 0.17 p
(d.f. = 73)
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Table 20.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing - Criterion Variable =

Devereaux Factor 08

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3 4

Pre 11.50 11.00 14.80 13.00

A Post 1 9.17 8.75 11.60 1'2.15

Post 2 9.83 10.00 10.40 11.5

Pre 8.50 11:50 12.00 9.57

H Post: 1 12.00 7.75 11.33 11.71

Post 2 12.33 7.50 10.33 11.29

Pre 10.00 12.71 16.50 14.71

Post 1 13.00 15.57 12.25 17.14

Post 2 14.33 13.43 14.50 15.43
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Table 21.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion =

DEV Irrelevant-Responsiveness

df

72
2

3

6'

61

146

2

4

6

12

122

MS

1.9

21.0
24.1

20.4

22.1

11.4
6.5
8.4

7.0

SOURCE P<

Between
C (Diagnosis)
B (Treatment)
DC
error (between)

Within
A (Pre-PostZ-Post2)
AC
AD
ABC
error (wi thin)

cl

1.03

1.20

3.15
1.63
4L 1

1.20

.05

Note. - Repeated meaourements wore taken before (Pre). inmediately
after (PostZ) . ana approximately eight mantas after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre = O. 17 p

postl - 0.03 p
post2 . 0. 24 p

(:2'4% = 73)
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Table 22.

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Elcasure

Criterion =

DEV Creative initiative

If
c..

72

2

3

6

61

146

2

4

6

12

122

MS

162.4

44.8
17.2

24.4

18.8
4.9
5.6
8.7

7.8

SOURCE F P<

Between
C (Diagnosis)
3 (Treatment)
BC
error (between)

Within
A (Pre-Postl-Post2)
AC
AV
ABC
error (within)

6.65
1.83
<1

2.40
<1

<1

1.11

.01

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) immediately
after (Pesti) and approximately eight montns after treat-
ment (Post2).

Note - Correlation of ve with
pre = 0.°) p
post1 - 0.01
post2 = 0. 06 p
(d. f. =73
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Table 23.

Treatment Group Means by Diagnostic Category
and Time of Testing - Criterion Variable =

Devereaux Factor 10

Diagnostic
Category

Treatment Group

1 2 3

Pre 11.00 12.62 7.40 10.71

A Post 1
10.17 11.50 11.00 8.28

Post 2 12.00 12.12 12.60 11.85

Pre 14.17 12.00 11.17 12.85

Post 1 12.83 14.00 10.67 12.29

Post 2 12.17 15.00 11.17 12.85

Pre 10.50 9.43 7.75 9.28

Post 1 10.67 10.57 6.5o 8.00

Post 2 11.83 10.00 6.50 10.00
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Table 24.

Three-factor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated Heasure

Criterion =

DEV - Need Closeness To Teacher

dfSOURCE CIS F Ps

Between 72

C (Diagnois) 2 15.3 <1

3 (Treatr:ent) 3 125.4 4.03 .01

BC 6 72.4 2.32 .04

error (he taken) 61 31.2

Within 146

A (Pre-Postl-Post) 2 51.4 4.76 .01

AC 4 0.8 <1

AD 6 9.4 <1

ABC 12 10.6 cl

error (within) 122 10.8

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre) ivmediately

after (Po.itl) and approximately eight montas after treat -. .

vent (Post2)..

Note. - Correlation of age :with
pre = 0. 14 p
postl - 0.07 p
post2 = 0.08 p
(d.f. =73) -
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Pubic? 25.

Analusia of Covariance
for tae Variabte

Quay's Checklist Scale
Conduct

SOU2C'

ithin
Regression
A (Diagnosi)
d (Treati:,ant)

Aj

C.1,1

62
1

2

3

6

21.4
226.1
30.3
1.7

25.1

10.58

1.42

<1
1.17

.002

Teat of !quality of Regresaion Coefficients

Within 51 21.9

Regrersioa 11 19.1

i;ote. - Pre-teat = covariate. Post-teat = variate

- Corvaatioa of age vita
pre-test = O.
post-teat = 0.
(d.f. = )
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Table 26.

AnaZysis of Covariance
for t; Variable

Quay's Checklist Scale
Personality

8.2

SOURCE

Within
Regression 50.1 6.10 .02
A (Diagnosi0 14.5 1.76
rt (Treatent) 30.0 3.66 .02
Ar3 15.7 1.92

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 8.7
Regression 6.1

mote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - CorreZation of age wit:1
pre-test = O.

post-teat = 0.
(d.f. = )
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SOURCE

dithin
Regression
A (Diagnosii0
e (TreatPient)

Al

Within

Regression

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-3'.57 (607)

Table 27.

AnaRsis of Covariance
for the Variable

Quay's Checklist Scale

Immaturity

af F

3.6
4.5 1.25

2.4 {)

9.3 2.60 .06

6.7 1.87

Test of Ecpality of Regression Coefficients

3.3
4.9 1.49

L'otc. - Pre-test = covariale Post-teat = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = /1. P
post-tot = 0.
(d.f. = )
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Table 28.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Quay's Checklist Scale

Social ized Del inquency

SOURCE

dithin .

I'S

0.9

F P4(

Regression 6.9 7,44 .008
A (Diagnosis) 4.2 4.58 .01
,-.? (Treatpent) 1.4 1.48
Ad 1.3 1.46

Within
Regression

.7.1st of Equality of Regression Coefficients

0.9

1.0 1.16

- Pre-test = covariate. Post-teat = variate

Rote. - Correlation of age vith
pre-test = O.
post-test O.

(d.f. = )
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Table 29.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Draw-A-Person Test

Male Fiture

Grant No. OEG -0 -70 -3'.57 (607)

SOURCE al kS

117.7

F

Within
Regression 1471.9 12.51 .001

A (Diagnosil) 240.8 2.05
rl ti. 159.2 1.35
Ad 309.4 2.63 .025

Test of Equality of Regression Coeffioients

Within . 116.1

Regression 124.8

i7ote. - Pre-test = covariate. Post-test = variate

Rote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.

post-teat = O.

(d.f. = )

1.08
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Table 30.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Draw-A-Person Test

Female Figure

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 5? (607)

SQL cz I'S

ilithin 129.0

Regression 871.9 6.76 :01

A (Diagnosi0 93.4 -.1

ti (Treathent) 166.9 1.29

289.5 2.211 .05

(Ii thin

Regression

Teot of Equality of Regression Coefficients

111c1)

207.4

Note. - Pre-test = eovariate. Post-test . variate

'--):

2ote. - Correlation of-age viii
pre-test = O., P
postteat = O. P .

(d.f. = ).

1.87
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Figure 8.
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Table 31.

Ana1lisio of Covariaiice

for t;ie Variable

Zig Zag Run

SOURCi;

?teat No. 0B-0-7073557 (607)

dithin 62 3.3
Regression 1 28.7 8.67 .01

A (Diagnosirl) 2 8.2 2.48
r? (Treal,,ent) 3 3.3 <1
At; 6 2.3 <1

Test of Equalitli of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 2.6

Regression 11 6.4

i;otc. - Pro-test = covariate Poet-teat = variate

dote. - Corpclatio,t of age Vita
pre-test = 0.26

,)orq,-tort = 0. 14 P>
f. =73)

2.43 .02
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Pubic! 32.

Analusis of Covariance
for tne VariaL.le

Shutt!e Run

SOUXL' a2 Lb

dithin 61 18.9
Refircesion 1 736.5 39.05 .001
A (Dicvaosis) 2 95.9 5.08 .009
g (Treat) ent) 3 56.8 3.01 04
Ati 6 ,

0.1 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 50 18.9

Rogression 11 18.7 <1

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate. Post-tent = variate

Zote. - Corvelatioa of age wit,
pre-test = 0.04
post-test = 0.14
(d.f. = )
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Table 33.

Anakrsis of Covariance
for the Variable

Balance A Test

62

1

2

3

6

1.8

0.7
5.2
0.3
i.2

.c1

2.93
c1

<1

P

.07

SOURCZ

dithin
Regression
A.(Diae,Losi(;)

d (Troatient)
kJ

Test of Equalitif of Reression Coefficients

Within 51 1.7

Regression 11 2.0 1.14

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Povt-test = variate

dote - CorveZatLoa of age r'ta
ppe_lest = 0.12

poet-t(.;t = 0.32

(d.f. =73)
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Table 34.

Anal Isis of Covariance
for t;2e. Variable

Tapered Balance Beam

Grant No. OEC-0-70-3 57 (607)

62 853.2

SOLUCi!;

di thin

Regresz3ion 1 5956.4 6.98 .01
A (Diac,nosi0 2 57.6 <1
e (Treatent) 3 56.6 <1
AJ 6 2453.6 2.R .02

Toot of Equality of 17egresuion Coefficients

Within 51 778.5
Regression 11 1199.4

- Pre-test = covariate Post-teat = variate

rote. - Correlation of age witn
pre-test = 0.26 P .

post-to4;t = 0.00 P = 0.00
(d. f. =73)

1.54
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figure JO.
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Table 35.

Analysis of COvaricnce
for the Variai)lc:.

Lung Capacity

Grant No. 0EC- 0 -70 -3 57 (607)

a-i

62

PS

1171.0

FSOU2CE

Within
Re3recsion 1 2679.9 2.29

A (DiagnosiW 2 1110.0 <1

d (Treati%ent) 3 1191.0. 1.02

Ad 6 1194,4 1.02

Within
Regression

Test of Equality of Regression Coeffieients

51

11

538.5
4103.7

1;ote. - Pre-test . eovariate Post-test = variate

A'ote. - Correlation of oge with
pre-test = 0. 61

post teat = 0. 25

(d.f. =73)

7.62 .001
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Table 36.

Analysis of Covariance
for taw Vartai)le

600 Yard Run-Walk

Griot No, 0EG-0770-3 57 (607)

sot/2'Y

ithin
Regrression
A (Diagnosis)
d (Treal-tent)

Ad

62

1

2

3

6

?.&

3177.7
12128.1

1106.7

10'6.4
1882.1

3.82
<1

<1
<I

.06

Within
Regression

Teat of Lquality of Regression Coefficients

51

11

2642.9
5656.8 2.14 .04

L'ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post teet = variate

- Correlation of age witn
pre-toot = 0.40

post -test = 0.00 P= 0.00

.(d.f. =73)
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Table 37.

Anali/8i- of Covariance
for tile Variable.

300 Yard Da:h

SOURCi7;

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

L22'
.

;19

dithin 62 444.2

Regression 1 13331.3 30.01 .001

A (Diainosis) 2 42.0 <1

ii Circa t) .ent) 3 976.3 2.20
11:3 1 197.8 ...,

,,I

Test of Equality of ileresaion Coefficients

Within 51 351.6
Relression 11 873.5 2.48 .02

- Pre-test = covcriale Poet-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age wit-it
lire-test = 0. 33

post-teat = 0. 21

(d. f. .73)
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Table 38.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Modified Harvard Step Test

ay

62

SOU3CE A'S

159A

P.<

di thin

Regression 1 41.r <1

A (Diagnosis) 2 114.4 <1

B (TreatPient) 3 138.9 <3

A3 6 224.7 1.41

within
Regression

2'eot of Equality of 17egresaion Coefficients

51 154.5
11 181.8

mote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age wit:it
Pre -test = n.12

post-test = 0.02
(d.f. =73)

1.18
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Table 39. .

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Cable Jump(5)

62

PS

2.6

. ...

dithin
aegression 1 45.7 17.36 .001

A (Diagnosis;) 2 3.3 1.26
13 (Treatt,ent) 3 4.5 1.73
Al 6 8.6 3.28 .007

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficents

Within 51 3.0

Regression 11 1.0 <1

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate. Post-test = variate

Note. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.18
post-teat = 0.12
(W.f. = )
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Table 40.

AnalL!sis of Covariance
for t/ie Varia.L.Ze

Cable Jump (10)

Grant No. °EG-0-70-357 (607)
,

OS

4.4

SOURCE
. .

di tizin

af

59

Regression 1 115.0 26.13 .001

A (Diacrizosif3) 2 .4 1.67

d (Treathent) 3 3.2 <1

Ad 6 9.6 2.17 .06

Test of Equality of Regresaion Coefficients

Within 48 4.4

Regression 11 4.3 <1

L'ote. - Pre-test = covariate. Post-test = variate

it7ote. - Correlation of age yitn
pre-test = 0.19

post-teat 0.15
(d.f.
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Table 41.

Anasis of Covariance
for t;ze VariaLZe

Throw and Catch

62

1:15

36.5

SOURCE

Within

F P<

Regression 1 4681.3 128.21 .001

A (Diagnosio) 2 27.6 <1

B (Treati..ent) 3 95.9 2.62 .06

AU 6 44.6 1.22

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 37.7

Regression 11 30.9

i;otc. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age vi t,
pre-test = 0.53
post-teat = 0.48
(d.f. =73)
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Figure 11.

Adjusted Treatment Means Plotted
for the Diagnostic Groups
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SOURCZ

Table 42.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Arm Strength

a/

Grant No. 0E(G -0-70-3:57 (607)

dithin 62 275.3

Regression 1 19883.9 72.23 .00)

A (Diagnosis) 2 244.6 <I
B (Treati:ant) 3 338.6 1.23
Aj 6 60.9 <1

Test of iilquality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 133.3
Regression 11 933.6 7.00 .001

I;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

rote. - Correlation of age vita
pre-test = 0.32 P
post-teat = 0.33
(41. f =73)
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SOURCE

Regres:.3ion

A (Diagnosis)
rt (Treaty ent)

1E3

Within
Regression

Table 43.

Analysis of Covariance
for tile Variable

Leg Lift

Grant No. 0E1-0-70-3.57 (607)

62 31.8.

1 218.4 6.87 .01

2 202.4 6.36 .003

3 40.0 1.26

6 20.5 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

51 33:5
11 23.8

L'ote. - Pre-test = covariate. Post-test.= variate

Oote. - Correlation of age wit
pre-test = 0. 41 p

post-test = 0. 30 P

(d. f. =73)
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SOURC'e

Table 44.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Pull-Ups

Grant NO. 0EG-0-70-3 .57 (607)

.

(22 F PG

Within 62 1.5

Regression 1 89.5 58.12 .001

. A (Diasnosic) 2 1.6 1.05

il? (Treati%ent) 3 2.3 1.52

Ad 6 1.6 1.02.

Test of Equality ofi?egression Coefficients

Within 51 1.3

Reression 2.8 2.20 .03

Note. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variate

Rote. - CorreZation of age with

pre-test 0.05

post-teat = 0.05

(d.f. =73)
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Table 45.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Push-Ups

SOURCE aj . P<

dithin 62
20.'1Regression 1 28.9 .001

A (Diagnosis) 2 0.5 ,c-.1

d (TreatP.ent) 3 0.1 <1
Ad 6 0.7 .1

Teat of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 0.6
Regression 11 1.3 2.30 .03

i;ote. - PPe-test = covariate Post-test = variate

aote. - Correlation of age vita:
pre-test = 0.07

post-test = 0.07

(d. j% )
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Table 46.

Analysis of Covariance
for t;te Variable

Dynamic Flexibility

SOURCE

Within
Regression
A (Diagnosi.)

aj

62

1

2

10.1

192.8
72.4

F

19.09 .001

7.17 .002
13 ( T)eat: .en Lt) 3 8.2 (.1

Ad 6 14.4 1.43

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 10.0

Regression 11 10.5 1.06

Note. - Pre-test = covariale Post-test = variate

Rote. - Correlation of age vita
pre-test = (09

post-test = 0.13 P
(d. f. =7 3 )
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Table 47.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Extent Flexibility

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-3'57 (607)

PS

58.2

SOUJ?CL

Within

aj

62

F P<

Regression 1 382.1 6.56 .02

A (Diagaosin) 2 46.7 <1

d (Treatent) 3 66.4 1.14

AJ 6 150.3 2.58 .03

Test of Eguatity of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 61.8
Regression 11 41.7 <4

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-teat = variate

Fote. - Correlation of ago with
pre-test = (1.09

post-teat = 0.20
d. f. =73 )
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Figure 12.
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SOURCe

Table 148.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Flex Test

u2 E P<

Within 62 18.8
Regression 1 239.2 12.74 .001
A (Diaa,:ot3io) 2 4.9 -ci

1.? (Trcat2.cnt) 3 5.0 <1

AJ 6 19.1 1.02

Within

Regression

Teat of Equality ofigresaion Coefficients

51 18.5.

11 20.3 1.10

Note. - Pre-test = covariate Poet-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.02 P
post-teat = 0.07
(d. j% =73)
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Table 49.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Kinesthesiometer

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

. .

62

1

SOURCE PS

4656.8
7985.8 1.72

ithin
Regression
A (Diagnosis) 2 346.0
d (Treatent) 3 1L68.5 41

Ad 6 7965.6 1.71

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

51 5104.1
Regression 11 2664.2

Zote. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age i.'ith
pre-test = (1.32

post-teat = 0.29
(d. f =73)
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Table 50.

Anatusis of Covar2 e7ace

for t;ic

Kincsthesiometer
(Sign Included)

Grant No. 0E0-0-70-3 57 (607)

62

1

PS

10078.2
9603.6

P<

.41

dithin
Regression
A (Dicosis) 2 4429.3 <1

i-,' (.P.r..-26d.i..ant) 3 4785.9 ,...j

Ad 6 5417.1 <1

Within

Regression

Teat of Lquality of Regression Coefficients

51

11

9761.5
11488.8

i ;otc. - Pre-test = covariate Post-teat = oariate

- Correlation of age vita
pre-test 11.03

post-teat = 0.05

(d. j%

1.18
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I'd1)Ze 51.

Anakisis of Covariance
for t;te VariaLle

Curl Up

qrqrlt No. 0B-0-70-3 57 (607)

di

62

.

173.2

SOU; aCc

dithin
Regreesi64, 1 3284.9 18.97 .001
A (Vic2,:ooif!) 2 187.9 1.08
d (Treatf,en,:,) 3 4ro

..-.0....., 3.8! .02
A.3 6 141.6 41

Tdot of Equality of Regrocaion Coefficients

Within 51 162.0
Regrec:3ion 11 224.1 1.38

i;otc. - Pre-test ,-, eovariate Post-tee ;t = variate

dote. - CorPeZation of aile wit;i
pre--J:6ot . 0.06

post teat = 0. 18

(ad. =73)
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Figure 13.
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Ta.ble 52.

Arab /cis of Covariance
for tice VariaL le

Grant No. OV-0-70-3 57 (607)

Flexed Arm Hang

63.5

SOV.Wi';

ditizin

aj

62

Regression 1 2245.1 35.97 .001

A (DiurpzoJi) 2 208.4 3.28 .04
11 (Trec!f,n1:) 3 319.9 5.04 .003
AJ 6 107.5 1.69

Teat of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 53.0
Regression 11 111.9 2.11 .04

?iota. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

Wote. - CorreZation of age wit;i
lire test = 0.13

post-test = 0.04
(d. f. =73)
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Table 53.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Grant Mo. 0B-0-70-3 57 (607)

Squat Jump

35.2
82.9 2.36

di t;2 2: /2

Refiression

62

A (Dia2w,si) 2 94.9 2.70
rt (Troo t.) ....:i;) 3 2.1 <1

110 6 32.1 <1

Test of Equalitif of Re,sression Coefficients

Within 51 32.7
Regression 11 46.6 1.42

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariale Post-toot = variatc

it'ote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test _ 0.08 P

post-test = 0.14 P

(d. f% =73 )
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Mae 54.

Analzfsis of Covariance
for t/w Varia.We

Ball Throw

SOIATC

62

1

2

3 ..,

6

91.0
24242.5

107.1

/08.2

101.6

266.26
1.18
1.19

1.12

.001

dithin
Regression
A (ViTjaosis)
r? (Trent)
Al

Test of Equal-I.-tit of Regression Coefficients

Uithin 51 98.4
Rearession 11 57.1 <1

"" - "- - - . - . ,

- Pre-test = covariate Poet-test r variate

- Correlation of age witn
Ire test = 11.38

post-test = 0.31

:=73)
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TaLie 55.

Anaiysis of Covariance
for the Variaae

Shot Put

Grant No, 0EG-0-70-3 57 (607)

SOU M; ttCc;

di thin 62 10.1
..,'

Regression 1 1589.9 157.92
A (Diagnosi:l 2 .) 0.7 ..c.i

d (Treati,ent) 3 2.4 <1

Ad 6 6.1 .1

:Pest of Equaiitiy of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 9.7
Regression 11 11.9 1.23

i;ote. .- Pre-test . eovariate Post-test = variate

Zote. - Correlation of ago witn
pre-test = 0.47

post-teat = 0.148

(d. f. 73 )

.001
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Table 56.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Standing Broad Jump

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-3 57 (607)

a?

62

1

39.2
3703.6 94.47 .001

SOURCi;

Within
Regrescirn
A (Diaruz(mirl) 2 47.1 ' 1.20

r? (Tr.?ott'Ant) 3 29.6 <1

AJ 6 22.5 <1

Test of Equaliti! ofiresoion Coefficients

Within 51 35,2

Regression 11 57.8 1.64

- Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

- Correlation of age with
pro-test = (1.30

post-toot - 0.36
f 73)
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Table 57.

AnalLtais of Covariance
for tae Variable

Volley Ball Serve

5011?C 1.),5 P

dithin 62 24.0
Regression 1 424.5 17.69. .001
A (Diatinosis) 2 24.9 1.04
d (Treathent) 3 22.8 <1
11;.1 6 10.5 ,,

,...

Within

Regressioil

Teat of Equa litLi of 17e7ression. Coefficients

51

11

23.2
27.9

- Pre-test = covariate. Poot-teat = variate

Pate. - Correlation of age wita
pre-test = 0.40
post-toot = 0.38
(d.f. =73)

1.20
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Table 58.

Analusis of Covariance
for Vie Variable

Volley Ball Vol ley

grant No. 0EG-0-70-3 57 (607)

62

SOUX;1;

within 5.2
Regression 1 25.3 4.87 .03
A (DiadvairJ) 2 22.8 4.38 .02
d (Troald.ont) 3 14.3 2.76 .05
AJ 6 i 2.8 2.47 .04

Within
Regression

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

51 5.8
11 2.2 <1

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariale Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age vit's
pre- test = (1.28 P

pos 1-test = 0.41 P
(t. f. =73)
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6.o

5.o

4.0

3.0 _

-
2.0

0.0

Figure 15.

Treatment Means Plotted
for the Diagnostic Groups-

on the Variable

Volley Ball Volley

3

1

A2A3
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Table 59.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

30 Yard Dash

SOU.TCY

dithin

_ .

62

Lib

1.o

F

Regrescion 1 16.o 16.11 .001

A (Diagnosis) 2 6.0 6.05 .004
d CT.I.-uut,,ei.L; 3 1,6 1.56
Al 6 0.9 <1

2'est of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 0.6
Regression 11 2.8 4.62 .001

Note. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.13
poet-test = 0.04
(d. f. =73 )
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Table 60.

..Anakisis of Covariance
for the Variai2le

Back Lift

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

SOUXE

ithin 62 3020.8
Regression 1 4580.9 1.52
A (Diagnosi:;) 2 3968.1 1.31
d (T2'c2-nt) 3 7,cc 1

...,/.J.J., 1.211

Ad 6 832.9 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within

Regression

51
11

2601.6
4964.3 1.91

note. - Pre -test = covariate. Post-t&st = variate

Oote. - Correlation of age wit;4
pre-test = 0.26
post-teat = 0.49

(d. f. =73)
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SO1aCi..;

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-3'.57 (607)

Table 61.

Analusis of Covariance
for the Variable

Left Grip

dithin 62 204.9
Regression 1 1311.2 6.40 .02
A (Diapnosif;) 2 238.2 1.16
R (Trec,ti%ent) 3 205.3 1.00
11,3 6 238.1 1.16

Test of Equalit2 of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 112.2
Regressio4 11 635.1 5.66 .001

i;otc. - Pre-test . covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age witn
pre-test = 0.53

post-teat = 0.16
(d.f. =73)
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Table 62.

Anaktsis of Covariance
for the Variable

Leg Lift

SOU:Xi.; ciZ F

Within 62 3285.2
Regression 1 27108.4 8.25 .006
A (Diacinosis) 2 637.4 <1

d (fereatent) 3 6191.2 1.88
/13 6 1461.4 cl

Within

Regrcosion

2'est of Lqua litly of Reires:iion. Coefficients

51
11

2664.1

6164.8 2.31 .03

Lotc. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = voriate

Zote. - Correlation of cue witil
pre-test = 0.20

post -teat = 0.16

(d. f. =73)
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SOURCZ

Table 63.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Right Grip

F

dithin 62 181.4

Regression 1 832.5 4.59 .04

A (Diarraosis) 2 346.2 1.91

d (Yreaent) 3 276.6 1.52

13 6 231.8 1.28

. Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 129.3
Regression H 422.8 3.27 .002

- Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

Zote. - Correlation of age witn
pre-test = 0.62
post-test = 0.48

(d.f.
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Taide 64.

AnaRsis of Covariance
for the Variable

Strength Index

Grant No, 0EG-0-70-3. 57 (607)

62 23848.9

P<SOU3CE

dithin
Regression 1 8282.1 <1

A (Diao,iosi,i) 2 26590.5 1.12

it (Treab,cnO 3 32576.0 1.37
A.3 6 96/9.0 -...--.1

Within
Regression

Teat of Equalitij of Regression Coefficients

51 12302.2
77383.6 6.29 .001

i;otc. - Pre-test = covar-iate. Post-tc.qt = variate

dote. - CorreZatiaz of ago witd
pre-test = 0A8
post-teA: = 0.04

( =73)
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SOU:?Ci:

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3':57 (607)

Table 65.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variaiiie

Normal Strength Index

P

dithin 62 66879.9

Regression 1 498658.3 7.46 .008

A (Diagnosis) 2 79287.5 1.19

14 (Treatt,ent) 3 30685.7 <1

AL3 6 46807.3 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 29928.9

Regression 11 238198.2 7.96 ..001

- Pre-test = covariate. Post-test = variate

:rote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test . 0.63
post-test = 0.34
(d. I% =73)
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Table 66.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Physical Fitness Index

Grant No, 0B-0-70-3 57 (607)

61

I

L'AD

266.4

216.7" .1/41

S01.7:?C'

ithin
Regression
A (Diaonosis) 2 626.9 2.35
g (Treatr%ent) 3 267.9 1.01

Al 6 76.8 <1

Test o' Equalik, of Regression C'oefficients

Within 50 233.3.

Regression 11 416.9 1.79

rote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = (1.06

post-teat .., 0.42

(d. f. q2)
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Table 67.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

Multiplier

SOURCi:: a2

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-3 57 (607)

P

Within 62 3.2
Regression 1 579.1 180.43 .001
A (Diaonouis) 2 0.8 <1

171 (Treatent) 3 1.5 .<1

Ad 6 5.7 1.75

Test of Equality of 17aression Coefficients

Within 51 2.6
Regression 11 5.8 2.24 .03

i;ote. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-tast = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = MVO

post-teat = 0.66
(d.f. =V3)
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Table 68.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

WISC Information

SOUaC aZ

Grant No. 0B-0-70-3 57 (607)

dirhin 61 2.5

Regression 1 180.7 71.37 .001

A (Dial:lhoais) 2 2.0 cl

J-1 (T.1,0,-4,1 3 3.4 1.35
A3 6 2.8 1.12

Test of Equality of Re;iresaion Coefficients

Within 50 2.0

Regression 11 5.2 2.65 .009

I;ote. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.

post-teat = 0.

(d.f. = )
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Table 69.

Analysis of Covariance
for t;te Variable

WISC - Comprehension

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 '57 (607)

4.4
86.5 19.47 .001

so17:Tc4,- (22

di thin

Regression
A (Diagnoif3) 8.8 1.98
rl (Tmatontl 0.7 <1

/It) 3.8 ci

within
Regression

Teat ofEquality of !iG'gressioi2 Coefficieuts

4.5

4.0

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariato Post-test = variate

1901e. - Correlation of age witn
pre-lest = (1.

post-toot = 0.
(d.f. = )
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Table 70.

Analysis of Covariance
for tit' Variable

WISC Arithmetic

Grant No. 0B-0-70-3 57 (607)

SOU'aCL.
.

C1.2

61

1

4.7

177.8 37.54 .001

dithin
Regression
A (Diagnosifi) 2 2.8 41

e (Troatont) 3 5.9 1.25
Ad 6 2.9 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 50 4.4

Regression 11 6.1 1.38

1;ote. - Pre-test = covariato. Post-test = variatc

dote. - Correlation of age vita
pre-test = 0.

post-teat = 0.

= )
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SOU2C.

Table 71.

Analysis of Covariance
for tae Variable

WISC - Similarities

4/ithin 5.8

Regression 156.9 27.13 .001

A (Diugaosis) 7.8 1.35
ri (T:ek.L4t,,ant;) 4.6 <1

Aq 9.9 1.71

Test o' Equality of Reiression Coefficients

Within 6.7
Regression 1.8

- Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variata

dote. - Correlatioa of age vita
pre-test = U.
post test = 0.
(d.f. = )

<1
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Table 72.

Analusis of Covariance
for tae Variable

WISC - Vocabulary

Grant NO. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

cif

61

I'S

4.9

P.SOU :. C4

dithin

F

Regression 1 157.2 32.02 .001

A (Dia(raoais) 2 26.6 5.42 .007
3 8.3 1.69

Aq 6 4.2 <1

Test of Equaliti, of Regression Coefficients

within 50 5.1
Regression 11 4.0

- Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

rote. - CorveZatioa of age vita
pre-test = O.
post-teat = 0.
(d. )
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Table 73.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

W1SC Picture Completion

SOUXE ..
Uj

dithin 61 6.7
Regression 1 98.4
A (Diaonosio) 2 6.9
il (Trcatcnt) 3 3.9
AU 6 11.7

---

14.70 .001

1.02
<1

1.75

Test of Equaliti! of Regression Coefficients

Within 50 5.1.
Regression 11 14.0 2.75 .007

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

- Correlation of age with
pre-test = 0.

post-teat = 0.
(d.f. = )
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Table 74.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

WISC Picture Arrangement

- - . - - -. - 1-

61

1

- - .-

7.3
104.0 14.26 .001

SOIMCZ-- - -Y.-

dithin

Regression
il (Di c.z.-1 o - i .',.) 2 12.5 1.71
ri (Treathent) 3 1.7 <1
At3 6 3/2 <1

Teat of Equality of iiCgression Coefficients

Within 50 6.8
Regression 11 9.6 1.42

i;otc. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

Oote. Correlation of age vith
pre-test = 0.

post-test = 0.
(d.f. = )
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Table 75.

Ana171sis of Covariance
for tile Variable

W1SC - Block Design

SOURCE

Grant No. 0EG-0-70-357 (607)

dithin 61 4.2

Regression 1 1i28.5 102.20 .001

A (Diagnosi0) 2 4.6 1.09

r.? ( Treu t r,un i; ) 3 6.5 1.55

/13 6 13.8 3.29 .007

Within

Regression

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

50 4.6
11 2.2

- Pre-test = covariatc Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age vita
pre-test = 0.

post-test = 0.

(d.f. = )
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SOU3Ci7;

Table 76.

Analysia of Covariance
for tne Variable

WISC Object Assembly

aj

Within 56 6.8

Regression 1 130.7 19.18 .001

A (Diaonosi:_,) 2 17.6 2.59
.,4 (Tr,,&'.eY,O. 3 1.8 <1

AJ 6 8,1 1.i9

Test of EqualitL, of Regresaion Coefficients

Within 45 5.4
Regression 11 12.6 2.32 .02

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-teat = variate

Zote. - Correlation of age witn
pre-test O.

post-teat = 0.

= )
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Table 77.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

W1SC - Coding

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

59
1

2

3

6

5.6
166.6

2.1

0.7
10.2

F

29.96
::-..-1

<1

1.8

P

.001

SOURCE

Within
Regression
A (Diaonosis)
d (Treati:.ent)

AO

Within
Regression

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

48

11
5.9
4.1 1

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

i!ote. Correlation of age with
pre-test = O.

post test = 0.

(d.f. = )
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Table 78.

Analysis of Covariance
for tie Variable

WISC - Verbal IQ

Grant No, OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

igthin
Regression
A (Diagnoai:;)
d (Treatr.,ent)

A3

61

1

2

3

6

60.1

4516.6

76.0
40.9
4.
ILy.'-I

75.14
1.26
<1

<1

.001

Test of Lqualiti. of aegression Coefficients

Within 50 66.3

Regression 11 32.0 <1

- Pre-test = covariale. Post-test = variate

tote. Correlati' of age vith
Ire- test = 0.

post-teat = 0.

(d.f. =
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Table 79.

Analysis of Covariance
fbr the Varial-ile

MSC Performance IQ

Grant NO. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

61

1

2

3
6

15'

77.3
7589.6.

149.5

28.3
238.i

SO1h2Ci5.

dithin
Regression
A (Diagnosio)
d (Treatent)
Ag

98.19

1.93
<I

3.08

.001

.02

Test of Equalitly of Regression Coefficients

Within 50 66.5
Recression 11 126.3 1.90

mote. - Pre-test . covariate Post-test = variate

Tote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test . 0.

post-teat = O.

j% = )
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SOURCE'

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

Table 80.

Analysis of Covariance
for the. Variable

WISC - Full Scale IQ

(12 F P<

ithin ,61 52.8
Regression 1 6046.6 114.58 .001
A (Diagnosin) 2 113.1 2.14
d (Treatrmt) 3 44.9 <1

Ad 6 88.1 1.67

Test of Equality of 17egresaion Coefficients

Within 50 54.0
Regression 11 47.0 1

-- - ~.

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariato Post-t,ist = variate

dote. - Correlation of age vita
pre-test = 0.

post-teat = 0.

(d.f. = )
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Table 81.

Anakis Covariance
`'or Variable

1TPA Auditory Reception

a2
. . _ ..

62

1..15

72.3

, c.SOZEiCE,'

dit;71:11

:;egression
A (Diaonosifl)

1

2

157.9

175.0

2.18
2.42

(Trcati.et) 3 78,8 1.09
Ail 6 16.5 1

Test ofEqualitp, of Regrosaion Coefficients

Within 51 78.5
Regression 11 43.6

i;otc. - Pre-test = covariate Post-toot = variate

dote. - Correlation of age witil
pre-test = 0.

post-test = 0.
= )
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Table 82.

Anausis of Covariance
for tne Variable'

1TPA - Visual Reception

SOLGCi: aj

Within
Regression
.4 (Diaoaosis)
d (1 ruct4i,3nt)

Within
Regression

62 66.9
1 4.o <1

2 423.$ 6.33 .003
3 10.4 2.40
6 76.1 1.14

. Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

51 66.3
11 69.9 1.06

1;ote. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-test = variate

rote. 0_orrelation of age witn
Mme -test = 0.

post-teat = 0.
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Table 83.

Anal'iti& of Covariance
for t;te Variable

ITPA Auditory Association

1-1<SOURCZ
.....

di thin 62 69.8
Regression 1 13.5' 1
A (Diaonosi4) 2 460.6 6.6o .003
d (Treatent) 3 105.4 1.51

1W 6 85.1 1.22

Test of Equalitil, of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 64.8.

Regression 11 92.8 1;43

- Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

Zote. - Correlatiod of age vita
pre-test = O.

post-test = 0.

(d. f. = )
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Table 84.

Analysis of Covariance
far the Variable

!TPA Visual Association

a 1.7s F P

Within 62 36.9

Regression 1 132.5 3.59
A (Diagaosi.;) 2 40.9 1.11

14 (Tr eab,en1;) 3 61.1 1.66

Ad 6 q..8.y 4.56 .001

Test of Equalitif of Regression Coo:fir:I-cuts

Within 51 35.7
Regression 11 42.3 1.18

-- - .

- Pre-test = uovariate. Post-t4:Lut = variatc

Note. - CorreZatioa of age vita
pre-test = O.

post - -teat = 0.

(d. f. = )
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Figure 16.

Adjusted Treatment Means Plotted
for the Diagnostic GroupS-

on the Variable
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Mae 85.

Analysis. of Covariance
for t;le

1TPA - Verbal Expression

SOURCE

dithin 62 17.6
Regression 1 1.2 .1
A (Oiaonosir) 2 43.8 2.49
g (Treaent) 3 15.5 (1
A3 6 16.8 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 18.3
Regression 11 14.1 <I

Note. - Pre-test = eovariate Post-tast = variate

dote. - Correlation of age witn
pre-test = 0.

post-test = 0.
(d.f.
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Table 86.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable

ITPA - Manual Expression

5011:7Ci7 a2,* Et P <

ilithin 62 32.7
Regression 1 2.1 <1

A (Diagnosis) 2 320.5 9.81 .001
d (Treatien) 3

,0
)U./ 1.18

AC 6 18.1 <1

Test of Equality of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 22.9

Regression 11 77.9 3.40 .001

i;ote. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of age with
pre-test = O.
post-test O.

(d. = )
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Table 87.

AnaZysia of Covariance
:Or the Variable

ITPA - Visual Closure

42.-)

62

1

2

3
.
0

Pg

52.2
60.1

453.6
30.0
104.2

SOURCE

dithin
Regression
A (Diaonosifi)
ii (Treatent)
Ad

1.15

8.70

<I
2.00

Pr:

.001

Within
Regression

Teat of Equa Utz; of Regression Coefficients

51 53.7
11 44.8 <1

- Pre-test = covariate Post-teat = variate

Zote. - CorreZation of age vitil
pre-test = O.

post-teat = 0.

(dif% = )
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Table 88.

Analysis of Covariance
for t;le Vari6le

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

ITPA Grammatical Closure

SOURCi.; czY I'S P<

dithin 62 107.4
Regression 1 152.9 1.42
A (Diagnosis) 2 42.5 <1
I-3 (Treaen) 3 164.1 1.53
A3 6 130.1 1.21

Test of Equalit? offlegression Coefficients

Within 51 95.3
Regression 11 163.9 1.72

dote. - Pre-test = covariatc Post-test = variate

dote. - CorreZation of age vith
pre-test = O.

post-test = 0.

(d.f. = )
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Table 89.

Analysis of Covariance
for the Variable'

1TPA - Auditory Memory

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

ay
..._...___.

62

1..75

40.3Within

P<

Regression 1 32.8 41

A (Diaonosi;3) 2 18.7 <1

d (TA3ati,cnt.) 3 2.0 <1
A3 6 41.3 1.02

Test ofEqualitil of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 40.9
Regression 11 37.5 <1

Note. - Pre-test = covariate Post-test = variate

dote. - Correlation of ago wita
pre-test = O.

post-teat = O.
(d.J'.
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BOU3C

Grant No. OEG-0-70-3 57 (607)

Table 90.

AnaIL,sis of Covariance
for tne Variable

ITPA Visual Memory

(kJ' F

Within 62 51.8

Regression 1 7.7 <1

A (Diaonosifl) 2 203.1 3.92 .03
i.! (TroatPicnt) 3 35.6 <1

A. 6 38.7 <1

Test of Equalitu of Regression Coefficients

Within 51 42.5.

Regression 11 95.1 2.24 .03

- Pre-test = covariate. Post-test = variate

gote. - Correlation of age zit'
pre-test = 0. P

post-teat = 0.
(d.
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SOURCE
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Table 91.

Threefactor Analysis of Variance
with One Repeated ieasurc

Criterion =

Bender-Gestalt Error Scores

dj MS F

Between
C (Diagnosis)
.3 (Treativnt)

BC
error (between)

Within

A (Pre-Fostl-Post2)
AC
Al)

ABC
error (wi thin)

80

2

3

6

69

162

2

4

6

12

138

47.3
13.8

15.3

24.5

32.1
1.6

1.1

3.6

2.7

1.97
:1

<1

11.94

<1

.c1

1.33

.001

Note. - Repeated measurements were taken before (Pre). inmediately
after (Poetl) an approxiinately eight montns after treat- .

ment (Post2).



SECTION I I I

SECOND YEAR DATA. ANALYSES

(SUMMER, 1971)



METHODOLOGY

GENERAL STATEMENT

The project objectives remained unchanged during the second year of

operation. Data collected during the summer of 1971 fulfilled the primary

intent of the project which was to establish a comprehensive data bank composed

of physical, perceptual, cognitive, affective, behavioral, academic and social

correlates of physical performance for emotionally-disturbed, male, public

school children. Once again, a compar!son three types of physical training

was planned to determine the differential efFects of training for three types

of emotionally disturbed children. Children identified as 'Aggressive',

'Hyperactive' and 'Withdrawn' were assigned to one of four experimental groups

described as Physical Training, General Coordination, Specific Coordination

and Control.

Selection of Subjects

The population from which the subjects were drawn was defined by male

students enrolled in special classes for emotionally disturbed in Montgomery

County (Pennsylvania) Schools during the Spring of 1971. This population was

restricted on the basis of four variables. All subjects eligible for partici-

pation in the project had to be male, between the ages of 8 and 14, free from

any serious physical handicaps, and available to participate in an eight week

continuous summer program. Family activities were the primary determinent of

the child's ability to participate in the program. Due to the educational

programming of the subject population all perspective participants had been

previously evaluated by a qualified district psychologist. Availability of



this data was used by project staff in order to identify subjects as being in

one of three general psychiatric diagnostic categories. These categories have

been previously described as Aggressive, Hyperactive and Withdrawn. Hereafter

these categories may be referred to as A. H and W respectively.

Given the above restrictions on the subject population approximately

96 boys were identified as an appropriate subject pool. Assignment of subjects

was based on a stratified random design. Within each diagnostic category subjects

were listed alphabetically and numbered sequentially. Random assignment was

then achieved using the Rand Test of Random Digits.

The assignment was made to one of the four treatment conditions identified

above. The 3 treatment conditions of Physical Training, General Coordination

and Specific Coordination all involved concentrated daily physical activity.

The differences in these groups were In what activities were emphasized rather

than in the degree of involvement. The fourth treatment condition was a control

group involving no directed physical activities.

Within each diagnostic category sampling was continued beyond the pre-

determined sample size in order to identify alternates who could be used should

it be necessary for original subjects to withdraw from the study. Although it

may be noted that the same subject selection procedures were used during both

years of the project, those subjects participating in the first year of the

project were not represented in the second year of the study.

This section of the final report is organized with the tables included

in separate appendices rather than havi -g them interspersed in the narrative.

Use of this final manuscript format was adopted in order to maintain the con-

tinuity of the narrative. Within the narrative, reference will be made to



appropriate tables and appendices. The narrative is concerned with discussion

of statistical analyses of data appropriate to each of four subdivisions in

which testing was accomplished. These four areas are

1. Achievement

2. Behavior

3. Learning Aptitude

4. Physical Performance

Analyses of data gathered during the second year of the program reflected

techniques different from those used in the first year of the project. Reasons

for these changes and a complete description of procedures used are presented

in the following section.

Statistical Analyses

(Summary tables appropriate to the following discussion of analyses can

be found in Appendix 0 of this report.)

Achievement in School. As in the previous operational year, two common measures

of elementary school achievement were used to assess any effects that the

training regimen may have had on these criteria. The tests used were the

Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) and the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT).

The testing design called for data collection on a pretest, posttest 1, posttest 2

basis. The experimental design included a repeated measures factor as one means

of helping to control for initial differences on the criterion. However, based

on experiences and information gained during the first year of the study, it

was determined that a covariance model represented a superior technique for

equating treatment groups on tested variables. In the concluding narrative of

Section II it was proposed that such a covariance approach should be employed

for analysis of second year data. The statistical reasoning for this decision

is based upon th.e. Cronbach & Furby (1970) article dealing with the issue of



covariance versus gain score methodology. It has been noted that the statistical

benefits expected from random selection procedures were not evident in a post

hoc examination of first year data. Due to the procedures employed the assump-

tions of random assignment were met in obtaining second year data. Given this

situation Cronbach and Furby recommend covariance analyses using the pretest

as the covariate for making adjustments in deference to any type of gain score

methodology. In implementing these recommendations the Multivariate Analysis

of Variance and Covariance Program of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida

were used in analyzing the data. Pretests for the two achievement measures

noted above served as covariates to posttest 1 scores on the appropriate

measures. The effect of this procedure is to control for initial group achievement

differences measured by the SAT and WRAT instruments prior to experimental in-

tervention. This design involves the factors of treatments (14 levels) and

diagnostic groups (3 levels). The results of these analyses are presented as

Tables 1 through 10 in Appendix G.

From the SAT, grade equivalent scores were derived for three subtests:

Arithmetic Computation, Word Meaning and Paragraph Meaning. As can be seen in

Table 1 no significant differences were evident for either the Diagnostic

Group or treatment factor. The treatment by Diagnostic Group interaction

was significant (p < .05). The nature of this interaction can best be seen

from the graph in Figure 1. Mean SAT Arithmetic Computation score differences

between treatment groups across diagnostic categories indicates evidence of a

disordinal interaction. However, no specific trends can be seen. Again a

significant interaction factor is the only significant Factor when SAT Word

Meaning is taken as the dependent variable (p .c.05) A graphical presentation

of this interaction appears in Figure 2. No significant effects, for main or

interaction factors, were forthcoming with SAT Paragraph Meaning as the dependent

variable.



From the WRAT, grade equivalent scores were derived for two subtests:

Reading and Arithmetic. For the WRAT reading variable both main effects were

found to be significant. For the treatment factor the p level was less than .05

and for the diagnostic group factor p was less than .01. In order to interpret

these significant main effects the reader is referred to Table 7. The adjusted

criterion means for treatment groups across all diagnostic groups shows a

difference of approximately two points between the lowest (control) and highest

(general) group means. Looking at the adjusted criterion means for the three

diagnostic groups across all treatments it can be seen that the difference

between the lowest (W) and highest (A) category is less than one point. It

must be kept in mind that these differences are reported in grade equivalent

score units and therefore differences in reading achievement as measured by the

WRAT are considerable in both cases. The lack of significance of the interaction

factor results in a clearer intrepretation of the significant main effects. As

was the case with SAT Arithmetic Computation, only a significant interaction

(DGXT) was uncovered when the dependent variable was WRAT Arithmetic. This

interaction factor was significant at a p level of less than .05. Although a

disordinal interaction exists, interpretation is difficult. It is interesting

to note the marked degree of similarity in the graphs presented in Figure 1

(SAT Arithmetic) and Figure 3 (WRAT Arithmetic). Since Figures 1 and 3 are

based on independent measures of arithmetic achievement, the factor level

patterns evidenced in both interactions were highly reliable.

The repeated appearance of significant interaction effects are, perhaps,

of greatest overall interest. Disordinal interactions of the type found with

these achievement variables could be interpreted within the rubric of aptitude-

treatment interactions. These findings are consistent with analysis of first

year data and results. As was indicated previously, this would indicate the

possibility of particular physical training treatments being more appropriate

for a different diagnostic group.



Behavior

Use was made of two behavior rating scales in order to determine the

effects of the physical training treatment differences on subsequent behavior

in the classroom. The first scale employed was the Devereux Elementary School

Behavior Rating Scale (DEV), an instrument which yields 11 factor scores

purported to measure various ratings of classroom behavior. The second in-

strument used was the Quay Behavior Checklist. Data resulting from this

scale also reflects several aspects of behavior in the classroom as well as

general observations about children's social and personal behavior. These scales

are identical to the scales used in the first operational year. Although the

same instruments were used to collect the data for the behavioral ar,a, the

analyses were not identical to those in the first year. In the analysis of

the first year data, it can be seen that a diagnostic group was considered a

main factor. However, based on a critical examlIation of the first year's

results and analysis technique, it was felt that it was more appropriate to

delete the Diagnostic factor from the analysis design for the behavioral data.

This decision was based on the judgment that measures of personality are so

closely related to the blocking variable of diagnostic group, covarying on

diagnostic pretest information would render as meaningless both the diagnostic

group (DG) factor and interaction between treatment and DG. There will be

separate ANCOVA analyses consisting of the following: 11 Devereux subscales,

2 Bender derived scores, and 4 Quay subscales. These analyses were conducted

using one way ANCOVA programs of the Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.

Using Quay Conduct for an example, the Quay pre-conduct scores were covaried

upon the Quay post-conduct scores in order to examine differences among treat-

ment means (the only factor) after controlling for initial pretreatment

_differences



Presentation of results for the DEV Scales will be in three sections. The

first of the DEV factor scores to reveal a significant effect (p `.05) was DEV

Impatience. The significant overall treatment effect indicates that at least

one adjusted treatment mean significantly differs from another. Inspection of

the means in Table .13. show that the rank order from high to low was control,

specific coordination, Physical Training and General Coordination with more than

a 3.1 point spread between the two extreme treatment groups. This would seem to

indicate that the Control Group was generally rated higher on the Impatience

factor than were other treatment groups. The second DEV factor displaying a

significant treatment effect was DEV-Achievement Anxiety (pAy.05). The rank

ordering from h7gh to low of treatment means was Control, Physical Training,

General Coordination and Specific Coordination as can be seen in Table la.

The range of 3.5 points between high and low treatment means was substantial

and similar to the range found for the DEV-Impatience factor. Again some

type of physical education intervention would appear to have produced lower

scores on this factor. The Control Group was the only experimental group

which demonstrated an increase between the pre and post testing. In a highly

controlled experimental study it would not be legitimate to discuss results

which exceeded a pre-established significance or alpha level. However, in

field research which is not conducted in a highly controlled laboratory setting,

it is desirable to note statistical results which approach conservative alpha

significance levels. The reasons for this recommendation are twofold: One to

avoid the possibility of saying there was no difference between groups (when

in fact there was one) i.e. increasing the power of the test, and two to suggest

directions for future research. Two DEV factors resulted in a significance

level which makes them worthy of noting on the basis of the previous discussion.



The DEV-Disrespect Defiance factor has a treatment significance level of 0.075.

In Table 15 it is shown that two of the treatment groups (Control and Physical

Training) were rated higher on this factor following treatment while the other

two groups (Specific and General Coordination) had lower mean scores after

treatment. On the pretest the Physical Training group had a mean score of

9.417 and a post-test unadjusted mean of 11.708, an increase of more than 2

points. This increase represents a change in rank order from lowest on the

pretest to highest on the posttest. The second DEV factor which approached

the pre established alpha level of .05 was the DEV-Creative-Initiative

From Table 29 it can be seen that the Control Group demonstrated a noticeable

increase; while the three experimental groups had only minor fluctuations in

mean score between pre and post testing. It can be seen from this Table that

this increase had the Control Group display!ng a higher mean score on this

factor than did the three treatment groups. For the remaining seven DEV

factors no statistically significant main effect was present. However, the

group means and summary ANCOVA data are presented in Tables 11 through 32

Presentation of the Quay results is seen in Tables 33 through 40.

Inspection of these ANCOVA summary tables indicate that none of the four Quay

subscales produced a significant treatment main effect. This result can be

explained by looking at the tables of treatment means. There is minimal

variability among the four treatment means for all 4 of the Quay variables.

It would appear that the three treatment conditions had no differential effects

on the four behavioral variables measured by the Quay Scale.

Although four of eleven Devereaux factors resulted in significant diff-

erences between treatment groups, no consistent pattern of significant findings

exist between first and second year data. Results are similarly inconclusive

for data derived from the Quay Behavior Checklist. As was noted in the dis-

cussion of first year data (Chapter II), analysis of Quay Personality scale



scores resulted in significant treatment differences, an effect which was not

supported by second year findings.

The final instrument to be discussed was the Bender-Gestalt for Young

Children. Both Age Scores and Error scores were derived from this measure.

Using an ANCOVA technique with one factor (Treatments) a significant effect

was not found when Error Scores were used as the criterion. In the report

of findings of 1970 data it was noted that although Error Scores were found

to be significant for Treatment, the effects of maturation (nine months be-

tween testing) could have produced this result. The fact that for second

year data a shorter time lapsed between test sessions and no significance re-

sulted may support this position. Significant differences between treatment

groups was found when Age Scores were used as the dependent measure. Means

and summaries of this analysis are presented in Tables 41 through 44 of

Appendix G.



Physical Performance

The 1970 physical performance test included 37 measures of performance

believed to measure performance in 14 categories. This organization of the

named test items into the categories listed is somewhat a judgmental matter.

There have been factor analysis studies and judgments of experts which support

this organization but the results and the opinions are conflicting. Additionally,

the factor analysis studies dealt with tests administered to "normal" children.

It was believed that a factor analysis of the scores from the test items used

in the present investigation should provide valuable information about the

dimensions of physical performance and the most appropriate test items to use

for each factor when working with emotionally handicapped children. The factor

:analysis of these data should enable us to recommend a much briefer battery of"

physical performance tests without sacrificing information regarding the child's

ability. After the 1970 testing program was completed a factor analysis was

performed on the data to make comparisons to the original hypothesized factorial

structure. The original hypothesized structure and that which was actually found

is shown as appendix D. The comparison indicates that, although there is some

agreement between the hypothesized factor being measured by each test item and

that which was found in the present investigation, there are some very noticeable

disagreements. The discrepancies appear to be explainable only by forming a

hypothesis of a physical performance factorial structure different than that

previously set forth in physical education. Further study is needed to clarify

and test the hypothesis but roughly indicated it would appear as follows.

Each person has a degree of mental awareness and control of each muscle

group. When a person has a high degree of awareness and control of a specific



muscle group he can perform successfully many tests involving that joint and

muscle group regardless of whether strength, flexibility, or endurance is

required. Therefore, an anatomical factorial design related to mental perception

appears to explain the factors better than the usual structure. This hypothesis

relates to ghat studied by Edwin Fleishman but takes a different direction in

that mental perception is considered. Extensive further study is needed to

determine if the hypothesis is true for emotionally handicapped children and subse-

quently whether it might also be true for "normal" individuals.

Investigation of the hypothesis is vital to further programming of

physical education for emotionally handicapped children. If the hypothesis is

true, t-:.e focus of programming should be based on mental perception and control

of muscle groups rather than primarily on such factors as agility, endurance,

etc. Programming based on the incorrect hypothesis would result in only

sporadic and unpredictable changes.

In reporting first year results each of the 34 test items were analyzed

separately as can be seen in Tables 31 through 63 in Appendix F. The reliability

of such single item tests would be highly questionable, however, throughout

all such analyses. Based on this consideration 3 composites of strength, en-

durance and coordination were generated from 30 of the 34 physical performance

test items administered during the first year. Tht. composites are as follows:

Strength

(a) throw and catch
(b) left grip
(c) right grip
(d) lung capacity
(e) modified Harvard step test
(f) cable jump (5 forward)
(g) extent flexibility
(h) cable jump (10)
(1) back lift
(j) leg lift



Endurance

(a) flexed arm hang
(b) pull up
(c) push up
(d) arm strength
(e) tapered balance beam
(f) 300 yard dash
(g) standing broad jump
(h) 30 yard dash
(i) dynamic flexibility
(j) shuttle run
(k) balance A
(1) 600 yard run

Coordination

(a) kinesthesiometer
(b) ball throw
(c) shot put
(d) volleyball serve

(e) volleyball volley,

(f) curl up
(g) zig zag run
(h) ball kick

These three composite areas of behavior were based upon a factor

analytic study completed in 1970. The effectiveness of these tests in responding

to the treatments themselves was presented as a research presentation at the

1972 National Convention of the American Association of Health, Physical

Education and Recreation. The presentation is included as appendix C.

The composites and the number of measures they represent are: Strength

ten (10) measures; Endurance twelve measures; and Coordination -- eight

measures. Each composite is a linear combination of standard scores [mean of

zero (0.00); standard deviation of -I- 1.0] derived from each appropriate measure.

Thus, each composite has a mean of zero (0.00) and a unique standard deviation

and range.

The first composite to be considered is Strength. Means on this variable

were analyzed using ANCOVA with pretest composite scores as the covariate. The

results of this procedure can be seen in Summary Table 46 (Appendix G). Both

the main effect of Treatment and Diagnostic Groups are significant (p c1.01).



Since the Treatment X Diagnostic Group interaction is not significant at

the predetermined alpha level (p1.7.05) interpretation of main effects is

simplified. Looking at adjusted criterion means for treatments across all di-

agnostic categories (Table 45 ) it is noted that the control group has a mean

of (-) 2.758 while the three groups receiving training had means ranging from

(+) ,023 to (+) 1.838. Differences among these groups allow rejection of the

null hypothesis with p<7.001. Diagnostic Group differences are evident in

means of 1.482 (Aggressive), -0.477 (Hyperactive) and -1.004 (Withdrawn). In

sums Tables 45 and 46 indicate that Specific Coordination procedures develop

greatest strength as a result of training while structured physical training

of some sort results in greater strength than does the absence of such training.

Further, Diagnostic Groups respond with various levels of strength regardless

of treatment.

Similar group patterns emerge for the composite described as Endurance.

Results of ANCOVA analysis can be seen in Table 48 with p c.05 as the es-

tablished alpha level necessary for rejection of a hypothesis of no difference

between groups. As in the case of Strength, we, again, find that the main

effects of Diagnostic Groups (P<.041) and Treatment (p(c.001) are significant

while the interaction of these variables is not significant (pc-.429). Examining

he adjusted mean patterns presented in Table 47 the Control Group is consider-

ably lower than those groups receiving :tructured physical activity. Among

these three groups the mean rankings for Endurance are different than those for

Strength indicating that the individual program emphases may provide distinct

results. The Diagnostic Group pattern evidenced for the Endurance composite

is identical to that for Strength with 'Aggressives' having the highest ad-

justed group mean and 'Withdrawns' the lowest.

This pattern for Diagnostic Groups is again present when the Coordin-

ation composite is taken as the dependent measure (as shown in Summary Table 50).

The 'Aggressive' category appears to have benefited most from treatment, followed

by 'Hyperactive' and finally the 'Withdrawn' category. In keeping with the



previously discussed intent to consider differences approaching significance it

should be noted that the main effect of Treatment had a p value of less than

.081 (Table 50). The treatment adjusted means (Table 49) are seen to have a rank

order different from that presented for either Strength or Endurance composites.

Two relationships are suggested by the data reported above. First, com-

posite measures of physical variables result in higher group means for those subjects

receiving a structured program of physical activity. The superiority of inter-

vention group means over control group mean is independent of diagnostic category.

Second, the benefits of physical activity are different for various diagnostic

categories. Such differentials appear to be independent of the treatment con-

dition, and consistent across physical measures taken.

Learning Aptitude

Two measures of 1, -ning aptitude were, again, administered during the

second year of the grant. Ihe instruments used were the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children (WISC) and the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

(ITPA).

Following the procedure established during the first year of data col-

lection, ten subtests of the WISC were administered before (Pretest) and im-

mediately after (Posttest) the summer (1971) program. Statistically significant

design effects were obtained for seven of the ten subtests. This represents

a substantial increase over findings relating to first year data, for which

only two of ten subtest analyses resulted in significant effects.

Summaries p4 group means and analyses are presented in Tables 51-76 of

Appendix G. These include three sets of tables for the Performance, Verbal

and Total Intelligence Quotients derived from the WISC subtests. The 13 sig-

nificant subtest design effects are presented as follows.



A significant main effect for Diagnostic Group (p<.050) was found

for the subtests of: Comprehension (p.012); Object Assembly (pc .010);

Similarities (plz.041); and Picture Arrangement ( p.<.004). A significant main

effect for Treatment (p-c..050) was found for the subtests of: Similarities

(p.c.006); Vocabulary (p<......050); and Information (p<z.044). A significant

interaction effect was found for the subtests of: Similarities (p .034); Picture

Completion (p.040); and Information (p-e.023). These interactions indicate

that treatment differences were not the same for the different diagnostic

categories.

If there are conclusions to be drawn from the above analyses, it is

perhaps best drawn from results of ANOVA with WISC I.Q. scores as the dependent

measure. As was the case for first year data, WISC Performance IQ had a sig-

nificant design effect. However, the significant effect involved interaction

for 1970 data while a diagnostic Group main effect was found using 1971 data.

This latter finding is consistent with the nature of subtests having signif-

icant diagnostic effects as reported above. The strength of these diagnostic

group differences is also possibly reflected in a significant interaction

effect (Treatment X Diagnostic Group) for WISC Total IQ. Since Total IQ is

not independent of either Performance or Verbal IQ's it is possible to discuss

the interaction in terms of Performance IQ diagnostic group differences and

significant Treatment or Interaction effects for subtests heavily weighted on

verbal factors, both of which are cited above.

The Performance IQ diagnostic group differences warrant further ex-

amination due to their possible determination of group differences when other

than an intelligence instrument is used in obtaining the dependent measure.

Can the diagnostic group differences on some measure (e.g. WRAT Reading) be

accounted for by group differences on some measure of intelligence (e.g. WISC

Total IQ)? An answer was sought through supplimentary analysis using multiple

covariance with a focus on status differences inherent among the three diagnostic

groups before the onset of treatments. [Results of the analysis are available



upon request.] The five separate criteria were WRAT Reading, WRAT Arithmetic,

SAT Paragraph Meaning, SAT Word Meaning, and SAT Arithmetic Computation. The

three covariates were WISE Verbal IQ, WISC Performance IQ, and chronological

age. An example of this technique would be WRAT Reading scores analyzed for

only the factor of diagnostic groups and adjusted in multiple fashion by the

three separate covariates. Results of this procedure indicate that initial group

differences persist despite adjustment for the differences due to IQ and CA.

Learning aptitude was also measured through the administration of the ITPA

subtests. As noted in Section II, the ITPA focuses on measurement of encoding

and decoding skills as they apply to psycholinguistic abilities. The covariance

analyses resulted in five significant design effects.

Diagnostic group differences were found for Visual Reception and Manual

Expression subtests (ITPA Factors .2 and 6). In both cases the rank order

(highest to lowest) of adjusted criterion means was Hyperactive, Aggressive,

and Withdrawn. Group means and AN:OVA summaries can be seen in Tables 79 and 80

for Factor 2, and Tables 87 and 88 for Factor 6.

Treatment group differences were significant for Visual Association

(Tables83 and 84 ) and Visual Closure (Tables9l and 92 ) subtests. No corres-

ponding pattern of treatment group mean rank order was indicated for the two

factors.

Only one subtest, Factor 9 - Auditory Memory, generated data resulting

in an interaction effect between Treatments and Diagnostic Groups. The group means

underlying this interaction maybe examined in Table 93 .



Summary

When dealing with emotionally disturbed children, one notices that two

main classifications of such children (aggressive and hyperactive) exhibit a

great deal of physical activity. The aggressives direct their actions toward

others, while the hyperactive actions are non-person-oriented. While one

might attempt to reduce these undesirable physical activities during the regu-

lar academic year, the usual daily academic frustrations encountered by these

disturbed children might aggravate their conditions and thus vitiate any attempts

to improve their emotional adjustment. Thus, the present study brought children

to an 8-week summer camp setting. Attempts were made not to eliminate undesirable

physical behavior as such but instead to redirect it into purposeful physical

activities and at the same time improve their emotional adjustment.

The study involved 96 emotionally disturbed boys between the ages of 6

and 14. The children had been previously diagnosed by psychiatrists using the

standard diagnostic and statistical manual of the American Psychiatric Association.

On the basis of these detailed diagnoses, the children were classified at a more

global level by the same psychiatrists int.° aggressive, hyperactive or withdrawn.

Stratified randomization was used to form 4 groups of 24 Ss,each, with 8 aggressive,

8 hyperactive and 8 withdrawn Ss in each group. The 4 groups were in turn randomly

assigned to 4 treatments: (a) control, (2) physical fitness, (c) general coordina-

tion and (d) specific coordination. In this way, a controlled investigation was

possible of the effects of different physical programming with different diagnostic

groups.

The treatments were developed in a highly structured manner by experts in

physical education motoric activities. Quite detailed training manuals were devel-

oped for the numerous activities. The procedures were field tested in a similar

design setting with a different sample of children the summer prior to the present

study's implementation. The physical fitness group received activities aimed at

improving a child's strength, endurance, speed, flexibility, agility and power.

The general coordination group received activities to improve a child's ability to

maneuver his body in any desired manner. The specific coordination group provided

a child with the skills necessary for successful performance in selected games.

With analysis of covariance (posttest adjusted by pretest) the study looked at

three motoric areas (a 10-item strength test, a I2-item endurance .test and an



8-item coordination test), 16 affective areas (the 11 subscales of the Devereux,

the Bender-Gestalt Test and the 4 subscales of the Quay), two achievement areas

( SAT and WRAT subscales), and two measures of learning aptitude (WISC and ITPA

subscales). In the area of motor behavior, the specific coordination method was

superior to the other two treatments and to the control group on the strength

criterion. On the endurance criterion, both the specific and general program-

ing approaches produced superior results. However, on the criterion of coordina-

tion, the control group demonstrated the best performance.

In the area of affective behavior, the specific coordination group exhibited

superior performance using Bender developmental age scores. On the Devereux, the

specific group had lowest achievement anxiety. However, the general coordination

group excelled in having the least impatience. On any of the other Devereux scales,

or on any of the Quay scales, no differences were found.

In the area of achievement (SAT and WRAT) significant Treatment X Diagnostic

Group interactions were found for two subscales of the SAT and one of the WRAT.

With arithmetic achievement as the dependent variable, evidence of an interaction

(no main effects were significant) is consistent over both periods of treatment.

While such an interaction was not present in analysis of WRAT reading data, both

main effects were significant. Based on this data, the possibility of an aptitude-

treatment interaction should be considered.

Two measures of learning aptitude were administered (WISC and ITPA) to subjects

with Diagnostic Group differences reflected in WISC Performance IQ results. A

Treatment by Diagnostic Group interaction was also fouridfor WISC Total IQ scores.

When ITPA scores are used as the measure of learning aptitude, Diagnostic Group

differences were significant on subtests of Visual Reception and Manual Expression;

Treatment differences were significant on subtests of Visual Association and Visual

Closure; and a significant interaction effect resulted for the Auditory Memory sub-

test.

Thus, while specific attempts to restructure the physical activities of dis-

turbed children did succeed in raising the quality of motoric behavior, the goal of

improving emotional adjustment or altering aptitude showed inconclusive results.

The results are discussed on the basis of theoretical and practical grounds.



APPENDIX G



1. Table of
Treatment Means

SAT Arithmetic Computation (Grade Equivalent Score)

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment Criterion M Criterion M

11
Physical 3.100 2.950 2.928

General 3.988 3.900 3.405lAggressive

Specific 3.062 2.488 2.465

Control 3,850 3.788 3.366

Physical 2.100 2.875 3.385

hyperactive 2.3T)0 2.262 2.666General

Specific 2.637 2.363 2.586
Ccntrol 3.188 3.275 3.206

Physical 2.512 2425 2.715

Withdrawn General 3.300 3.325 3.196

Specific 3.637 3.238 2.929

Control 1.025 1.925 1.943

3.009

Physical 3.089

Across All General 2.667

Diagnostic Specific 2.838

Catcories Control

Aggressive
hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across
All

Treatments

32:on

2.696

Across. All Across All
Diognostic Treatments 2.901

C:iteL:ories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 2.

tmurco ss df ms f 2 less than

i i,i.,no'tic Group

kA) 2.131 2 1.065 1.380 0.257

..-

cA. cnt (B) 2.524 3 0.841 1.089 0.358

A N. B 12.036 6 2.006 2.598 0.023

, ;lc .. ion 28.697 1 28.697 37.163 0.001

.,'ithin Cells
_ _

64,092 83 0.772 - -

r

NNE: Fro,n multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.
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Diagnostic Group Means
Plotted for *Treatment
Groups on the Variable

SAT Arithmetic Computation
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Aggressive Hyperactive Withdrawn

* P = Physical Training
G = General Coordination
S = Specific Coordination
C = Control



3. Table of
Treatment Means

SAT Word Meaning (Grade Equivalent Score)

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

.,.,...

Physical 3.338 2.950 2.717

,,39ressive General 4,500 5.113 3.876

Specific 3.213 3.087 2.962

Control 3.700 4.150 3.604

Physical 1.750 2.662 3.800
Hyperactive General 2.087 2,025 2.871

Specific 2.488 2.950 3.451

Control 3.138 . 3.137 3.077

Physical 2.850 2.2_25 2.913

Withdrawn General 3.275 4.225 4.046

Specific 3.725 4.312 3.745
Control 2.750 2.225 2./499

3.143

Physical 3.600

Across All General 3.386

Diagnostic Specific 3.060

Categories Contro:

Aggressive Across 3.291

Hyperactive All 3.300

Withdrawn Treatments 3.301

Across All Across All

Diagnostic Treatments 3.297

Categories .

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 4.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 0.002 2 0.001 0.001 0.999

-eatment (B) 4.240 3 1.413 1.079 0.362

A x B 18.883 6 3.147 2.404 0.034

Regression 146.165 1 146.165 111.629 0.001

Within Cells 108.679 83 1.309 -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.
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Treatment Means

SAT Paragraph Meaning (Grade Equivalent Score)

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 3.013 2.750 2.616

General 3.900 4.362 3.578
Specific 3.212 3.137 2.857

Control 3.538 4.013 3.494

Physical 1.800 2.825 3.580

General 1.975 1.850 2.477

'Specific 2.500 2.738 2.979

Control 2.825 2.913 2.916

Physical 2.350 2.425 2.777

General 3.150 4,UU0 j./66

Specific 3,000 3.500 3.376
Control 2.700 2-912 3.008

Physical
General

Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

-----

-----

2.991

-----
3.274
3.071

3.139

3.136
2.988

3.232

3.119

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 6,

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 0.928 2 0.464 0.270 0.764

Treatment (B) 1.008 3 0.336 0.195 0.899

A x B 13.668 6 2.278 1.324 0.256

Regression 88.181 1 88.181 51.257 0.001

Within Cells 142.792 83 1,720 -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



7, Table of
Treatment Means

WRAT Reading (Grade Equivalent Score)

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 3.625 i_ 3.475 3.197
jgressive General 4.575 5.800 4.818

Specific 2.325 3.138 1.822
Control 3.575 3.675 3.434

Physical 1.675 1.750 2.915

Hyperactive General 2.525 2.738 3.273

Specific 2.725 3.137 3.52S
Control 3.300 3.675 3._617

Physical 3.850 3.413 2.968

Withdrawn General 3.125 3.212 3.304
Siecific . 4.250 4.300 3.559
Control 3.x+37 2.025 1.885

3.027
Physical 3.798

Across All General ----- 3.635

Diagnostic Specific - - - -" 2.985

Categories Control --
Aggressive Across 3.817
Hyperactive All 3.338
Withdrawn Treatments 2.929

Across All Across All
Diagnostic Treatments 3-'61
Categories ......-- ,

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 8.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 12.652 2 6.326 5.256 0.007

eatment (B) 14.473 3 4.158 3.455 0.020

A x B 14.481 6 2.414 2.005 0.074

Regression 143.703 1 143.703 119.403 0,001

Within Cells 99.891 83 1.204 - -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



5. Jable or
Treatment Means

WRAT Arithmetic (Grade Equivalent Score)

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 3.350 3.213 3.170

General 4.013 4.775 4.378

Specific 3.025 3.087 3.218

Control 3.650 3.775 3.572

Physical 2.300 3.350 3.868

General 2.787 2.837 3.095

Specific 3.063 ' 3.075 3.186

Control 3.113 3.625 3.709

Physical 2.862 2.350
3.250

2.567
3.160

3.7g--
General 37438

Specific .
4.163 4.263

Control 3. 75 2.13 2.503

Physical

General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

3.202
J . -1-:,

3.39E
3.26

3.58:.-37..,-
3.007

3.351

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 10,

Source ss df ms f k less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 5.968 2 2.984 2.841 0.064

'-atment (8) 1.646 3 0.549 0.522 0.668

A x B 17.456 6 2.909 2.770 0,J17

Regression 35.259 1 35.259 33.567 0.001

Within Cells 87.185 83 1.050 - -

NOTE: From Milltivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.
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Devereux - 1: Classroom Disturbance

11.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 12.167 13.375 13.856

General Coordnation 13.542 14.292 14.239

Specific Coordination 14.500 13.500 13.076

Control 13.417 13.625 13.621

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 12.

Source SF df MS F P less than

Treatments 16.901 3 5.634 0.366 0.778

Regression 330.745 1 330.745 21.476 0.001

Within Cells 1401.463 91 15.401 __- ---

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 2: Impatience

13.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 12.667 12.750 12.847

General Coordination 12.708 11.042 11.125

Specific Coordination 14.000 13.583 13.385

Control 13.042 14.583 14.597

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 14.

Source SS df MS P less than

Treatments 148.992 3 49.664 2.842 0.042

Regression 91.071 1 91,071 5.212 0.025

Within Cells 1590.056 91 17.473 __- ---

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance a,id Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 3: Disrespect - Defiance

15.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment

Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training , 9.417 11.708 12.095

General Coordination 10.083 9.625 9.653,

Specific Coordination 11.125 10.167 9.635

Control 9.917 10.208 10.326

Note - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 16

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 95.353 3 31.784 772 0.075

Regression 548.749 1 548.749 40.961 0.001

Within Cells 1219.126 91 13.397 ___ ---

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 4: External Blame

17Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 11.500 12.292 12.461

General Coordination 12.250 10.833 10.698

Specific Coordination 11.667 10.208 10.310

Control 12.250 11,417 11.281

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 18.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 63.336 3 21.112 0.906 0.442

Regression 439.163 1 439.163 18.843 0.001

Within Cells 2120.922 91 23.307 --- ---

Note - From Mul!variate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 5: Achievement Anxiety

19Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 12.917 12.167 11.975

General Coordination 12.333 10.167 10.170

Specific Coordination 11.917 8.792 8.935

Control 12.208 12.500 i2.5115

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 20.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 197.830 3 65.943 3.043 0.033

Regression 266.619 1 266.619 12.303 0.001

Within Cells 1972.006 91 21.670 --- ---

Note - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 6: External Reliance

21.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training !3.900 16.208 16.022

General Coordination 17.167 17.125 17.159

Specific Coordination 16.625 15.208 15.332

Control 1.7 nr15)
./.....,,, 17.875 17,903

Note - - Each mean'is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 22.

Source SS df . MS F P less than

Treatments 94.804 3 31.601 1.824 0.148

Regression 72.313 1 72.313 4.173 0.044

Within Cells 1576.853 91 17.328 --- ---

Note - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 7: Comprehension

23.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 11.500 12.708 12.889

General Coordination 12.125 11.667 11.635

Specific Coordination 11.833 12.583 12.651

Control 12.667 11.708 11.492

Note - - Each mean is based upon 21t observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 24.

Source ,c', df MS F P less than

reatments 35.350 3 11.783 1.793 0.154

Regression 118.904 1 118.904 18.089 0.001

Within Cells 598.178 91 6.573 - -

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 8: Inattentive - Withdrawn

25.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion men

Physical Training 13.333 11.167 10.886

General Coordination 12.875 11.750 11.590

Specific Coordination 12.417 12.458 12.420

Controi 10.458 9.1:58 9.937

Note - - Zach mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 26.

Source SS df MS F less than

Treatments 78.856 3 26.285 1.634 0.187

Regression 185.686 1 185.686 '1.541 0.001

Within. Cells 1464.063 91 16.089 - -

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 9: Irrelevant - Responsiveness

27.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 10.083 9.375 9.479

General Coordination 10.417 10.125 1,,134

Specific Coordination 11.208 9.708 9.492

Cont..1 10.083 11.167 11.270

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 28

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 50.824 3 16.941 1.779 0.157

Regression 99.791 1 99.791 10.477 0.002

Within Cells 866.748 91 9.525 - -

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde. Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 10: Creative - Initiative

29Table of

TRrATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate

Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 10.375 10.375 10.849

General Coordination 11.250 10.917 10.899

Specific Coordination 11.208 11.000 11.006

Control 12.042 13.250 12.788

Note - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 30.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 62.136 3 20.712 2.627 0.055

Regression 410.578 1 410.578 52.082 0.001

Within Cells 717.381 91 7.883 - -

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



Devereux - 11: Need Closeness to Teacher

31.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Treatment
Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 14.042 13 375 13.762

General Coordination 14.917 14.333 14.324

Specific Coordination 14.792 13.750 13.797

Control 15.833 15.292 14.867

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 32.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 19.244 3 6.415 0.427 0.734

Regression 439.930 1 439.930 29.297 0.001

Within Cells 1366.486 91 15.016 - -

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



33.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Quay 1

Treatment

.......

Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 7.333 7.333 7.561

General Coordination 7.417 7.167 7.354

Specific Coordination 8.625 7.167 6.767

Control 7.833 7.833 7.818

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 34

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 14.350 3 4.783 0.230 0.875

Regression 703.634 1 703.634 33.812 0.001

Within Cells 1893.700 91 20.810

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covo,lance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



35.Table of

TREAT' _NT MEANS

Quay 2

Treatment
Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 7.042 7.000 6.795

General Coordination 6.375 5.708 5.699

Specific Coordination 5.167 5.250 5.596

Control 6.792 5.333 5.202

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 36.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 33.318 3 11.106 1.064 0.369

Regression 98,626 1 98.626 9.446 0.003

Within Cells 950.163 91 10.441,

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



37.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Quay 3

Treatment
Covariate
Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 3.167 2.833 2.801

General Coordination 3.375 2.833 2.764

Specific Coordination 2.625 3.000 3.066

Control 2.792 1.958 1.994

Noto - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 38.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 15.328 3 5.109 1.806 0.152

Regression 14.116 1 14.116 4.988 0.028

Within Cells 257.509 91 2.830

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



39.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Quay 1+

Treatment
Covariate

Mean

Unadjusted
Criterion Mean

Adjusted
Criterion Mean

Physical Training 0.500 0.625 0.685

General Coordination 0.667 0.583 0.579

Specific Coordination 0.958 0.625 0.509

Control 0.500 0.750 0.810

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 40.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 1.210 3 0.403 0.422 0.738

Regression 14.530 1 14.530 15.189 0.001

Within Cells 87.053 91 0.957
e

Note - - From MultivPriate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



1

41.Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Bender Gestalt Error Scores

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

Physical Training 4.583 4.875 4.651

General Coordination 4.958 6.125 5.713

Specific Coordination 3.375 5.708 6.089

Cont col 3.625 5.667 5.922

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE 42.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 29.839 3 9.946 0.581 0.629

Regression 341.490 1 341.490 19.945 0.001

Within Cells 1558.048 91 17.121

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



43Table of

TREATMENT MEANS

Bender Gestalt Developmental
Age Scores

Treatment
Covariate

Mean
Unadjusted

Criterion Mean
Adjusted

Criterion Mean

)

Physical Trainin g 5.583
I

6.750 ,6.778

General Coordination 6.958 6.083 6.042

Specific Coordination 5.250 17.625 7,669

Control 6,750 5.083 5.053

Note - - Each mean is based upon 24 observations.

ADJUSTED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

SUMMARY 'TABLE 44.

Source SS df MS F P less than

Treatments 85.293 3 28.431 4.779 0.004

Regression 2.409 1 2.409 0.405 0.526

Within Ceils 541.383 91

r

5.949 ,

Note - - From Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Covariance Program
of Clyde Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



45.10ble of
,:catment Means

Composite of ten physical measures
Strength

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M . Criterion M Criterion M

x. Physical 2.555 3.336 1.583
,.aggressive Gene;a1 2.030 1.833 0.440

Specific 0.817 5.122 4.561

Control 27871 1.313 -0.657

Physical -2.859 -2.010 -0.049

Hyperactive General 0.450 -0.151 -0.460

Specific 1.231 1.656 0.812

Control 3.024 -0.136 -2.211

Physical -2.913 -0.841 1.157

Withdrawn General -4.257 -2.831 0.089
Specific . 0.864 0.734 0.142
Control -3.813 -8.022 -5.406

Physical .897

Across All General . .023

Diagnostic Specific 1.838

Categories Control . .....-.. -2.758

Aggressive Across 1.482

Hyperactive All -0.477

Withdrawn Treatments -1.004

Across All Across All
Diagnostic Treatments , 0.000

Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 46.

Source ss df ms f p. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 101.084 2 50.542 4.913 0.010

jr-
,
eatmiAlt (B) 282.750 3 94.250 9.161 0.001

A x B 89.513 6 14.9l9 1.450 0.206

Regression 1431.299 1 1431.299 139.122 0.001

Within Cells 853.908 83 10.288

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



47.Table of
Treatment Means

Composite of 12 physical measures
Endurance

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical -0.130 0.608 0.633

-Aggressive General 0.530 2.177 2.U72

Soecific 1.560 3.074 2.765

Control -0.610 -1.851 -1.731

Physical -1.521 -0.730 -0.428

Hyperactive General -0.680 -0.257 -0.122
.

Specific 0.120 1.256 1.214

Control 2.084 -1.488 -1.901

PLlysical -0,569 -3,100 -2..287
Withdrawn General 0,10_9 2,12.6 2.665

Specific 1 ,131 0.774 0,510
Control -2,423 -3.172 -2,691

Physical -0.927

Across All General ----- 1.538
Diagnostic Specific 1.496

Categories Control -2.108

Aggressive Across ----- 0.935

Hyperactive All -0.309
Withdrawn Treatments -0.626

Across All Across All - - ---

Diagnostic Treatments 0.000
Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 48.

Source ss df ms f p less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 43.362 2 21.681 1.821 0.041

. eatment (B) 234.103 3 78.034 6.553 0.001

A x B 71.617 6 11.936 1.002 0.429

Regression 51.453 1 51.453 4.321 0.041

Within Cells 988.429 83 11.909

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde.

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



49Table of
Treatment Means

Composite.of 8 physical measures

Coordination

Diagnostic Covarite Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

...ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 1.096 0.380 -0.307

General F.485 1.954 1.023

Specific 0.252 0.661 0.503

Control 1.812 3.027 1.692

Physical -0.508 -0.974 -0.656

General -U.853 -0,61/ -0.033

Specific 0.098 0.316 0.254

Control 0.073 1.499 1.453

Physical -0.772
-1.040

-2.312
-1.010

-1.828
-0.359General

Specific . 0.727 -0.983 -1.438

Control -2.375 -1.947 -0.458

Physical
General

1 Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

-----
--.....-

-0.930
0.191+

-0.227
0.962

0.778
0.242,

-1.021

0.000

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 50.

Source ss df ms f .p. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A)

51.958 2 25.979 4.021 0.022

( 3atment (B) 45.109
_

3 15.036 2.327 0.081

A x B 6.931 6 1.155 0.179 0.982

Regression 422:957 1 422.957 65.467 0.001

Within Cells 536.227 83 6.461

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



51 Table of

Treatment Means
(WISC) CODING

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

44,ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 9.000 9.375 9.467
General 8.750 9.375 9.606

Specific 11.250 11.875 10.722

Control 10.875 10.500 9.555

Physical 10.000 9.500 9.039

General 9.125 9.875 9.898

Specific 9.125 9.500 9.523

Control 10.375 9.500 8.832

Physical . 6.750 6.500 7.837--
General 7,625 ,750 8.603

Specific 8.750
87375

7.500
10.000

7.731
10.438Control

Physical

General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments,

8..781

9.369

9.325
9.608

9.830
9.323
8.652

9.271

NOTE: Each mean is based upon, 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 52.

Source ss df ms f 2, less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 20.274 2 10.137 2.468 0.091

z catment (B)
...,..

8.585 3 2.862 0.697 0.557

A x B 42.825 6 7.137 1.738 0.122

Regression 194.110 1 194.110 47.262 0.001

Within Cells 340.890 83 4.107 --- --_

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



53.Table of
Treatment Means

(WI$C) COMPREHENSION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 7.000 9.000 9.498
',Aggressive General 9.000 10.625 10.586

Specific 8.875 8.875 8.869

Control 9.375 9.125 8.985

Physical 8.500 7.500 7.595

Hyperactive General 9.750 7.875 7,.634

Specific 9.875 8.375 8.101

Control 9.125 8.625 8.552

PhySical 7.125 6.000 6 465
Withdrawn General 8,750 7.125 7.153

Specific 10,500 9,625 9 183
Control 8.375 8,000 8.129

72_853

Physical 8,458

Across All General 8,718

Diagnostic Specific 8.555

Categories Control

Aggressive
Hyperactive

Across
All

9.485

7.971
7.733Withdrawn Treatments

Across All,
Diagnostic

Across All

Treatments 8.396

Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 54.

Source ss. df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 57.595 2 28.798 4.666 0.012

..
eatment (B) 9.514 3.171 0.514 0.674

A x B 42.817 6 7.136 1.156 0.338

Regression 54.750 I 54,750 8.871 0.004

Within Cells 512.250 83 6.172 --- -_-

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



55. Table of
:Treatment Means

(W1SC) OBJECT ASFMBLY.

Diagnostic Covarkite Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment ir

,V-
Criterion M Criterion M

ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 10.375 11.500

,_

..-

11.647
General 10.625 11.375 11.412

Specific 11.500 10.125 9.777

Control 13.375 12.375 11.202

Physical 10.000 12.125 12.437

General 10.000 11.000 11.312

Specific 10.500 12.000 12.092

Control 12.250 12.000 11.322

Physical 10.62L_,

9.875
9.375
10.375
10,250

9.412
10,742

10,397
9.877

General
Specific 10.375
Control 9,000 9.125

Physical
General

Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

11.165
11.155
10.755
10.833

.,1-'

11.010
11.791

10.107

10.969

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 56.

Source ss df ms f a less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 44.808 2 22.404 4.849 0.010

f .eatment (B) 3.442 3 1.147 0.248 0.862

A x B 29.247 6 4.874 1.055 0.396

Regression 126.161 1 126.161 27.307 0.001

Within Cells 383.464 83 4.620 --- ....

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



/.1dUIC of

Treatment Means

(dISC) SIMILARITIES

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 9.625 11.000 11.482

-ggressive General 11.125 11.375 11.086

Specific 10.125 11.250 11.475

Control 10.375 15375 10.9/1

Physical 9.000 9.000 9.803

Hyperactive General 9.250 9.500 16.175

Specific 11.125 11.625 . 11.336 .

Control 11.000 10.000 9.775

Physical 10.750 7.500 7.404

Withdrawn General 11.000 12.125 11.900

Specific 12.125 12.625 11.822

Control 11.250 8.000 7.646

9.563

Physical 11.054

Across All General 11.544

Diagnostic Specific 9.464
Categories Control

Aggressive Across 11.254
10.272Hyperactive All

9.693Withdrawn Treatments

Across All Across All

Diagnostic Treatments 10.406

Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 58.

Source ss df ms f

> '

.2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 39.300 2 19.650 3.324 0.041

7-eatment (B)
1

78.897 26.299 4.449 0.006

A x 8 85.672 6 14.279 2.415 0.034

Regression 216.228 1 216.228 36.578 0.001

Within Cells 490.647 83 5.911 --- - --

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



59.Table of
Treatment Means

(W1SC) VOCABULARY

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjus.:ed Adjusted,

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

l'

-- Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 10.625 10.000 9.785
General 11.000 10.500

10.000

9.875

10.056

9.709
10.192

Specific 10.750

9.750
Control

Physical 12.000 10.250 9.198
General 9.625 7.875 8.268

Specific 10.500 9.250 9.111

Control 10,625 10 000 9.785

Physical 9.625 7.375
9.000

7.768
9.545General 9,375

Specific 11.000 10,375 9.931
Control 8.375 10,125 11.278

Physical
General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

-----

8.917

9.290
9.584
10.418

'

13.247
12.121

12,841

9.552

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 60.

Source ss df ms p. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 11.694 2 5.847 1.652 0.198

....-

latment (B) 28.883 3 9.628 2.720 0.050

A x B 31.296 6 5.216 1.473 0.197

Regression 283.552 1 283.552 80,099 0.001

Within Cells 293.822 83 3.540 1 --- ---

NOTE:" From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



61.Table of
Treatment Mean:,

(dISC) BLOCK DESIGN

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M . Criterion M Criterion M

-Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Niysical 9.750 9.500 10.098

General 9 6 25 9.375 10.058

Specific 11.500 11.875 11.277

Control 13.125 12.625 10.917

Physical 10.500 11.375 11.460
General 9.875 9.750 10.262

Specific 9 625 8.625 9.308

Control 11,250 10.375 9.948

Physical 10.125 8.250 8.592

General 10.500 10.375 10.460

Specific . 11.375 9.625 9.113
Control 10.250 10.125 10.381

Physical
General

Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

,

10.050

-----

10.260

9.899
10.415

10.588
10.245

9.637

10.157

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 62.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than.

Diagnostic Group
(A) 14.816 2 7.408 1.405 0.251

eatment (B) 3.709 3 1.236 0.234 0.872

A x B 34.097 6 7.516 1.425 0.215

Regression 380.107 1 380.107 72.068 0.001

Within Cells 437.769 83 5.274 ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



63.iabie of
Treatment Means

(WISC) PICTURE ARRANGEMENT

Diagnostic.
Category Treatment

Covariate
M

Unadjusted
Criterion M

Adjusted

Criterion M

s-

,i.A.ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 10.250 10.500 10.561

General 10.375 11.500 11.509

Specific 10.625 12.125 12.030

Control 11,625 11.375 10.-864

Physical 11.250 11.375 11.020

General 9.250 10.875 11.351

Specific 11.250 11.125 10.770

Control 10.750 11.000 10.853

Physical 9.125 7.375 7.903
General 10.250 9.375 9.436
Specific . 11.125 '11.375 11.072

Control 8.875 8.125 8.757

Physical
General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

-----

- - - - --

9.828
10.765
11.291

10.158

11.241

10.999
9.292

10.511

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 64.

Source ss df ms f p_ less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 70.980 2 35.490 5.943 0.004

eatment (B) 30.170 3 10.057 1.684 0.177

A x B 24.700, 6 4.117 0.689 0.659

Regression 149.194 1 149.194 24.982 0.001

Within Cells 495.680 83 5.972 --- ---

NOTE: From Multivariate. Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



65.Table of
Treatment Means

(WISC) PICTURE COMPLETION

Diagnostic 1 Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 12.000 11.375 10.986

Aggressive General 10.500 10.625 10.993

Specific 12.250 10.625 10.110

Control 10.625 11.625 11.930

Physical 10.500 11.125 11.493

Hyperactive General 11.375 10.500 10.426

Specific 11.625 11.125 10.925

Control 12.625 11.750 11.046

Physical 10.000 7.250 7.870

Withdrawn General 11,250 12.125 12.114

Specific - 12.250 13.125 12.610

Control 9,750 9.125 9.871

10.116

Physical 11.178

Across All General .11.215

Diagnostic Specific . 10.949

Categories Control

Aggressive Across 11.005
10.973Hyperactive All

Withdrawn Treatments 10.616

Across All Across All

Diagnostic Treatments 10.865

Categories ,

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 66.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 2.948 2 1.474 0.182 0.834

, eatment (B) 18.774 3 6.258 0.772 0.513

A x B 112.888 6 18.815 2.321 0.040

Regression 266.146 1 266.146 32.837 0.001

Within Cells 672.729 83 8.105 --- ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, rlorida,



67.Table of
Treatment Means

(WISC) INFORMATION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

-Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 8.750 8.750 8.809

General 9.125 9.125 8.917

Specific 8.500 10.250 10.488

Control 8.375 8.125 8.452

Physical 8.500 9.625
87125-----

9.863
8.808

.General 7.05
Specific 8.000 8.000 1%394

-67932Control 8.375 8.625

Physical 9.125 7.375 7.167

General 10.625 10.750 9.173

Specific 9.500 11.000 10.525

Control 9.250 8.375 8.078

Physical
General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

1

....---

8.613

9.066
9.869

-------8.494

9.167
9.054
8.811

9.011

. NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 68.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 2.060 2 1.030 0.311 0.733

eatment (B) 27.953 3 9.318 2.814 0.044

A x B 51.757 6 8.626 2.606 0.023

Regression 401.840 1 401.840 121.378 0.001

Within Cells 274.783 83 3.311 --- ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



69.Table of
Treatment Means

(WISC) ARITHMETIC

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 8.375 7.750 7.913
4mgressive General 10.250 8.625 7.451

Specific 9.125 8.125 7.754
Control 8.375 8.625 8.788

Physical 9.625
--7.750

8.375 7.647

Hyperactive
8.484

General
Specific 8.000 8.500 8.931
Control 8.125 7.125 7.467

Physical 8.000 7.250 7.681
Withdrawn General 8.750 8.8-75 8.771.

Specific 10.000 9.500 8.505

Control 6.875 5,375 6.608
7.747

Physical 8.235

Across All General 8.397

Diagnostic Specific 7.621

Categories Control

Aggressive Across 7.977
Hyperactive All 8.132

Withdrawn Treatments 7.891

Across All Across All

Diagnostic Treatments 8.000
Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 70.

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 0.955 2 0.477 0.133 0.876

,---

Laatment (B) 9.866 3 3.289 0.915 0.437

A x B 32.062 6 5.344 1.487 0.193

Regression 381.786 1 381.786 106.260 0.001

Within Cells 298.215 83 3.593 --- ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



71.Table of
Treatment Means

NBC) VERBAL IQ

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

( Physical 92.500 95.500 97.632

*Aggressive General 100.375 99.625 96.736

Specific 96.750 96.250 95.672

Control 94.62 547675--- 95.412

Physical 96.125 93.500 93.321

Hyperactive General 92.250 89.375 91.66/

Specific 96.250 94.500 94.241

Control 96.500 92,875 92.456

Physical 92.750 83.000 84.973

Withdrawn General 95.875 96.625 96.605

Specific 104.375 103.500 98.060

Control 91.750 87.125 89.735
91.975

Physical 95.003

Across All General 95.991

Diagnostic Specific 92.531

Categories Control -----

Aggressive Across 96.360

Hyperactive All 92.921

Withdrawn Treatments 92.343

Across All Across All
Diagnostic Treatments 93.875
Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

) Summary Table 72.

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 301.844

i

2 150.922 2.121 0.126

.!atment (B) 262.477 3 87.492 1.230 0.304

A x B 675.602 6 112.600 1.583 0.162

Regression 7416.020 1 7416.020 104.244 0.001

Within Cells 5904.719 83 71.141 --- ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida,



73.Table of
Treatment Means

(WISC) PERFORMANCE IQ

.

Diagnostic Coariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

w Physical 102.375 103.500 104.013

-Aggressive General 99.625 103.375 105.673

Specific 110.500 109.375 104.821

Control 113.500 111.875 105.449

Physical 103.375 108.000 107.890

Hyperactive General 99.625 102.250 104.478

Specific 103.125 103.250 103.295

Control 110.250 106.3/5 l01.913

Physical 95.125 84.500 89.5:35

Withdrawn General 99.875 102.337

Specific
__9.250

106.750 104.250 102.034

Control 94.875 96.000 101.191

100.479

Physical 104.139

Across All General 103.383

Diagnostic Specific 102.872

Categories Control
,

Aggressive Across 104.972

Hyperactive All ----- 104.410
98.774Withdrawn Treatments -----

Across All Across All
Diagnostic Treatments 102.719

Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 74.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 719.223 2 359.611 4.329 0.01.6

eatment (B) 179.531 3 59.844 0.720 0.543

A x B 900.980 6 150.163 1.808 0.107

Regression 7607.254 1 7607.254 91.579 0.001

Within Cells 6894.609 83 83.068 - ---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



l7.c+uic vi
Treatment Means

(WISC) TOTAL IQ

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 97.125 99.125 100.514
9''ggressive General 100.000 101.625 101.180

Specific 103.750 102.625 99.786

Control 104.000 103.250 100.252

Physical 99.375 100.625 100.578

Hyperactive General 95.125 96.250 98.916

Specific 99.500 98.375 98.249

Control 103.500 99.250 96.571

Physical 93.375 .82.375 86,158
Withdrawn General 97.250 98.125 59.435

Specific . 106.125 104.375 100.020

Control 92.500 90.250 .24,591
95.750

Physical 99.844
Across All General 99.352
Diagnostic Specific 97.138
Categories Control

Aggressive Across 100.433

Hyperactive All 98.579
Withdrawn Treatments 95.051

Across All Across All
Diagnostic Treatments 98.021
Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 76.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 472.078 2 236.039 3.522 0.034

7-reatment (B)
(

263.102 3 87.701 1.308 0.277

A x B 787.961 6 131.327 1.959 0.081

Regression 7363.879 1

1

7363.879 109.867 0.001

Within Cells 5563.109
i

83 67.025
\

---

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



77.Table of
Treatment Means

1TPA FACTOR I

AUDITORY RECEPTION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

41.

Aiggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 34.125 35.250 34.973

General 36.625 35.125 33.775

Specific 33.125 34.250 34.402..

Control 30.875 33.250 34.367

Physical 33.500 36.125 36.116

General 36.000 32.625 31.543

Specific 33.000 33.125 33.331

Control 36.500 31.000 35.704

Physical 34.250
30.500

32.000
32.750

31.669
34.028General

Specific . 33,000 33.500 33.706

Control 30, 250 32.125 33.510

Physical
General

Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

34.253

33.115
33.813
34.527

34.379
34.174

33.228

33.927

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 78.

Source ss df ms f R less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 23.647 2 11.824 0.271 0.763

r
aatment (B)

..o.

27.157 3 9.052 0.208 0.891

A x B 115.126 6 19.188 0.441 0.850

Regression 826.087 1 826.087 18.965 0.001

Within Cells 3615.284 83 43.558

NOTE:. From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Progran_of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



79.Table of
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 2
VISUAL RECEPTION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

*'

4'''Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All.
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 37.625

39.125

36.250

39.750

35.251

37.965General

Specific 35.750 38.875 38.859

Control 19-835 39.625 37.447

Physical 36.500 41.250 40.840

General b
Specific 38.125 39.375 38.114

Control 35.500 42.250 42.365

Physical 34.500 33.125 33.764

General 27.250 32.125 36.564

Ssecific 34.625 33.375 33.948

Control 35.125 33.125 33.436

Physical
General
SpeCific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

36.618
37.451

36.974
37.749

37.381

W--3 . 28

37.198

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 80.

Source ss df ms f a less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 442.425 2 221.215 7.019 0.002

eatment (B) 18.082 3 6.027 0.191 0.902

A x B 198.924 6 33.154 1.052 0.398

Regression 1262.644 1 1262.644 40.061 0.001

Within Cells 2615.979 83 31.518

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami., Florida.'



.11.0 .4,
81.Table of
Treatment Means

(TPA FACTOR 3
AUDITORY ASSOCIATION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

4 ,T.

AAggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 35.125 35.750 34.829

37.9 BGeneral 40.125 41.500

Specific 3/.75o 35.750 35.026

Control 35.750 36.125 3 .:75

Physical 33.625 33.750 33.618

General 29.375 30.125 32.230

Sp-cific 35.125' 37.125 36.204

Control 37.250 36.500 3 .

Physical 27.875 31.000 33.894

General 29.125 28.625 30.861

Specific .
31.000 31.250 32.500

Control 31.375 32.375 33.427

Physical

General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
- Treatments

. ..---

34.114

33.680
34.577
34.254

35.670
34.128
32.671

34.15b

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 82.

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 129.750 2 64.875 1.662 0.196

( eatment (B) 9.941 3 3.314 0.085 0.968

A x B 150.296 6 25.049 0.642 0.696

Regression 1747.199 1 1747.199 44.770 0.001

Within Cells 3239.172 83 39.026 -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



83.Table of
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 4
VISUAL ASSOCIATION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 31.500 32.125 32.715

4,3gressive General 34.500 35.750 35.230

Specific 32.375 36.125 36.391
I

Control 35.875 38.250 37.221

Physical 40.125 35.750 33.149

Hyperactive General 30.000 32.000 33.145

Specific 34.875 35.125 34.466

Control 35.750 37.000 36.017

Physical 30.625 27.375 28.288

Withdrawn General 32.875. .35.000 35.081

Specific 29.000 35.625 37.140

Control 29.625 33.125 34.4-CT

31.3+
Physical 34.485

Across All General - - - -- 35.999

Diagnostic Specific 35.882

Categories Control

Aggressive Across 35.389

Hyperactive All 34,194

Withdrawn Treatments 33.729

Across All Across All ...........

Diagnostic Treatments -------3. 4. .--4-3T---

Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 84.

Source ss df ms f 2. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 46.220 2 23.110 0.697 0.501

f -iatment (B) 330.581 3 110.194 3.325 0.024

A x B 148.545 6 24.758 0.747 0.613

Regression' 565.424 1 565.424 17.063 0.001

Within Cells 2750.328 83 33.136 - -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



85.Table of
Treatment Means
ITPA FACTOR 5

VERBAL EXPRESSION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M . Criterion M Criterion M

vtggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 31 750 32.000 31.934
General 31.750 34.000 33.934

Specific 32.125 34.500 34.252

Control 35.750 35.625 33.616

Physical 30.375 31.250 31.852

General 32.375 30.875 30.506

Specific 31.500 31.625 31.681
Control 33.375 32 SOO 31.645

Physical 28.750 29.125 30.516

General 28.125 29.250 30.945

.
32.375 33.625 33.256_____Specific

Control 31.125 30.250 30.488

Physical
General
Specific .

Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

31.434

31.795
33.663
31.916

33.434
31.421
31.301

'32.052

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 86.

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 88.320 2 44.160 . 2.737 0.071

!atment (B) 35.305 3 11.768 0.729 0.537

A x B 40.703 6 6.784 0.420 0.863
_4

Regression 444.601 1 444.601

___,

27.554 0.001

Within Cells 1339.275 83 16.136 -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



87.Table of
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 6

MANUAL EXPRESSION

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion Mi

Physical 35.375 38.375 38.802

4iAggressive General 38.125 39.625 39.446

Specific 36.125 42.375 42.637

Control 36.625 40.000 40.151

Physical 40.500 40.500
---4/71T5

39.798

Hyperactive General 38.875 41.781

Specific 37.750 42.750 42.654

Control 41.500 39.875 38.952

Physical 37.125 38.125 38.166

Withdrawn General 33.000 32.000 32.950

Specific,00 36.125 36.745

Control 38.250 f 40.250 40.043

38.922
Physical 38.059

Across All General 40.679

Diagnostic Specific 39.715
Categories Control

Aggressive Across -----
40.259

Hyperactive All 40.796

Withdrawn Treatments 36.976

Across All Ac-oss-All
Diagnostic Treatments _--.- 39.344
Categories

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 88.

Source ss df ms f a less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 259.969 2 129.984 6.072 0.003

.eatment (B) 89.928 3 29.976 1.400 0.248

A x B 261.489 6 43.581 2.036 0.070

Regression 139.449 1 139.449 6.515 0.013

Within Cells 1776.678 83 21.406 - -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde
Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



89.Table of
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 7
GRAMMATICAL CLOSURE

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category' Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

44-

.

`Aggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories ,

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 30.875 22375 29.491
General 36.875 38.250 34.664

Specific 32.750 30.250 29.209

Control 1 00 1.12 30.855

Physical 29.875 31.500 32.233

General 24.875 27.125 30.942
Specific 30.875 33.500 33.616

Control 32.250 34.375 33.642

Physical 31.875 32.375 31.874
General 30.625 34.250 34.520
Specific . 31.625 37.000 36.653

Control 28.750 33.375 34.802

Physical
General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

.

Across All
Treatments

31.199
33.375
33.159
33.099

31.054
32.606
34.462

32.708

NOTE: Each green is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 90.

Source ss df ms f p less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 184.528 2 92.264 2.791 0.067

reatment (B)
73.895 3 24.632 0.745 0.528

A x B
204.576 6 34.096 1.031 0.411

Regression
2926.154 1 2926.154 88.523 0.001

Within Cells 2743.593 83 33.055 r -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



91.Table of
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 8
VISUAL CLOSURE

Diagnostic Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Liggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 31,750
33.125

37.375

38.375

38.160
38.398General

Specific 38.000 44.625 41.947

Control 38,000 42.750 40.072

Physical 37.625 46.00C 43.529

General 31.500 37.875 38.799

Specific 34.250 41.625 41.025

Control 36.875 41.000 38.945

Physical 26.500 35.000 38.694

General 2.62 28.500 30.463

Specific 33.250 40.625 40.579

Control 27.500 36.375 39.515

Physical

General
Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments

Across All
Treatments

- - ---

40.126
35.887
41.184

39.511

39.644
40.575

37.313

39.177

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 92.

Source ss df ms f p. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 160.672 2 80.336 2.292 0.107

.latment (B) 372.679 3 124.226 3.545 0.018

A x B 325.769 6 54.295 1.549 0.172

Regression 1658.693 1 1658.693 47.327 0.001

Within Cells 2908.928 83 35.047 - -

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of :,:ariance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, riorida.



Ji.labie at
Treatment Means

ITPA FACTOR 9
AUDITORY MEMORY

Diagnostic . Covariate Unadjusted Adjusted

Category Treatment M Criterion M Criterion M

Physical 34.250 34.625 34.670

11 ggressive General 37.750 40.750 38.643

Specific 34.625 34.250 34.064

Control 32.125 32.750 34.101

Physical 38.125 34.125 31.787

Hyperactive General 31.875 32.625 34.130

Specific 37.125 35.125 33.402

Control 34.000 38.375 38.574

Physical 32.250 36.125 37.400

I,:ithdrawn General 31.500 34.625 36.361

Specific 36.625 39.25 3:.210

Control 31.625 32.250 33.909
3 .6 9

Across All

Physical
General

,
36.378
35.225

Diagnostic Specific , 35.528

CrItcsorieS Control ,

Aggressive Across 35,370

Hyperactive All 34-.473

Withdrawn Treatments 36.470

Acrcss All Across All

Diagnostic Treatments 35.438

Categories
_______

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 94.

Source ss df ms f p. less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 62.478 2 31.239 1.282 0.283

im-eatment (B) 38.200 3 12.733 0.522 0.668

A x B 360.308 6 60.051 2.464 0.030

Regression 1335.194 1 1335.194 54.786 0.001

Within Celts 2022.804 83
24.371 - -

NOTE From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of Clyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.



95.Table of
Treatment Means

!TPA FACTOR 10
VISUAL MEMORY

Diagnostic
Category Treatment

Covariate
M

Unadjusted
Criterion M

Adjusted

Criterion M

,ggressive

Hyperactive

Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Aggressive
Hyperactive
Withdrawn

Across All
Diagnostic
Categories

Physical 33.500 34.625 34.600

General 35.875 37.375 35.934

Specific 35.125
36.500

35.000

34.815

34.006

33.061Control

Physical 34.125 35.375 34.977

General 34.875 12.750 31.905

Specific 33.500 35.500 35.475

Control 36.750 38.625 36.662

Physical 31.125 30.125 31.517

General 2. 5.3 5 37.810

Specific . 31.750 34.250 35.269

Control 29.000 31.375 34.034

Physical
General

Specific
Control

Across
All

Treatments
I

Across All.

Treatments

33.698
35.216
34.917

34.586

34.400

3 ./55

34.658

34.604

NOTE: Each mean is based upon 8 observations.

Adjusted Analysis of Covariance

Summary Table 96.

Source ss df ms f 2 less than

Diagnostic Group
(A) 2.115 2 1.059 0.024 0.977

"Iatment (B) 31.019 3 10.340 0.230 0.875

A x B 266.576 6 44.479 0.989 0.438

Regression 1186.449 1 1186.449 26.404 0.001

Within Cells 3729.547 83 44.934 -
_

NOTE: From Multivariate Analysis of variance and Covariance Program of 'lyde

Computing Service, Miami, Florida.


